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Foreword

For most people, the word training evokes a mental image of classroom-based rather than on-
the-job learning. However, most job-related training occurs at the workplace, not off the job
in a classroom or laboratory. Estimates are that organizations spend between 3 and 6 times
more on on-the-job training (OJT) than what is spent on classroom training. However,
training professionals often don't recognize this fact. Most books and articles emphasize
classroom and simulator training. As a consequence OJT is typically ignored by professional
trainers and is left to the devices of well-intentioned co-workers and supervisors who often
lack the necessary skills to plan and execute OJT successfully.

The topic of this meeting, on-the-job training, was selected by the International Working
Group on Training and Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel, during their most
recent meeting in 1994. This International Working Group is made up of representatives from
all Member States who have operating nuclear power plants. This Group felt that there was a
need to provide a forum for exchange of information among specialists from Member States
on the topic of on-the-job training, and further that the Agency should publish the proceedings
of this meeting for the use of those specialists who were not able to attend.



Conclusions and Recommendations from This Meetin

Based upon the materials presented and subsequent discussion of these materials, participants
collectively determined that the following were the most important conclusions and
recommendations to be drawn from the meeting:

1. Decision makers need to recognize the value of structured OJT. The term "structured
OJT" was defined as training provided in the workplace, in a structured way, to achieve
specific objectives. In contrast "unplanned OJT" was defined as training provided in the
workplace, when time is available, and without prior preparation or planning. Training
specialists need to be able to demonstrate the cost-effectiveness of structured OJT, both in
terms of time saved in training and improved results.

2. OJT should be effective without being unnecessarily burdensome. Some participants
pointed out that structured OJT programmes have sometimes been unnecessarily
cumbersome and as a result are not used to their potential. Emphasis should be on methods
that provide consistent and quality results. Only the documentation that is truly needed to
ensure this consistency and quality should be developed.

3. In the future, retirement planning might effect the extent to which OJT is structured.
Several participants indicated that for their plants the personnel who were involved with the
startup and initial testing programmes are now nearing retirement. As a result there will be
a need in the future to provide more structure in OJT (and other training) in order to ensure
that their successors have the same level of performance.

4. Pre-testing of personnel before providing OJT. Particularly for continuing training,
some plants are conducting pre-testing and/or structured interviews to determine individual
training needs, rather than providing the same training for all personnel in a particular job.
While participants agreed that this was potentially a cost-effective way to use limited
training resources, it was also pointed out that the success of this approach depended on
the validity and reliability of the pre-tests.

5. Just-in-Time OJT. Just-in-time training is provided just prior to it being needed to
perform a task. It is an alternative to providing initial training, and then continuing training
to maintain continuous proficiency. Just-in-Time OJT does not have as a goal to keep
personnel proficient in performing an activity, but rather its goal is to ensure that personnel
have such proficiency before they perform the task. It is most applicable to infrequently
performed tasks that can be scheduled in advance, such as tasks only performed during
planned outages. Participants agreed that just-in-time OJT could potentially be very cost-
effective. They also agreed that using this approach placed a burden on planning and
scheduling systems to ensure that adequate time was provided for this training to be
conducted.

6. Standards of performance for OJT are sometimes difficult to determine, particularly for
tasks where personnel work as a team, or are "directly supervised". Some participants felt
that where two or more individuals work as a team that evaluating individual performance
to do their assigned task was inappropriate, as they would always have a co-worker, or a
supervisor to rely upon for assistance. Others felt that a "defense-in-depth" philosophy at



their plants meant that backup by co-workers and supervisors was one layer of this defense-
in-depth and individual competencies was another layer. Thus for these circumstances they
evaluated the individual without allowing for assistance from others. No consensus was
reached on this topic.

7. Involvement of both line and training organizations in OJT. Participants agreed that
both job-related and pedagogical competencies are needed to develop and conduct effective
OJT. OJT, in particular, depends for its success upon ownership and involvement of
managers, supervisors and experienced personnel because the conduct of OJT is generally
their responsibility. The quality of OJT methods and materials can often be improved
through the involvement of training specialists.

8. The characteristics of adult learners need to be considered when developing OJT
programmes. Adults learn best in small doses, and they don't change their behavior easily
or quickly. Adults learn best when they are allowed to talk about a subject, to relate it to
their own experiences, and to discover for themselves the validity and usefulness of the
skills or knowledge in question. Above all, they learn best when they get to practice doing
the thing we're supposedly teaching them to do. These characteristics suggest that most
training ought to be carried out over several sessions, with plenty of time in between those
sessions for practice and reflection. Also, in a group of adult learners there are more likely
to be differences in backgrounds and learning styles than in a group of high school or
college students. Thus training tailored to individual needs is often necessary.

9. Are there particular actions that international organizations such as WANO, INPO, or
IAEA should be taking with respect to OJT? One item was identified in this category;
that was the need for an OJT trainer/evaluator course, such as the one presented during the
meeting that was developed by the US Department of Energy.
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Introduction to Terminology and Issues for OJT
Thomas Mazour, Scientific Secretary

It is in the interest of common terminology and understanding that we begin with
a definition of the subject of this meeting, on-the-job training (OJT). A proposed
definition of OJT is the following:

"Training provided in the workplace"

If we can agree on that definition, then should the following be considered OJT?

• a new maintenance technician working under the supervision of an
experience technician?

• a shift supervisor leading a discussion with his crew in the control room
of a recent procedure modification?

• a technician practicing fuel handling operations prior to an outage using
the simulation mode of the refueling machine?

• a chemistry technician using a "blind sample" to check the accuracy of
his analysis technique?

• a maintenance supervisor conducting a safety meeting with his crew
prior to the start of the workday?

• an operations crew training on a full-scope simulator?

Many managers believe that OJT is the best training method because:

1. It is simple and fast
2. No planning is required, and
3. It is a method anybody can use

However, the following are often the characteristics of such training:

• The trainee is uncertain about what is to be learned
• Training is done "only when there is time."
• Trainers "forget" that training is to take place.
• The methods taught by the trainer are different than:

=>what written procedures specify
==>what you saw others do
=̂ >what others told you to do

• The training is unorganized and not done in any particular order
• The trainer doesn't seem to care about the training
• There are no written (or other) materials to help the trainee learn.



• The quality of training is lowered by a lack of supplies, available
equipment, or trainer skills

We might call this "Unplanned OJT," and define it as:

Training provided in the workplace, when time is available, and
without prior preparation or planning.

It is unplanned OJT that has often given OJT a poor reputation. For example,
many of the textbooks and guides written on SAT, when discussing the selection
of tasks for training, indicate that only those tasks that aren't too important
should be trained through the use of OJT. Sometimes the basis for this decision
is that there is some theory or other background information that is needed prior
to practical training, but often it is also an expectation that OJT alone won't
consistently provide the level of performance that is needed for the most
important tasks assigned to NPP personnel. To address this concern about the
lack of consistent results from unplanned OJT, let us define another term,
"structured OJT " Structured OJT is defined as:

"Training provided in the workplace, in a structured way,
to achieve specific objectives."

The following are proposed as the essential elements of a structured OJT
programme

• Written goals and objectives for the programme
• An action plan indicating how and when goals and objectives are to be

achieved
• Identification of responsibilities and resources to implement the action

plan
• Training for OJT trainers and evaluators
• Means to analyze training needs and develop OJT methods and

materials
• Means to conduct planned OJT
• Means to evaluate the results of OJT

Questions:

Are there any of the above elements that you would consider to be
unnecessary to achieve consistently acceptable results from OJT?
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Which of tlie OJT examples provided earlier are unplanned OJT and which
are structured OJT?

What are some of the barriers to effective OJT?

• lack of awareness of the differences between structured and unplanned
OJT

• feeling by experienced workers that they had to suffer through sink-or-
swim methods, so others should as well

• Lack of time to develop a program (crisis of the moment)

What are ways to overcome these barriers to effective OJT?

• Key decision makers must be aware of the potential gains that can be
realized

• Structured OJT must be made a priority
• At least one person in the organization needs to become an expert in

structured OJT

Characteristics of Adult Learning as Related to OJT

Adults learn best in small doses, and unlike academic education, job-related
training is aimed not merely, or even mainly, at imparting knowledge, but more
commonly at changing behavior. We want trainees to work cooperatively in
teams instead of competing, to take the initiative in solving problems instead of
waiting for the boss to issue an order, or to adopt a certain way of listening and
responding to co-workers. We know from experience that adults don't change
their behavior easily or quickly. They tend to change slowly, in small
increments. Adults need time to digest what they learn, put it into practice, think
about it for a while, and "feel" their way to new, internalized behavior patterns,
which then need to be encouraged and creatively rewarded.

Another thing we know from considerable research is that the typical adult
learner tends to recall no more than about 20 percent to 25 percent of what
he or she is exposed to in a typical training day, and that even this retention rate
drops by half over time. Long term retention can be improved through well-
prepared, highly effective training. At best, people can absorb only about two
to three hours of meaningful content in a single training day, and again, that
rate drops as the number of consecutive training days increases.



What this means, of course, is that most training ought to be carried out over
several sessions, with plenty of time in between those sessions for practice
and reflection. Classroom and off-site training typically isn't structured this
way. The objective is often to cram as much lecture time as possible in each day,
on the assumption that the organization can't afford to have people away from
their jobs any longer.

We also know that adults don't learn very well by being talked to. They learn
best when they are allowed to talk about the subject, to relate it to their own
experiences, and to discover for themselves the validity and usefulness of the
skills or knowledge in question. Above all, they learn best when they get to
practice doing the thing we're supposedly teaching them to do. -enter OJT. We
also know that people tend to accomplish many difficult tasks including learning
tasks, more effectively through teamwork than by working on their own. Besides
the intellectual and creative synergy inherent in teams, the shared ownership of
the outcome tends to elicit a higher level of performance from each team
member. This means that training needs to be highly interactive. It has to
comprise far more doing than listening. It needs to involve the learner in real-life
situations, and wherever feasible, these situations should involve the creation and
interplay of teams. Therefore effective training needs to be carried out in small
groups. In small group settings, learners are more comfortable and individuals
get more involved; the potential for someone to withdraw from participation is
almost eliminated.

OJT can typically accommodate the characteristics described above, and thus has
the potential to be very cost-effective.

The true costs, limitations and benefits of various training approaches, including
OJT must be understood if we are to make the best choices.

The Relationship Between Plant Procedures and OJT

True or false? Employees should not be trained to do a job until the correct
way(s) to do the work has (have) been defined.

If true, then the first step in a structured OJT programme is to define how the job
should be done, (tasks, competencies, required quality levels (standards))

If no procedures/instructions exist, or if they are of such poor quality that they
are not used, then developing OJT programmes has historically required
considerably more effort. Also, more difficulties have occurred in implementing
the programme. Why?
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Competencies and Accomplishments

The Agency's new Guidebook on NPP personnel training defines competencies
as "a group of related knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed to perform a
particular job."

Focus on competencies can lead people to only focus on behaviors and not
consider accomplishments/outcomes. We need to keep in mind that the purpose
of defining competencies is to give people information about what they need to
do to prepare themselves to succeed at their jobs. Good performance is
evidenced by people's accomplishments, not just their behaviors. For some jobs
there is little consistency between how exemplary performers do their jobs. This
is the case not so much for jobs such as control room operators or maintenance
technicians as it is for jobs which are less structured such as managers.

Shown in Table 1 is a process for identifying competencies that really matter in
accomplishing a particular job.

Identifying Needs for OJT and Other Types of Training

Just because we have a competency issue, doesn't necessarily mean that training
courses are warranted. For example, if some simple rules or procedures are
established, they may avoid the need for some or all training in that area.

Analysis often allows identification of lots of barriers to success that are not
under the direct control of the job performer. In other words, the job performer
could do everything to the standards expected for a particular task, and still not
accomplish what is expected because of other factors that he or she doesn't
control. This highlights the need for teamwork, and also for analyzing such
activities in an coordinated way. The analysis should seek ownership for these
other barriers from people who can do something about them.

Sometimes we make large investments in training solutions, including OJT, when
more or better training won't solve the problem. For example, large amounts of
money are spent on worker safety and accident prevention. Often injuries and
accidents occur not because workers didn't know how to work safely, but
because they chose not to. The reasons they choose not to, often are because of
subtle rewards built into the system that serve as incentives for unsafe work
practices (e.g., completing work within a certain time frame). In these cases,
there is a motivational, or communication or policy problem, not a training
problem. What happens if we try to solve such a problem through training?



Table 1 - Identifying Competencies That Really Matter

Step
1. Define the mission of the job

2. Describe the major outcomes
(accomplishments) required to
achieve the mission.
3. Define performance standards
for each major outcome

4. Identify known barriers to
achieving the performance
standards.

5. Determine which barriers will
be best overcome by training the
performer.

6. Develop (or buy) and deliver
training.

Questions to be Answered
a. What is the ultimate product or service that
results from this job?
b. Is this the product or service that best
describes how this job contributes to the goals
of the organization
c. How would I know if the mission had been
achieved (what success criteria for achieving
the mission)?
a. What are the necessary and sufficient
outcomes that result in achieving the mission
ofthejob?
a. What are the requirements of success for
this outcome
b. How can each requirement be measured?
c. How well do the best performers perform
against these measures today?
a. What has prevented people from achieving
the standards in the past?
b. Which barriers, if overcome, will provide
the greatest performance improvements?
Would the barrier best be addressed by:
clarifying performance expectations?
providing performance feedback?
providing better tools(or job aids)?
teaching the performer certain behaviors that
will assist in overcoming known barriers to
achieving the performance standards?
a. What is the briefest training that will allow
the performer to overcome the targeted
barrier?
b. Could a job aid be provided instead of
training?
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Good morning. I appreciate this opportunity to discuss this important topic

of on-the-job training and qualification of nuclear plant personnel. On-the-

job training and qualification are integral parts of training programs at

nuclear power piants in the United States.

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO), as many of you know,

evaluates nuclear power plants in the United States. One of the areas we

evaluate is the training and qualification of the power plant personnel. This

includes control room operators, equipment operators, maintenance

technicians, chemistry technicians, health physics technicians, and

engineering personnel. As part of these evaluations, we evaluate the

conduct of on-the-job training and qualification.

Most of the nuclear power plants in the United States implement on-the-job

training and qualification based on guidelines developed by the National

Academy for Nuclear Training. This method for implementation of on-the-

job training and qualification is just one method for successfully conducting

on-the-job training and qualification. We should remember that the goal of

the on-the-job training and qualification program is to train and qualify a

worker to work safely and independently, and any methods that are used to

assure this would be appropriate.

The sequence for the conduct of on-the-job training should include these

steps. The discretion of the trainer is necessary to determine the

applicability of each step:
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Traininq Phase

1. The trainee should verify completion of applicable prerequisite

items prior to the on-the-job training, such as:

a. Classroom training

b. Laboratory training

c. Simulator training

2. The trainee studies materials related to the task(s). These

materials should include procedures, system descriptions, piping

and electrical prints.

3. The trainer demonstrates proper performance, discusses

potential consequences of improper performance, and

discusses lessons learned from industry operating experience.

It is important that the trainer be a "role model" to the trainee in

all aspects of the task performance, including proper tool use,

proper equipment operation, personnel safety, and procedure

use.

4. The trainee practices the task, and the trainer acts as a coach,

providing assistance as necessary. The trainer corrects

performance problems and helps the trainee learn from

mistakes. Although the purpose of on-the-job training is to train

the trainee to successfully perform the task, it is important that
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this includes discussions of problems that could arise during

performance of the task. The trainee should be able to

successfully perform the task at the completion of the on-the-job

training.

The sequence for conduct of the qualification phase should include these

steps:

Evaluation phase

1. When the trainee is confident that he has mastered the task, the

trainee requests an evaluation of performance by a designated

evaluator for the task. (A more effective evaluation may result if

the evaluator is not the same person as the trainer.)

2. The evaluator verifies completion of items that are required prior

to the task.

3. The evaluator conducts the evaluation using specified standards

to evaluate trainee knowledge and skills. Although the evaluator

is examining, the evaluation is enhanced by role-playing as

supervisors or other functional areas.

4. If the trainee's knowledge and skills are satisfactory, the

evaluation is complete. If not, the evaluator identifies additional

areas for study prior to the next evaluation.
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5. Line management is informed of the outcome of the evaluation

and the qualification decision.

Again, I would like to remind you that this is only one method for conducting

on-the-job training and qualification. But it is a method that has proven to be

successful at United States nuclear power plants.

As I stated earlier, INPO evaluates the training and qualification of workers

at U. S. nuclear plants, and part of that evaluation includes the conduct of

on-the-job training and qualification. Through these evaluations, we have

noted some recurring problems in the conduct of on-the-job training and

qualification.

1. Standards for performance are not identified so that the trainee

and the trainer know what is expected for satisfactory

performance. For example, the proper procedure or instruction

is not identified so that the trainer could properly instruct the

trainee on techniques or methods to perform a task.

2. The trainee's performance is insufficiently monitored by the

evaluator to determine the trainee's ability to perform the task.

For example, the evaluator would not observe the trainee during

portions of the task to verify proper trainee performance.

3. The evaluator prompts or assists the trainee during the

evaluation phase (qualification). The evaiuator helps the trainee
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complete the task, but then qualifies the individual to perform the

task independently.

4. Trainees are qualified on tasks without adequate verification that

they could perform the entire task.

5. Prerequisite training is not completed prior to final qualification.

As a result, the trainee may not have all the knowledge needed

to perform the task or, more importantly, to analyze problems if

something goes wrong.

6. Individuals are assigned to perform a task prior to being trained,

evaluated, and determined to be qualified on the task.

7. Appropriate procedures and fundamental work practices are not

reinforced during on-the-job training and qualification. These

work practices include procedure adherence, self-checking,

radiological protection, and personnel safety.

8. Management monitoring of on-the-job training and qualification

is insufficient to detect problems as described above.

Management monitoring of these training activities is important

to verify expectations are being reinforced and individuals are

being trained and qualified to their standards.

Thank you for your attention; now, I would like to answer any questions you

may have on this topic.
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Sequence of Steps for Conduct of
On-The-Job Training

1. Trainee completes prerequisite training.

2. Trainee studies material.

3. Trainer demonstrates the task. r

4. Trainee practices the task.

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION Slide 1



Sequence of Steps for Qualification

1. Trainee requests an evaluation.

2. Evaluator verifies completion of training.

3. Evaluator evaluates the trainee on the task.

4. Trainee successfully completes task.

5. Management informed of results of
evaluation.

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION . Slide 2



Problems Observed in the
Implementation of On-The-Job
Training and Qualification

1. Standards for performance not identified.

2. Evaluators not monitoring trainee.

3. Evaluator assists trainee during evaluation

4. Trainees qualified without being able to
perform the task.

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION Slide 3



Problems Observed in the
Implementation of On-The-Job
Training and Qualification

5. Prerequisite training not complete.

6. Individuals assigned to jobs without
completing qualification.

7. Management expectations not reinforced

8. Management not monitoring on-the-job
training and qualification.

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION Slide 4



"OSART Mission Highlights Related to On-the-Job Training"

Presented by:
Thomas Mazour, Nuclear Power Engineering Section, IAEA

and
Keith Hide, Nuclear Power Plant Operational Safety Section, IAEA

at the IAEA Specialists9 Meeting on
On-the-Job Training and Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel

4-6 December 1995

This paper summarizes the highlights, related to the topic of on-the-job training (OJT), for
Agency OSART missions conducted since 1990 (a total of 27 missions). Recommendations
and suggestions for improvements related to on-the-job training and qualification programmes
are discussed, as well as Good Practices and Good Performances. For Good Practices and
Good Performances, the plant is identified to aid in follow-up by meeting participants. For
recommendations and suggestions, the number of plants that had recommendations/findings in
this area are identified by a number in parentheses after the item. The paper takes a broad
approach toward highlights that are related to OJT. For example, there have been a number of
OSART recommendations and suggestions concerning responsibilities, authorities and
interfaces forNPP activities. These recommendations and suggestions relate not only to
responsibilities and interfaces for on-the-job training and qualification programmes, but also to
other areas as well.

The information contained in this paper was developed from a data base called OSMIR, using
the Microsoft Access 2.0 programme. The data base is available from the Agency on diskette,
free of charge. Contact M.A. Domenech, IAEA, NOSS-NENS, Wagramerstrasse 5, PO Box
100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria Fax: 43-1^20607, Phone: 43-1-2060-22031.

Management Roles and Responsibilities

-I Responsibilities, authorities and interfaces among organizational units for training and
qualification and other plant activities are not clearly defined. (5)

•I Senior plant management does not perform periodic observations of training at the plant or
at the training centre. (4)

•I Departments, and in some cases individual first line supervisors, are responsible for the
development and delivery of training programmes for their own personnel. There is no
mechanism to enforce a standard of quality, or to avoid redundancy (4)

-I There is no one responsible for the coordination of all on- and off-site training, drawing up
training schedules, maintaining training records, and assisting departmental managers in
discharging their responsibilities (2)
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T The station training committee was created to coordinate general policies and activities for
individual training programmes. It will increase the consistency of training and help
communications between departments about training matters (Fessenheim 1/2-France)

t In order to ensure that training programmes are implemented and that line managers are
involved in the training process, a Training Review Group for each section has been
established that meets at least quarterly. The group is composed of personnel from the
Training Section and from the corresponding work group. (Grand Gulf-USA)

Use of Procedures for the Conduct of Plant Activities

-I There are either no written instructions/procedures for the conduct of plant activities, or the
existing instructions are inadequate (8)

4- There is no evidence that procedures are being updated, nor is use being made of
experience feedback to improve procedures (3)

•I Procedures are not routinely used for the conduct of plant activities (5)

1 The required personnel qualification and estimate of work duration are not included in plant
procedures, nor is this type of information tracked in the computerized work control
system. (1)

T The procedures used to accomplish the maintenance programme are excellent documents
with very precise details for performance of the job. They compare favourably with the
best maintenance procedures of many other plants in the world (Fukushima Daini-Japan)

Qualification of Plant Personnel

4- There is no structured assessment of skills before qualification of NPP personnel (6)

X There are no task-specific qualifications of plant personnel to aid supervisors in making job
assignments (2)

f An Individual Training Qualification (ITQ) card is given to each person at the plant by the
Training Records Group. The ITQ card indicates those courses required by each
qualification category and their expiration dates. Employees use the ITQ cards to schedule
their training and to demonstrate its successful achievement. (Grand Gulf-USA)

t Every contractor welder is required to pass a plant test on his welding skills, in addition to
performance qualification required by applicable codes and standards. (Leibstadt-
Switzerland)

Training Records
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i A comprehensive training records system is not established to allow identification of initial
and refresher training needs (3)

t A qualification booklet for both initial and continuing training is issued to all radiation
workers (both plant personnel and contractors). This booklet provides common standards
throughout the country for workers who move from one site to another. (Fukushimo-Daini,
Japan)

Planning and Scheduling of Training

-I Recruitment schedules have not been established to ensure sufficient plant maintenance
staff (2)

>l The number of staff scheduled to be trained in in-service inspection and pressure vessel
inspections is not sufficient to meet the expected workload. (1)

T For specialized maintenance skills, such as non-destructive testing and in-service inspection,
a suitably trained and equipped national team may overcome the problems with insufficient
resources at individual units. (1)

T Team briefings are provided for plant personnel to update them on activities and changes
taking place on the station. The briefings are conducted by senior staff to give credibility to
the importance of the programme. (Hunterston-UK)

T The kick-off meeting before start of work is an excellent way to discuss and inform all
involved personnel about important matters for performance of the work. (Fukushima
Daini-Japan)

Design and Development of OJT Programmes

I On the job training is not supported by training materials, performance standards, or
observation/evaluation checklists. A formal, structured on-the-job training programme
should be developed. (9)

1 Performance standards/objectives have not established for practical training (e.g., OJT,
laboratory training, simulator training. (4)

1 Lesson plans have not been developed specifying learning objectives, instructor and trainee
activities, training methods, training equipment, and training material to be used. (2)
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•I Training requirements, including those for OJT, are not assembled into a concise document
that defines the training programmes for each job/position. There is no list of minimum
activities that are required to be demonstrated prior to qualificaiton. (5)

T The detailed use of an individual training plan, generated from the Plant Training Plan, the
unit Training Plan Guide and the Departmental Standard Training Plan is a very structured
and systematic method to ensure training needs of the plant are addressed. (Gravelines 3/4-
France)

t Table top scenario-based training is provided for operations shifts in the diagnosis of plant
equipment malfunctions to enhance integrated plant knowledge, team skills, and diagnostic
capabilities (Kola, Russia)

T A three-month shadow training period is provided during which employees use a structured
training pack and discuss risks associated with different plant locations and activities.
(Cattenom, France)

Implementation of Training Programmes

4 Not all courses include an assessment of trainee mastery of the objectives at the completion
of the training (1)

i There is no, structured continuing training programme to provide personnel with refresher
training on infrequently performed, difficult and important tasks, or on operating experience
feedback, or revisions to plant equipment or procedures. (7)

t Practical training, including OJT is used to reinforce the safety culture attribute of
maintaining a questioning attitude when performing a task, rather than completing it in a
mechanical way. (Guandong, China)

Evaluation of Training Programmes

i There is no formal evaluation of OJT programmes (5)

i A system has not been established to ensure that training materials are updated to reflect
plant modifications and procedure changes (3)

1 There is no systematic process for the collection, review and response to feedback from
trainees during training and after beginning work in their new positions, or from supervisors
of trainees and graduates. (1)

t The system used in the Training Department to screen the operating experience information
from internal and external sources is excellent. It secures the feedback of relevant parts of
the information and includes it in the training programmes. (Grafenrheinfeld, Germany)
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T Formal interviews are used at the beginning of each year to specify individual training needs
and to identify needed improvements in training programmes (Fessenheim 1/2-France)

t After each training session, there is a formal evaluation of training with all individuals
involved. This is followed by recommendations of changes to the training centre sub-
working groups. Once a year these recommendations are analyzed and directed to the
corporate level training division. (Blayais-France)

Verification of the Qualification of Contractors' Personnel

T Contractors staff requiring access to utility sites must have an access passbook which
contains details of the individuals radiation exposure, and training in the areas of quality,
safety, prevention of risk, and ALARA. Using the access passbook in this way, the utility is
able to determine immediately if the contractor is qualified and hence the utility has an
improved level of confidence in the contractor's ability to perform work on site. (Cattenom
1/4-France)

T The reception of contractors at the plant is performed in a way that ensures a high level of
awareness of safety and quality. A handbook given to contractors provides them with
important information for work on site. (Fessenheim 1/2-France)

Instructor Training and Qualification

X OJT instructor/evaluator training on instructional techniques and assessment techniques is
not provided (2)

i In-plant personnel who design and develop training materials or conduct on-the-job training
are not provided training on the skills and knowledge needed for these tasks. (1)

-I No formal programme for continuing training of instructors is provided (4)

-i- Evaluation of instructor delivery of training is not performed (6)

4- OJT trainers and evaluators should be identified for specific tasks (1)
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INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

OPERATIONAL SAFETY REVIEW TEAM (OSART) PROGRAMME

Description of the OSMIR Database

OSART mission results have been incorporated in a database OSMIR (per OSART
Mission Results). This database covers all missions since January 1991 and is currently
operable. It is updated as the report of each mission is published and will eventually be
maintained with results of the most recent five years' missions. The results of OSART
follow-up visits are also included.

The information incorporated in OSMIR is the same as the results contained in the
OSART mission reports, except for minor editing to identify abbreviations, replace
specific by universal terms (when possible) depersonalize the information avoiding
references to the NPPs, utilities, etc.

To date, the results of twenty-eight OSART missions and twelve OSART follow-
up visits have been incorporated covering reviews carried out during 1991 to 1995. The
information is filed according to:

• Mission identification (plant information, name, country, reactor type and size;
dates of mission; type of mission; etc).

• Mission results (currently comprising 1532 recommendations, 1011 suggestions
and 284 good practices) each of which is categorized by review area (15), topic
(-160); together with a statement of the issues related to each recommendation and
suggestion.

• Follow-up visit results giving information on remedial actions planned/carried out
by NPPs and IAEA experts' comments and judgements of progress for all
recommendations and suggestions covered by follow-up visits.

Examples of the type of searches that can be made of the database range from
global searches, for example all findings related to a review area, e.g. training and
qualification, to more specific searches, for example looking for recommendations of
generic significance for a given topic at PWR plants that have been assessed during a
follow-up visit as having been satisfactorily responded to.

The database is now available to NPPs, utilities, regulators and associated research
institutes on two floppy disks in compressed (.zip) format together with decompression
software. Alternatively, hard copy print-outs of results of requested searches can be
provided. The database has been compiled using MS Access 2.0 and is currently 3.7
Mbytes in size with over 2,800 records. A technical description of the OSMIR database
is available to assit users and would be included with each diskette copy of the database.
Access tables can be exported to other databases, e.g. Paradox 3.X/4.X, FoxPro
2.0/2.5/2.6 and Dbase III/IV

osmirdsc .noiA'uii
8 November 1995
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The results are classified according to :

Search Key Result

R Recommendations
S Suggestions
G Good Practices

Results are contained in Review Areas and Topics following the criteria of the
OSART Guidelines, IAEA-TECDOC-744). (see Attachment A), which permit the
retrieval of selected results through pre-defined criteria. A result is therefore identified
by the following keys e.g. (Guangdong NPP, Fire Protection Programme).

Mission No. 69
Review Area 3 (Operations)
Topic 8 (Fire Protection Programme
Type of result (R, S, G)

OSMIR is composed of several tables, (see attachment B), the most important
concerning search keys is "MISSIONS". This table contains all technical and
administrative references described below:

Technical Administrative
Plant (name) Mission No.
Reactor type/size Country
Plant status Mission dates/year
Mission type Report reference
Commercial operation Report status

OSMIR contains all the results in memo fields. Each recommendation and
suggestion is logged in two memo fields named Issue and Result. The Issue explains
what the problem is while the Result recommends or suggests a specific action to solve
the problem. Consequently to understand the concern in depth, both issues and results
should be retrieved together. In some instances issues are not provided.

OSART Follow-up visit results are also included in OSMIR, although for various
reasons not all OSART missions have Follow-up visits.

Part IV presents the OSMIR database printout of good practices and selected good
performances by areas identified by OSART missions during 1993 and 1994. It is an
example of the database and can be used by the power plants. For detailed information it
is suggested to contact the power plants where good practices and performances have
been noted. The addresses of the plants with good practices or selected good
performances identified in the years 1993 and 1994 are in the attachment to Part IV.

osmirdsc.not/fcu.li
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Requests for further information, copies of OSMIR or printouts should be
addressed to :

Miguel Domenech Rojos
Nuclear Power Plant Operational Safety Services
Division of Nuclear Safety
P.O. Box 100,Wagramer Strasse 5
A-1400 Vienna, Austria
Tel.: +43-1-2060 Ext. 22031
Fax: +43-1-20607

E-mail: domenech@nepo 1. iaea.or.at
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DATABASE (OSMIR) TOPIC KEY LIST

1. MANAGEMENT, ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
1. Corporate organization and management
2. Plant organization and management
3. Quality assurance programme
4. Regulatory and other statutory requirements
5. Industrial safety programme
6. Document and records management
7. Site access control (optional)

2. TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION
1. Organization and functions
2. Training facilities, equipment and material
3. Control room operators and shift supervisors
4. Field operators
5. Maintenance personnel
6. Technical support personnel
7. Radiation protection personnel
8. Chemistry personnel
9. Management and personnel
10. General employee training

3. OPERATIONS
1. Organization and functions
2. Operations facilities and operator aids
3. Operating rules and procedures
4. Operating history
5. Conduct of operations
6. Work authorizations
7. Accident management
8. Fire protection programme.

4. MAINTENANCE
1. Organization and functions
2. Maintenance facilities and equipment
3. Maintenance programmes
4. Procedures, records and histories
5. Conduct and control of maintenance work
6. Material conditions
7. In-service inspection
8. Stores and warehouses
9. Outage management

osmirdsc.noLTiwti
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5. TECHNICAL SUPPORT
1. Organization and functions
2. Surveillance programme
3. Operational experience feedback system
4. Plant modification system
5. Reactor engineering
6. Fuel handling
7. Safety related computer applications

6. RADIATION PROTECTION
1. Organization and functions
2. Radiation work control
3. Internal radiation exposure
4. Radiation protection instrumentation, equipment and facilities
5. Personnel dosimetry
6. Radioactive waste storage and discharges
7. Radiation protection support during emergencies

7. CHEMISTRY
1. Organization and functions
2. Chemistry control in plant systems
3. Chemical surveillance programme
4. Chemistry operational history
5. Laboratories, equipment and instruments
6. Quality control of operational chemicals
7. Radiochemical measurements

8. EMERGENCY PLANNING AND PREPAREDNESS
1. Emergency organization and functions
2. Emergency plans
3. Emergency procedures
4. Emergency response facilities
5. Emergency equipment and resources
6. Training, drills and exercises
7. Liaison with public and media

9. COMMISSIONING
1. Organization and management of commissioning
2. Commissioning programme
3. Training in commissioning
4. Preparation and approval of test procedures
5. Control of test and measuring equipment
6. Conduct of tests and approval of test results
7. Maintenance during commissioning
8. Interface with operations

osmirdscnoi/kwli
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9. Interface with construction
10. Interface with engineering (designer)
11. Initial fuel loading
12. Plant handover
13. Work control and equipment isolation during commissioning
14. Control of temporary modifications

10. PROJECT MANAGEMENT
1. Corporate organization and management
2. Construction and operating organization - site responsibilities
3. Organization of main contractors
4. Organization of the regulatory body's responsibilities
5. Project objectives, planning, scheduling and monitoring
6. Methodology for maintaining consistency in project results
7. Design and construction engineering
8. Procurement: criteria and control
9. Control of changes
10. Industrial safety programme
11. Fire protection programme

11. CIVIL ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
1. Civil contractor organization
2. Quality control
3. Planning
4. Document control
5. Procurement and material control
6. Civil construction and installation
7. Material testing laboratory

12. MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION
1. Mechanical contractor organization
2. Quality control
3. Planning
4. Document control
5. Procurement and material control
6. Mechanical construction and installation
7. Testing and preparation for turnover

13. ELECTRICAL AND I&C EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION
1. Electrical and I&C contractor organization
2. Quality control
3. Planning
4. Documents control
5. Procurement and material control
6. Construction and installation
7. Testing and preparation for turnover

osmirdsc.not/kwh
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14. QUALITY ASSURANCE IN CONSTRUCTION AND
COMMISSIONING
1. Corporate QA programme
2. QA programmes of the NPP project Organization
3. QA programmes of contractors
4. QA during commissioning and startup
5. QA programme for the operational phase
6. Document control
7. Non-conformance control and corrective actions
8. Records
9. Audits
10. Procurement control

15. PREPARATIONS FOR STARTUP AND OPERATION
1. Management, organization and administration
2. Training and qualification
3. Operations
4. Maintenance
5. Technical support
6. Radiation protection
7. Chemistry
8. Emergency planning and preparedness
9. Commissioning

osmirdsc .noi/k wh
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DATABASE (OSMIR) - ACCESS - FILE STRUCTURE

DATABASES

1. MISSIONS (MISSIONS)

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17

2.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10
11

Mission No
Mission Type

Country
Plant
Reactor Type/Size
Plant Status

Commercial Operation
Plant Standards

Dates
Year
Report Reference
Report Status

Report Status date
Team Leader(Name)
IAEA Staff (N°of)

. External Exp (No)

. Scient.Visit (No)

FOLLOW-UP VISITS

Follow-up Vis. (No)
Mission No.
Dates
Year
Report Reference
Report Status
Status Date
Team Leader (Name)
IAEA Staff (N°of)

. External Exp (No.)

. Scient. Visit (No.)

MISSION No LI
MISSJTYPE L8

0: Operational
P:Pre-Operational

Num
Text

TrTechnical Exchange Visits
SiSafety Review Missions

COUNTRY
PLANT
R TYP SIZE
PLANT_STAT L9

C: Construction
K: Commissioning
0: Operation

(yr) COMME OPER
PLANT_STAN

N: Normal
U: Upgrading Process

DATES
YEAR
REP REF
REP_STATUS

A:Being written

Text
Text
Text
Text

Date/Time
Text

Date/time
Num
Text
Text

C:Sent out for comments
R:Finalized and Sent
D: Derestricted

STAT DATE
TEAM LEAD
IAEA STAFF
EXT EXPERT
SCI_VISITR

(FUP_VIST)

FUP VIS NO L2
MISSION NO. LI
DATES
YEAR
REP REF
REP STATUS
STAT DATE
TEAM LEAD
IAEA STAFF
EXT EXPERT
SCI VISITR

Integer
I

15
20
15
1

Medium Date
1

Medium Date
Integer

22
1

out (Restricted for 90 days)

Date/Time
Text
Num
Num
Num

Num
Num
Text
Num
Text
Text
Date
Text
Num
Num
Num

Medium Date
15
Integer
Integer
Integer

Integer
Integer
20
Integer
22
1
8
15
Integer
Integer
Integer
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3. MISSION RESULTS (MISSREST)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

4.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

5.
1.
2.

6.
1.
2.
3.

7.
1.
2.

8.
1.
2.

9.
1.
2.

10

Mission No.
Review Area
Topic Reference
Ref. to Topic (in report)
Key for Selection
Result type

Issue
Result

MISSION NO
REV AREA
TOPIC REF
REF TOPIC
SELECKEY
RESJTYPE

LI
L3
L4
L5

L6
R: Recommendation
S: Suggestion
G: Good Practice

ISSUE
RESULT

FOLLOW-UP VISIT RESULTS (FOUPREST)
Mission No
Follow-up Visit No
Ref. to Topic (in report)
Follow-up Visit Result
Status

Plant Response
IAEA Comments

MISSION NO
FUP VIS NO
REF TOPIC
FUP_STATUS

LI
L2
L5
L7

1: Issue resolved
2:Satisfactory
3: Little or no
4:Withdrawn

PLANT RESP
IAEA_COMME

REVIEW AREA (REVIEWAR)
Review Area
Review Area Description

TOPIC (TOPIC)
Topic Reference
Topic Description
Review Area

RESULT TYPE (RESULTTY)
Result Type
Result Description

FOLLOW-UP VISIT RESULT
Follow-up Visit Status
Status Description

MISSION TYPE (MISSTYPE)
Mission Type
Mission Type Description

REV AREA
RA_DESCRIP

TOPIC REF
TOP DESCRI
REV_AREA

RES TYPE
RES_DESCR

STATUS (FURESTAT)
FUP STATUS
FU_ST_DESC

MISS TYPE
MI_TYP_DESC

. PLANT STATUS (PLANSTAT)

Num
Text
Num
Text
Text
Text

Memo
Memo

Num
Num
Text
Text

progress to date
progress

L3

L4

L3

L6

L7

L8

Memo
Memo

Text
Text

Num
Text
Text

Text
Text

Text
Text

Text
Text

Byte
3

Byte
11
1
1

Integer
Integer
U
1

3
50

single
80
3
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155 employees

140 of whom are on shift

• Rotation of 6 operating teams of 22 persons

• Responsibility for each one of these teams is entrusted to a managerial

level of three (1 shift operations manager, 2 technical supervisors)

6 teams : 1 shift operations manager

2 technical supervisors

8 operators

11 field operators

• Tagging operations are carried out by multi-skilled operators (tagging

office)

• Number of qualified staff is superior to that strictly needed, thus favouring

learning, development of professionalism and maintenance of skills on off

shift periods

Vienna meeting ~on-tbe-job training" - 4th - 6th December 1995
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NEW ORGANIZATIGN

>> Greater personal responsibilities

>> Internal support system for shift and non shift

workers

Enhancement of individual and team

professionalism

Reinforcement of the management

Vienna meeting "on-the-job training' - 4th - 6th December 1995



TRAINING

>> Job description

>> Recruitment guidelines

Standard training plan

National

Local

Theory

Practical work experience

The team : - on-the-job training

- shadow-training

Vienna meeting "on-the-job training" - 4th - 6th December 1995



INITIAL TRAINING

RECRUITMENT

INTRODUCTION

NPP
COURSE

- Organization
- Industrial safety
- Fire-fighting

DEPARTMENTAL
COURSE

V

SHADOW TRAINING

\

NATIONAL TRAINING

SITE TRAINING

* Nuclear safety
* Industrial safety
* First aid
* Fire-fighting
* Radiation protection

EVALUATION

AUTHORIZATION

Vienna meeting ~on~the-job training' - 4th - 6th December 1995
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Duration :
12 months

—-> Course
(1 week, national)

Training
assessment (site)

acquisition of theory
individual evaluation

analysis of improvements to be made after evaluation
presentation of between course objectives

Between course . application of know-how
period (4 weeks , Site) - preparation for next course using fixed objectives

Train ing . evaluation of between course objectives
assessment (site)

Partial work
authorization

Evaluation

Authorization

Vienna meeting "on-tbe-job training' - 4th - 6th December 1995
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INITIAL TRAINING mmm TEAM

>> Shadow training is :

Planned

Coached

Checked

>> Shadow trainers are specially trained (pedagogy)

>> Clear training objectives

>> Active training evaluation

> Organization of on the field exercices

>> Partial work authorizations

Vienna meeting 'on-the-job training" - 4th - 6th December 1995



SKILLS MAINTENANCE

Continuous assessment

>> Refresher courses (4 weeks per year for field

operators)

Detection of individual weaknesses

> Experience feedback

>> Prospectus and anticipation

Vienna meeting 'on-the-job training" - 4th - 6th December 1995



FIELD OPERATORS

FEEDBACK

PROBLEM IS IDENTIFIED

Study of necessary on-field procedures in case
of incident / accident with professional trainer

>/

DEALING WITH THE PROBLEM

- On field study of plant material

- Aims objectives content and methods of pratical
training are prepared

- Practical experience is planned, the state of
plant being taken into account

OBSERVATION

>

VFenna meeting "on-the-job training" - 4th - 6th December 1995



Since 1992, FLAMANVILLE Operations Department has set up a new organisation
dealing with 4 strong ambitions :

^ deliberate policy of encouraging the staff to accept greater personal responsibilities

^ on shift and off shift support to allow this acceptation

^ continuous enhancement of individual and team professionalism

^ reinforcement of the management.

These 4 ambitions have contributed to elaborate a real training policy, able to rely on
strong corporate and local support, for:

> recruitment

> initial training

>> maintenance of skills

> proficiency training

In the area of initial training, the strength of the approach consists in the installation of a
complete loop, by the management of the teams and of the Department, allowing (for
example, for field Operators):

© The creation of a JOB DEFINITION (at the level of corporate support and local
complements)

© Corresponding recruitment rules and creation of a TRAINING REFERENCE
taking into account:

- the KNOWLEDGE area (the necessary competences are given by
national or local courses, supported by a STANDARD TRAINING PLAN)

- the EXPERIENCE and the BEHAVIOUR area, better transmitted at the
level of the team, by on the job training, shadow training, planned,
coached and checked by team management

® Clear training objectives, able to be checked and measured,

® Training actions and evaluation

© Organisation of on the field exercises, for the trainee, testing, detecting
weaknesses, authorization

© Study (observation and prospection) by the Department management team, in
order to modify training program and job Definitions, to check that the training is
in keeping with the needs, to imagine to the future jobs and to prepare the
evolution



These special steps are implemented with an increasing precision and take profit from
good quality support (documents, guidelines, evaluations sheets, references, instructional,
techniques training for shadow trainer..).

Specific partial authorizations are delivered, during the training period in order to make
responsable the trainee very soon and validate, step by step, his progress in the program.

In the area of the maintenance of stills, needs are expressed and listed, once or twice a
year, on an individual way or at the level of the team, by the management and not.

These needs are transformed in programs allowing each field operator to participate at a
4 weeks a year training organisation, including on paper courses, on the field practices, and
strongly issued from the experience feed back.
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ABSTRACT

This paper briefly discusses the approach the United States Department of Energy (DOE) has
taken to promote high quality, consistent OJT at DOE-owned, contractor operated nuclear
facilities. DOE undertook the challenge of improving OJT because of inconsistencies in
training methods being used in the workplace and the increased emphasis on properly trained
personnel. To improve consistency for the Department's workforce, a Guide to Good
Practices for On-the-Job Training was developed. This guide established standards to be
used for conducting OJT. A train-the-trainer course was also developed to provide first line
supervisors and subject matter experts with the skills necessary to conduct and evaluate OJT.
The need for refresher training was identified and the Department developed an On-the-Job
Training Refresher course. The OJT instructor course provides 24 hours of demonstrations,
instruction, and evaluated practice covering OJT instructional techniques, and developing
learning objectives, OJT guides, and performance evaluations. The OJT refresher course
provides experienced instructors review of the OJT process, effective techniques, OJT
materials, and "lessons learned." Through these courses and field application of the good
practices, DOE has laid the foundation for high quality OJT.

KEY WORDS

On-the-Job Training
Systematic Approach to Training (SAT)





ON-THE-JOB TRAINING IN THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
FROM THE PAST TO THE PRESENT

During the early years of DOE nuclear facility operation, on-the-job training was conducted
on an experiential basis. The major reason for this approach was that these facilities were
operated by the people that designed and built them. As new personnel were brought into
DOE nuclear facilities to maintain operations, they learned in the same manner as their
predecessors, through trial and error, or they were taught their job responsibilities using a
largely unstructured and informal one-on-one mentoring process with no formal evaluation of
their knowledge and skills. Since the turnover of personnel was small, newly qualified
personnel could always rely on the more experienced personnel to help them in any
operational situation. As time passed, they eventually mastered their jobs much like occurs
in any master/apprentice situation. This process of passing on critical information was
dependent on the information that each individual mentor considered important and also on
what they wanted to pass on to the trainee. Since each mentor had a different idea of what
was important, the result was usually inconsistent information transfer from individual to
individual.

From the 1960s to the mid-1980s, the Department's contractor workforces underwent a
gradual change. The personnel that designed, built, and operated the Department's nuclear
facilities were reaching retirement age and started to leave the workforce in increasing
numbers. As they left, they took with them a lifetime of knowledge and skills learned on-
the-job. The Department realized that much of the vital information that was necessary for
safe and efficient operation was being lost as a result of this attrition. On-the-Job Training
(OJT) underwent a gradual shift from an unstructured informal learning/evaluation experience
to a two-phased structured formal learning and evaluation process to recapture this vital
information. In many cases the Department brought retired employees back as consultants to
capture this wealth of knowledge and skill through their participation in the conduct of job
analyses of the position in which they previously worked. These personnel were also used to
develop training materials based on the results of the individual job analyses.

OJT comprises a large part of the training conducted at DOE nuclear facilities for operations
and maintenance positions. In a survey of nuclear power plants in the U. S., it was
estimated that OJT makes up, on average, 36% of training for operators and 56% of training
for maintenance personnel. As one can deduce from these statistics, OJT is an integral and
important part of individual training programs. Because it makes up such a large part of
personnel training programs, it should be treated in a manner consistent with other training
settings (e.g., classroom, CBT, laboratory, or simulator). OJT should be based on the result
of analyzed needs, it should be structured (lesson guides, job performance measures, or other
means of ensuring consistent knowledge and skill transfer should be used), and it should
include a formal evaluation process (performance test) to ensure trainee mastery of
knowledge and skills.



During the 1980s the Department's nuclear facilities were subjected to increasingly critical
reviews from internal and external organizations. Some of the more significant reviews were
conducted by the National Academy of Sciences and the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety
Board. Most of the appraisals and reviews identified that the consistency and quality of
training, including OJT, varied widely from facility to facility within the DOE nuclear
complex. Even though OJT had come a long way from the unstructured mentoring process
of the early years, it still was not considered to be well structured and consistent by experts
in the training field.

As a result, the Department began shifting from experience-based training where the training
department developed training/evaluation materials, often in isolation from the operations and
maintenance departments it was intended to support, to training based on the Systematic
Approach to Training (SAT). As the Department implemented SAT-based training,
something remarkable happened. Not only were employees learning the specific knowledge
and skills necessary to perform their jobs, but their attitudes regarding training, as well as
the attitudes of line management, started to become more positive. The line organizations
took "ownership" of the training programs and became responsible for their content,
implementation, evaluation, and maintenance.

In 1987 the Department developed the initial Guide to Good Practices for On-The-Job
Training. This guide established standards to be used for designing, developing, and
conducting a two-phased (training and separate evaluation) OJT program.. In addition, the
guide included a three day train-the-trainer course that could be used by DOE contractor
instructors to teach the principles described in the guide to good practice. The train-the-
trainer course was designed for instructors who are responsible for training plant operations
and maintenance personnel as OJT instructors. The course is still being used for this
purpose. The basic premise of the OJT instructor course is to provide the first line
supervisor, foreman, or senior experienced personnel with the knowledge and skills
necessary to conduct OJT using training materials very similar to those being used in other
training settings such as classroom or laboratory training and then evaluate an employee's
knowledge and skills in a consistent manner. The course provides an overview of the
systematic approach to training, and introduces the use of learning objectives, OJT lesson
guides, and performance tests. The instructors present and demonstrate the techniques for
conducting the training and performance testing portions of OJT. Each potential OJT
instructor conducts a training session and a performance evaluation on a topic of their choice.
Lesson topics for the OJT instructor course include:

Introduction to OJT

On-the-Job Training

Instructional Techniques for Effective OJT

Learning Objectives and SAT

2
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OJT Guides

Evaluating Performance

The Department of Energy continues to support the presentation of the three-day course.
The course has been presented to most DOE nuclear facilities, and as part of the course the
instructional materials were provided to the respective facility to be used as is or modified to
meet the facility's needs.

The OJT Guide to Good Practice and the OJT instructor course were revised in 1992 to
incorporate lessons learned from 5 years experience with their use. Specifically, the guide to
good practice and OJT instructor course were separated. The OJT instructor course was
redesigned and structured to make it more instructor/student friendly. The revised guide to
good practice includes the following topical areas:

Phases of OJT Program Development
Analysis
Design
Development
Implementation
Evaluation

Steps for Conducting OJT
Preparation
Introduction
Explanation
Demonstration
Practice Under Supervision
Conclusion
Documentation

Evaluating Performance
Preparation
Brief the Trainee
Conduct the Test
Debrief the Trainee
Documentation

The need for refresher training on OJT processes was identified and the Department
developed an On-the-Job Training Refresher course in 1993. This course is a one-day course
designed for personnel currently conducting OJT. It can be presented through classroom
training or self-study. The course is sent directly to facilities for their use. The refresher
training consists of:



A Refresher Session on the Overall OJT Process

A Refresher Session on the techniques for effective OJT

An Opportunity to Evaluate Videotaped OJT

A Session on How to Incorporate Lessons Learned

As training programs that were established using the SAT methodology matured, and as
increasing emphasis was placed on adding value and efficiencies to existing processes, it
became apparent that not all jobs or tasks pose the same risks to the workers, the public, or
the environment. Therefore, initiatives were undertaken to establish processes and criteria
by which the level of detail and formality could be graded based on risk and other relevant
factors. In 1995, the Department responded to these needs by developing and distributing a
DOE handbook entitled Alternative Systematic Approaches to Training that has application to
the Department's OJT processes and programs. The handbook provides training
organizations with concepts and guidance regarding the use of alternative techniques to
implement a systematic approach to training including OJT. The handbook guides users in
the selection of appropriate techniques for implementing SAT to help match the formality and
level of detail of the training process with the training need(s), primarily on the basis of
complexity, consequences of improper task performance, hazard potential or risk, and
available training media.

The result of the DOE initiatives identified has been extremely positive. Many facilities have
had their programs reviewed by both internal and external agencies with favorable results.
These reviews have indicated that OJT programs throughout the DOE complex, while still
having room for improvement, have become significantly more effective and consistent. The
following are but a few of the lessons learned as a result of the DOE initiatives.

Line management involvement and commitment is vital to the success of any training
program, especially OJT. Their ownership and routine involvement is necessary in
all phases of the SAT process, especially the evaluation phase. Management's
ownership is reflected in their routine observation of OJT instruction/evaluation and
OJT instructor evaluations.

Some facilities have discovered that having more OJT instructors/evaluators is not
necessarily better. They have found that the quality of instruction and evaluation has
been improved by restricting their selection of OJT instructors/evaluators to those
personnel that have proven to be knowledgeable, objective, and conscientious.

With the advent of the handbook on Alternative Systematic Approaches to Training,
flexibility in OJT program development, implementation, and evaluation was clarified
with regard to selecting the level of rigor/formality of instruction and evaluation based
on the risk or hazard associated with performing each task.
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OJT programs are more consistent across the complex because of the standardized
approach to program design, development, implementation, and evaluation. This
improvement in consistency can be traced to the processes described in the DOE
guide to good practice and taught in the instructor training course.

In summary, the conduct of OJT in the Department of Energy has come a long way over the
years. It started as training that was largely experiential in nature and has progressed toward
a well structured, consistent, and effective two-phased training/evaluation process. The
Department has formed a partnership with its operating contractors to improve the OJT
processes and programs through provision of adequate guidance and training and response to
user feedback to make the programs more effective and cost efficient.
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DOE PAST PRACTICES FOR
ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

• OJT Conducted Informally

Experiential-based approach

Master/Apprentice relationship g

Inconsistent training and information transfer

® Gradual Change in DOE Workforce

Designers and builders began to retire

Loss of knowledge and skills both individually
and organizationally



DOE PAST PRACTICES FOR
ON-THE-JOB TRAINING (Cont'd)

Gradual Shift in OJT Methods

Use of OJT checklists and other methods (qualification
standards, job performance measures, etc.)

Training of plant personnel on how to properly conduct OJT

More formal, structured learning and evaluation process



DOE EMPHASIS ON ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

O JT Comprises Much of Training

Nuclear Operators average 36%

Maintenance personnel average 56%

k
OJT Should get the Same Emphasis as Other >
Training Settings

Historically Identified as a Weakness in DOE-
Owned, Contractor Operated Nuclear Facilities

Wide variation in knowledge and skills



DOE INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE CONDUCT
OF ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

Adopted Systematic Approach to Training

Development of a Guide to Good Practices
for OJT

Established Standards for OJT program

Three day OJT instructor course

Increased Emphasis on Implementation and
Evaluation of OJT



DOE INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE CONDUCT
OF ON-THE-JOB TRAINING (Cont'd)

OJT Instructor Training Course

Train-the-trainer approach designed for instructors to train plant
operators and maintenance personnel as OJT instructors

Provided instruction on principles and methods for
conducting OJT

Includes instructor and student manuals

Instructional materials provided to operating contractors
for their use



DOE INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE CONDUCT
OF ON-THE-JOB TRAINING (Cont'd)

3 M £ ^ ^
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OJT Guide to Good Practices and Instructor
Training Course Revised

Incorporated lessons learned from 5 years experience

OJT Refresher Course

Explanation and review of the OJT process

Techniques for effective OJT

Provides the opportunity to evaluate a videotaped OJT
session

Contains instruction on how to incorporate lessons learned



DOE INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE CONDUCT
OF ON-THE-JOB TRAINING (Cont'd)( )

Alternative Systematic Approaches to Training

Recognizes that not all jobs pose the same risks

Promotes the use of a graded approach based on hazard,
complexity, and risk

Provides guidance for increased efficiencies in training
through alternative techniques



DOE LESSONS LEARNED
?i i^^^^^

Line Management Involvement is Necessary
for Success

Qualification of OJT Instructors/Evaluators is
Key to Well Qualified Workforce

Not all Plant Personnel are good OJT Instructors

Motivation and communication skills are important

Carefully select plant personnel who may conduct OJT

8



SUMMARY
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Progress Made by DOE

O JT treated like other training settings

Well structured, consistent, and effective two-phased process

Partnership with Operating Contractor

Progress has been Evident and Significant

Less rework

Fewer process interruptions
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Environment, Safety and Health, Office of Nuclear Safety Policy and Standards by the DOE
Performance-Based Training Support Program. This program is managed by EG&G Idaho, Inc.

Copyright Statement
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on its behalf a paid-up, non-exclusive, irrevocable worid wide license to reproduce, distribute to the
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On-the-job Training: Methodology used at AlmarazNPP

INTRODUCTION

The NPP's training Departments or training centres are increasingly requesting

training methodologies according to the principle that their design should start from the

job reality of the plant personnel involved, and that they should be implemented as closely

as possible to that job reality.

The job and task analysis process application, based on the job position as starting

point for the training plan design, represents an answer to the first of the requirements.

The aim of on-the-job training is to solve the second issue.

TRAINING SETTING CONDITIONS

The appearance of the job position itself, considered as a training setting, is a

consequence of the more traditional limiting training setting conditions, such as the

classroom.

Nevertheless, the job position as a training setting is not exent of conditions which

will leave them with determining limitations. From these conditions, the two most

important are:

a) A nuclear power plant is a facility designed to produce electricity, not to teach,

which means accomplishing the training tasks performace within small groups or

individuals and to being subjected always to the limitations of the operating plant

conditions.



On-the-job Training: Methodology used at Almaraz NPP

b) On-the-job training is specific for a job position and, therefore, it is conducted by

especialized instructors which means cost and organizational problems that

everyone is aware of.

Once theses conditions are considered, the most realistic proposal to implement

the on-the-job training, is to do it through a self-study training strategy.

O.J.T. SELF-STUDY ADVANTAGES

a) Psicological advantages:

It allows an individualized adaptation in the training process and enables the

student, an adult, to feel the main character of his own training.

b) Pedagogical advantages:

It connects the theoretical matter with its practical application, and it necessarily

forces the student to play an active role in the training process, creating habits and

attitudes of continuous training.

c) Corporative advantages:

It is a training strategy, compatible with the day to day work, due to its flexible

implementation. It is an important factor in cost reduction and it allows an

optimization of the plant's resources themselves.



On-the-job Training: Methodology used at AlmarazNPP

O. J.T. SELF-STUDY REQUIREMENTS

a) The type of knowledge for training:

This training strategy taken as a bridge between theory and practice means that it

shall be used for the learning of knowledge and practical skills and sustained by

a theoretical base which recommends traditional training settings.

b) Strict planning requirement:

The lack of the continual presence of the instructor, in this kind of training,

requires very strict planning and serious control of its implementation, in order to

avoid the propagation of learning errors.

c) Instructors specifically trained for the setting:

The self-study training character of this strategy does not mean the absence of an

instructor, but a change in the role he plays, for which he must be specifically

prepared, taking especially into account the difficulty of immediate feed-back.

d) Student's highly active role:

This item, considered as an advantage, must change to a limitation, due to the high

dependency of the success of the strategy on the degree of motivation of the

person and his study habits.
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On-the-job Training: Methodology used at Almaraz NPP

O.J.T. TRAINING TOOL FOR SELF-STUDY

The experience acquired in the performance of the tasks of a job position produce

very valuable learning. Nevertheless, this cannot be considered as the result of a self-study

activity, as it has not the necessary intentionality.

For this reason, self-study on-the-job training must be guided so that we can give

it the right direction to be able to control its results, according to the achivement, or not

so, of the foreseen training objectives. We are, then, facing the task of creating a training

tool which allows a real application of this strategy.

This task has been achieved, jointly, by Almaraz NPP and Tecnatom, S.A.

Starting from the job and tasks analysis, the knowledge and skills that must be

acquired in the job position, considering it as a training setting, have been identified.

The framing tool created as a guide for such learning is the "On-the-job Training

Manual". This manual has been developed as an icon type document, whose content is

mainly formed by tables, photographs, blueprints and isometrics of easy use within the

different facilities of the plant.

This document, is nowadays developed for the non-licensed operation area,

completely covering the generic goal of being an identification "in situ" guide of the

components, equipment, interconections, etc, of a certain system, and allowing the walk-

through following a logical pathway through the plant's facilities. Furthermore, the

document is complemented with audiovisual media in videotapes which enable a "real"

preview of the system, in order to familiarice trainees with it, offer dimensioning and a

global perception within the Almaraz Nuclear Power Plant.



On-the-job Training: Methodology used at AlmarazNPP

The design of such a document allows its development in Multimedia applications

which facilitate the workers interactive self-study, optimizing his training before walking

through the plant.

CONCLUSIONS

To summarise, it is important to say that the open training model, which is self-

study on-the-job training does not mean a global alternative to the traditional teaching-

learning systems, but an original contribution in which the student plays the main role in

his training process, carried out in his job position, guided with an ad-hoc training tool,

instead of being continously conducted by an instructor. That means a closer approach to

his job reality, where the individual must solve his own problems by using the information

and means at his disposal.
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ON THE JOB TRAINING & QUALIFICATION OF N.P.P. PERSONNEL

THE JOB POSITION
AS TRAINING SETTING

CONDITIONS

The nuclear power station is designed to

produce electricity, not to train people

On-the-job training should be specific and
requires specialist instructors

TO FACE THOSE CONDITIONS A TRAINING STRATEGY
IS NEEDED

SELF-STUDY TRAINING

tecnatom.s.a.



ON THE JOB TRAINING & QUALIFICATION OF N.P.P. PERSONNEL

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
ADVANTAGES OF SELF-STUDY

PSICOLOGICAL ADVANTAGES

Individualized Training

Trainee Motivation

PEDAGOGICAL ADVANTAGES

« Practical application of theory

• Active role in the training process

CORPORATIVE ADVANTAGES

© Training compatible with work activity

Costs reduction

Resources optimization

tecnatom.s.a



ON THE JOB TRAINING & QUALIFICATION OF N.P.P. PERSONNEL
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TYPE OF KNOWLEDGE FOR TRAINING

• Practical knowledge and skills supported by a
theoretical base

• The lack of continued presence of the instructor
requires strict control and planning

STRICT PLANNING

QUALIFIED INSTRUCTORS

Competent for conducting trainees on such
training setting

TRAINEE ROLE

• Motivaciton and study habit are the key
factors to success in self-study training

tecna tom.sa



WHICH IS THE PROPER TOOL
FOR SELF-STUDY

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING ?

ALMARAZ NPP AND TECNATOM, S.A.

faced this question on a common project

STARTING FROM:

Specific job and task analysis for each position

AND GROUPING:

Knowledge and skills in training settings

THEY DESIGNED THE:

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING MANUAL

APPLIED TO:

Operation Non licensed operators
CENTRAL NUCLEAR ALMARAZ Wtn

tecnatom.s.a
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ON THE JOB TRAINING & QUALIFICATION OF N.P.P. PERSONNEL

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING MANUAL

ACHIEVE THE FORESEEN GOALS

ICON TYPE

USER FRIENDLY

WALK-THROUGH INCLUDING:
Learning objectives

TRAINING TOOLS:
• Pathways
• Blueprints of buildings and isometrics of systems

Data base of components
• Photographs

COMPLEMENTED WITH:

Audiovisual media

tecnatom.s.a.



ON THE JOB TRAINING & QUALIFICATION OF N.P.P. PERSONNEL

INDEX OF CONTENT

DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION

NORMS FOR USE

PRECAUTIONS

TASKS RELATED WITH THE SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION TO THE SYSTEM

PATHWAY

BLUEPRINTS AND ISOMETRICS

LIST OF COMPONENTS

LIST OF INSTRUMENTS

LIST OF SWITCHES

LIST OF LOCAL CONTROL ELEMENTS

INTERCONECTIONS

PHOTOGRAPHS AND DRAWINGS

VIDEOTAPE cm
ucuum A I M *

tecnatom.s.a



ON THE JOB TRAINING & QUALIFICATION OF N.P.P. PERSONNEL

DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION

OJT MANUAL CONTENT

• ON THE JOB TRAINING MANUAL. GOAL.
• LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION

NORMS FOR USE

• HOW TO USE THE OJT MANUAL

A STEPS TO FOLLOW DURING INITIAL TRAINING

A USAGES DURING CONTINUOUS TRAINING

A INSTRUCTOR RELATIONSHIPS
A ASSESSMENT

- PRECAUTIONS - a -

• DO NOT START THE PATHWAY WHITHOUT THE SHIFT
• SUPERVISOR AUTHORIZATION

• DO NOT TOUCH ANY COMPONENT, INSTRUMENT, SWITCH
• AND/OR CONTROL

• ACCOMPLISH THE CLASSROOM TRAINING
o REQUIREMENTS PRIOR STARTING OJT

• FOLLOW CAUTIONS AND SAFETY RULES AS IN REAL
• TASKS

• PAY ATTENTION TO DETAILS

X£&3$&93€3E3;
tec n atom, s. a.



ON THE JOB TRAINING & QUALIFICATION OF N.P.P. PERSONNEL

INTRODUCTION TO THE SYSTEM OJT MANUAL CONTENT

PATHWAY

• MAIN FUNCTIONS OF THE SYSTEM WITHIN THE OVERALL
PLANTS OPERATION

• FIRST APROACH TO ITS LOCATION IN THE PLANT
FACILITIES { BUILDINGS, ELEVATION )

• IT IS THE BACKBONE OF THE DOCUMENT

• LOCATION PROXIMITY CRITERIA

• FOUR COLUMNES

A BIG BUILDING ZONE
A LOCATION OF BIG EQUIPMENT (BLUEPRINT /ZONE
A REFERENCE )
A OBJECTIVES
A JOB POSITION CODE

BLUEPRINT AND ISOMETRICS

• GENERAL BUILDING LAYOUT

3 DIFFERENT ELEVATIONS

j l ROUTE THROUGH ZONES

• DIDACTICAL ISOMETRICS SHOWING THE RELATIVE
LOCATION OF COMPONENTS-DIFFERENT LEVEL OF DETAILS

.sum
CtMUI. MJCIMft Al.MUAI V*tn

tecnatom.s.a.
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ON THE JOB TRAINING & QUALIFICATION OF N.P.P. PERSONNEL

LIST OF COMPONENTS, INSTRUMENTS
SWITCHES AND LOCAL CONTROL ELEMENTS OJT MANUAL CONTENT

IN THE PATHWAY OF THE ROUTE

ITEM I DESCRIPTION

IN ADDITION FOR:

BUS ( IDENTIFICATION / VOLTAGE )

DRAWING ( PAGE/DETAIL )

PANEL ( ITEM AND DESCRIPTION )

LOCAL CONTROL ELEMENTS : FUNCTION
POSITIONS I NORMAL POSITION )

tecnatom.s.a
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OJT MANUAL CONTENT

INTERCONECTIONS

INTERCONECTIONS WITH OTHER SYSTEMS

• PURPOSE

• PIPELINE OR COMPONENT

PHOTOGRAPHS AND DRAWINGS

PHOTOGRAPHS
OF COMPONENTS TO FACILITATE IDENTIFICATION

DRAWINGS
OF LOCAL ELECTRICAL OR CONTROL PANELS

VIDEOTAPE

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

FIRST VISUAL APPROACH TO THE SYSTEM

• GENERAL LOCATION
• RELATIVE DIMENSIONING OF COMPONENTS

• LOCAL INDICATORS

tecnatom.s.a



THE JOB TRAINING & QUALIFICATION OF N.P.P. PERSONNEL

ON THE JOB TRAINING PROCESS1. VIDEOTAPE VIEWING

2. OJT MANUAL STUDY ( CLASSROOM )

PREPARATION OF THE PATHWAY
IDENTIFICATION OF OBJECTIVES

3. WALK - THROUGH

ACCOMPLISHMENT OF OBJECTIVES
FOLLOWING OF THE PATHWAY
COMMUNICATION WITH SHIFT-SUPERVISOR

4. CLEARING UP DAUBTS WITH THE INSTRUCTOR

5. THE INSTRUCTOR SUPPLIES THE JPM'S TO THE
STUDENT

6. JPM'S STUDY ( CLASSROOM )

7. SIMULATION OF TASKS USING THE OPERATING
PROCEDURES

8. STUDENT ASSESSMENT USING:

. JPM'S ( INSTRUCTOR )

. OPERATING PROCEDURES ( STUDENT )

fecnatom.s.a



ON THE JOB TRAINING & QUALIFICATION OF N.P.P. PERSONNEL

ON THE JOB TRAINING ASSESSMENT

• TASK ORIENTED

• USING JOB PERFORMANCE MEASURES (JPM'S)

• IN JOB POSITION ENVIRONMENT

JOB PERFORMANCE MEASURE (JPM

OBJECTIVES

B Y T H E ANALIST TO PERFORM ; SYSTEMATIC
TASK ANALYSIS

• TRAINING MATERIAL TO BE USED DURING INITIAL AND CONTINUING
TRAINING

CRITERIA TO ASSESS TRAINEES COMPETENCY ON TASK PERFORMANCE
AFTER OJT

tecnatom.s.a



COVER SHEET

AREA : (Organization) < Code )

POSITION : ( Code )

^TASK DESCRIPf ION ; W

| JPM CODE :i

Revision ;

PREPARED : DATE

APPROVED :

TASK CODE (

TRAINEE

EVALUATOR

GENERAL

OBSERVATIONS

DATE:

)

DATE :

DATE:

ASSESSMENT

SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE

PASS

FAIL

tiuutt t-tn

tecnatom.s.a.



JOB TRAINING & QUALIFICATION OF N.P.P. PERSONNEL

IN/I. CONTENT

INSTRUCTIONS

• ESTIMATED TIME TO PERFORM THE JPM

• LOCATION IN THE PLAN

• SETTING AND METHOD TO PERFORM THE JPM

• PEDAGOGICAL ORIENTATIONS

TASK DESCRIPTION

• INITIAL CONDITION

• STARTING EVENT

• REFERENCES

• EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS NEEDED

• FINAL EVENT

• FINAL RESULT

HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS

• SAFETY RELATED RISKS AND PROTECTION NEEDED

• CONSEQUENCES OF INADEQUATE TASK PERFORMANCE

tecnatom.s.a.



THE JOB TRAINING & QUALIFICATION OF N.P.P. PERSONNEL
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TASK PERFORMANCE

PSYCHOMOTRICE CHECKING

A TASK ELEMENT
A ACTION DESCRIPTION
A STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE
A OBSERVATIONS

COGNITIVE CHECKING (CRITICAL ELEMENTS ONLY)

A CONSEQUENCES OF INADEQUATE PERFORMANCE
A MORE CONVENIENT POST ACTION
A KNOWLEDGE RELATED TO THE TASK ELEMENT

TASK PERFORMANCE KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS
(TASK ANALYSIS ONLY)

A K / S TAXONOMIC CODE

A K / S DESCRIPTION

t e c n a t o m . s . a



ON THE JOB TRAINING & QUALIFICATION OF N.P.P. PERSONNEL

SELF-STUDYON-THE-JOB TRAINING

IS AN OPEN TRAINING MODEL

STUDENT PLAYS THE MAIN ROLE IN THE TRAINING PROCESS,IN WHICH

WORKING SETTING,IMPLEMENTED IN THE

TRAINING MATERIAL,(THE OJT MANUAL)USING A VERY WELL DESIGNED

TASK PERFORMANCE ASESSMENT

APPROACH CLOSE TO JOB REALITY

mm.
net**! Aim

tecnatom.s.a





On-the-Job Training and Qualification of
Nuclear Power Plant Personnel

'OJT at the Loviisa NPP;
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Loviisa Power Plant

On-the-Job Training and Qualification of
Nuclear Power Plant Personnel

Educational System of Technical Studies in Finland

Training Methods at the Loviisa NPS

On-the-Job Training of:

- Control Room Operators

- Field Operators

- Maintenance personnel

- Other Groups of the Plant

Qualifying Examinations for Different Jobs

Loviisa Power Plant

Lo 1 and Lo2

• Year of completion: 1977 Lol, 1980 Lo2

• Reactor type: Pressurized water reactor VVER-440

• Electrical output: 890 MW

• Annual power production: approx. 7 TWh

• Efficiency: 33 %

• Amount of cooling

water required: 25 m3/s/unit

• Fuel: 37.3 tonnes of enriched uranium/unit

• Amount of fuel
changed annually: 14.5 tonnes/unit



Loviisa NPS Organization

Plant
Security

PLANT
MANAGER

OPERATION
GROUP

MAINTENANCE
GROUP

Operations
Support

Operation Unit
Loviisa 1

Operation Unit
Loviisa 2

TECHNICAL
GROUP

Quality Control
(QQ

Repair/Compo-
nent Design

Work Planning

Mechanical
Maintenance

Electrical
Maintenance

Automation
Maintenance

Buildings
Maintenance

OFFICE
GROUP

Safety

Radiation
Protection

Reactor &
Fuel

Quality
Assurance (QA)

Chemistry
Laboratory

Computers

TRAINING
GROUP

Salaries &
Accounting

Purchasing
Office

Documentation

Staff Canteen

Health Services

PSA-project

General
Training

Simulator
Training 4-

Educational System of
Technical Studies in Finland

COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL
- from the age of 7(6) upwards
- nine years

RELEVANT WORK
- several years

VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
- two years
Machinists,
Mechanics,

TECHNICAL SCHOOL
- three-four years

Electricians
etc.

TECHNICAL COLLEGE
- three-four years

Technicians (Foremen) Engineers (B.Sc)

UPPER SECONDARY SCHOOL
- three years

TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
- five-seven years

Diploma engineers (M.Sc)



Training Methods at Loviisa NPS

• Internal courses and lectures

• External courses and lectures

• On-the-job training

• Self study

• Videos

• Group study

• Simulator training

• Fact-finding trips

• Work rotation

• Examinations

On-the-Job Training of the Control Room
Operators

• Training period on shift work as a field operator (prim.syst.) 200 h

• Training period on shift work as a field operator (sek.syst.) 200 h

• Getting acquaintance with control room technician's work 100 h

• Training period as a turbine/reactor operator 900 h

• Training period as a shift supervisor 200 h

On-the-Job Training of the Field Operators

• Training period on shift according to training procedures 1100 h
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Maintenance Personnel Initial Training

• Standard programs for 19 maintenance vacancies

• Planning meeting: superior + trainee + training engineer

-training topics, priority, estimated duration in hours

-training methods

-training material, instructor, instructions

-obligatory signing for each topic

-final confirmation signature by trainee and superior

• Total duration about 6 months

On-the-Job Training of the Maintenance
Personnel

• Tailored for the type of work and according to individuals experience

• Tailored according to personal experience and skill

• Duration of the on-the-job training period up to 300 h



On-the-Job Training
of the Other Goups at the Plant

• Radiation Protection 300 h

• Laboratory 300 h

• Plant Securty 300 h

• Other training tailored by the trainee and the superior

Qualifying Examinations for Different Jobs

0 Control room operators

- diagnostic exam every day

- exam for each topics

- written license examination

- oral license examination every 3 years

- medical tests every year

- operational performance test for shift in simulator

- starts 1996, shifts are tested every 3 years



Qualifying Examinations for Different Jobs

• Field operators

- oral tests for each topics

- plant tour, final oral test

- trainee tested by the instructor and the superior

Qualifying Examinations for Different Jobs

• Maintenance personnel

- welding tests for welders

- permit for hot work

- electricians 'examination

- qualified QC-inspectors 'examinations

- authorized pressure vessel engineers examinations

- radiation protection exam for those who work in the

controlled area (not only maintenance personnel)
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IMATRAN VOIMA OY
Loviisan voimalaitos

Asiakirjan nimi Sivu

TRAINING PROGRAM EXAMPLE 1 (6)

Org.yksikko

LOKR
Jakelu

RVA
KITT
VESIN

Avainsanat

PTS
JAT

Laatija

J Turpeinen/MAIN
PaivaraaAia

20.11.1995
Tarkastaja

Hyvaksyja

Korvaa

Arkistoiunnus

E5.1.3-274
Pvm

Pvm

Sailytysaika

n ^ n«-w n^is

INITIAL TRAINING PROGRAM OF INSTRUMENTATION WORKER NN
INSTRUMENTTIASENTAJA NN
PERUSKOULUTUSSUUNNTTELMA

General disc. Uuden instrumenttiasentaja NN peruskoulutussuunnitelma ammattipStevyyden var-
mistamiseksi on esitetty liitteessa. Suunnitelma on laadittu koulutusohjeen KR1
nro 34 perusteella yksilolliseksi peruskoulutussuunnitelmaksi ottaen huomioon
henkilon pohjakoulutus, aikaisemmat tehtavat, tyokokemus ja tulevan tehtavan
erityispiirteet (suunnittelupalaveri 24.1.1995 KITT, VESIN, JAT).

Directions Koulutussuoritukset kuitataan liitteen kuittaussarakkeisiin: itseopiskeluosuudet itse,
johdetut koulutussuoritukset ja tyonopastukset ao. kouluttaja, tyoharjoittelut ja
muut suoritukset esimies.

Koulutuksen paatyttya esimiehen tulee varmistua koulutuksen perillemenosta esim.
keskusteluin ja tarvittaessa pistokokein, jonka jalkeen koulutettava ja esimies
allekirjoittavat taman lomakkeen loppukuittauksen ja lomake liitteineen palautetaan
koulutusryhmaan.

Toteutunut peruskoulutus kirjataan koulutuskirjanpitoon ja kuitattu peruskoulutus-
suunnitelma arkistoidaan koulutusarkistoon.

Scedule Peruskoulutus tulee saattaa loppuun kevaan 1995 aikana.

Appendix NN Initial training program

Final approval signatures

Liitteen mukainen peruskoulutussuunnitelma on talla pSivamaaralla katsottu lop-
puunsuoritetuksi:

Loviisassa 199

trainee foreman

liven
YHTlOT



Loviisan voimalaitos J Turpeinen/MAIN

Instrumenttiasentaja NN peruskoulutussuunnitelma

20.11.1995 E5.1.3-274

2(6)

Code

1.

1.100

1.150

1.200

1.300

1.350

1.400

1.500

1.600

1.700

2.

2.100

2.500

Training topics

PLANT KNOWLEDGE

Acquaintance Training

Buildings and Lay-Out

Principal Operation of the Plant

Measuring Units, Identification Systems and Drawing Symbols

Secondary Circuit Components

Secondary Circuit Process Systems

Electrical Systems + Examination if Necessary

Automation Systems

Ventilation Systems

NUCLEAR TECHNICS

Reactor and Radiation Physics

Radioactive Waste, Nuclear Waste Disposal

Initial training

Order

1

1

1

1

1-2

2-3

2-3

2-4

2-4

2-3

2-4

Priori-
ty

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

S

Con-
tent

B

B

B

C

B

C

B

A

C

C

c

Dura-
tion

15

15

15

3

10

20

15

100

3

7

2

Met-
hod

J,I

H

J,I

J,V,I

J,V,I

J,I

J,V,I

J,V,I

J,I

J,V,I

J,V,I

Training material
(instructor)

Perehdytyskansio (LOIN)

Barbara-mappi (LOIN)

Ydinkurssi II-IH (JAT)

Luentomateriaali (JAT, LOIN)

Ydinkurssi in, luentomateriaali
(KOK)

Yleiskuvaus (JUK)

Luentomateriaali, Yleiskuvaus,
FSAR (EM)

Luentomateriaali, Yleis-
kuvaus, FSAR (LOIN)

Yleiskuvaus (JKKL)

Ydinkurssi II (JAT)

Luentomateriaali (BW)

Sign.and
date

ABBREVIATIONS
1 = beginning T = important A = wide course J= instructed training
5 = at the end S = recommended B = narrow course 1= self study

- = not required C = generally H= practice
V= video lesson



Loviisan voimalaitos J Turpeinen/MAIN

Instrumenttiasentaja NN peruskoulutussuunnitelma

20.11.1995 E5.1.3-274

3(6)

Code

3.

4.

4.200

4.300

4.600

Training topics

OPERATION TECHNICS

MAINTENANCE TECHNICS

Work Planning

Work Planning Routines

Advance Maintenance (automation technics)

Upkeeping Control

Sparepart Arrangements (service)

Refueling and Outages

Quality Control Activities

Instrument Maintenance, Instrument Technical Repair

On-the-Job training

Instrumentation Control Cubicles: HA, JM, HD, HB, HC, JC

YZ, SUZ (Plant Protection, Reactor Protection, Works in the Field

Field Devices

Different Controllers

Initial training

Order

2-3

3-5

2-4

2-5

Priori-
ty

T

T

T

T

Con-
tent

B

C

B

A

Dura-
tion

7

2

4

300

Met-
hod

J.V.I

J.V.I

J,I

H

Training material
(instructor)

Luentomateriaali (HOS,POW,
AROLA.REG, TVO)

Luentomateriaali (MOH)

(LOIN)

(LOIN)

Sign.and
date

ABBREVIATIONS
1 = beginning T = important A = wide course J= instructed training
5 = at the end S = recommended B = narrow course 1= self study

- = not required C = generally H= practice
V= video lessor



Loviisan voimalaitos J Turpeinen/MAIN

Instrumenttiasentaja NN peruskoulutussuunnitelma

20.11.1995 E5.1.3-274

4(6)

Code

5.

5.100

5.200

5.500

Training topics

Plant Control, Group Controls, Subgroup Controls

Analysers

Reactor Instrumentation

Meteorological Meterings

Radiation Monitoring

Simulations

SAFETY AND QUALITY TECHNICS

Nuclear Safety

Design Basis of Nuclear Safety

Limiting Conditions of Operation, Technical Specifications

Radiation Protection

Quality Assurance

Initial training

Order

4-5

4-5

2

2-3

Priori-
ty

T

T

T

T

Con-
tent

C

C

C

C

Dura-
tion

3

3

7

4

Met-
hod

J,V,I

J,V,I

JAM

J,V,I

Training material
(instructor)

Luentomateriaali, Yleiskuvaus
(EMA)

Luentomateriaali (EMA)

Luentomateriaali, Ydinkurssi II
(EHY)

Luentomateriaali, menettely-
ohjeet (MALI)

Sign,and
date

ABBREVIATIONS
I = beginning T = important A = wide course J= instructed training
5 = at the end S = recommended B = narrow course 1= self study

- = not required C = generally H= practice
V= video lesson



Loviisan voimalaitos J Turpeinen/MAIN

Instrumenttiasentaja NN peruskoulutussuunnitelma

20.11,1995 E5.1.3-274

5(6)

Code

5.600

5.800

5.950

6.

6.100

6.300

Training topics

Fire Protection

Fire Loads

Fire Detection and Extinguishing Systems, Fire Appliances

Fire Quarding

Fire Fighting

Passage Control and Guarding

Health and Safety at Work

General Work Safety Regulations

Maintenance Safety , Measures

Safety Measures of Electrical Works

ADMINISTRATION, MANAGEMENT

Laws of Power Plant Operation, Authority Licenses and Regula-
tions

Documents, Specifications, Archives

Initial training

Order

3-5

1

4-5

2-5

2-5

Priori-
ty

T

T

T

T

T

Con-
tent

C

C

B

r~i
V -

r-l

Dura-
tion

A

2

15

2

2

Met-
hod

J,v,
I.H

J.V.I

J,v,i

J,v,i

J,I

Training material
(instructor)

Luentomateriaali (PTUO)

Luentomateriaali (PTUO)

Luentomateriaali (LOIN, PJS,
RVA)

Luentomateriaali (MKU)

(AIKA)

Sign.and
date

ABBREVIATIONS
1 = beginning T = important A = wide course J= instructed training
5 = at the end S = recommended B = narrow course 1= self study

- = not required C = generally H= practice
V= video lesson



Loviisan voimalaitos J Turpeinen/MAIN

Instrumenttiasentaja NN peruskoulutussuunnitelma

20.11.1995 E5.1.3-274

6(6)

Code

7.

7.400

7.500

Training topics

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS

Plant Computers

Process Computers

Initial

Order

3-5

3-5

training

Priori-
ty

T

T

Con-
tent

C

C

Dura-
tion

7

7

Met-
hod |

J,H,I

Training material
(instructor)

Luentomateriaali (JKN, PSAA,
AROLA)

Luentomateriaali (HOSJLOIN,
JIS)

Sign.and
date

1.-3.2.95

ABBREVIATIONS
1 = beginning T = important A = wide course J= instructed training
5 = at the end S = recommended B = nanow course 1= self study

- = not required C = generally H= practice
V= video lesson



IAEA SPECIALISTS' MEETING ON
"ON-THE-JOB TRAINING AND

QUALIFICATION OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PERSONNEL"
Vienna, 4 - 6 December 1995

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING AND PRACTICAL EMERGENCY EXERCISES

Dipl.-Ing. Ralph Reuhl
Operations Central Tasks, RWE Energie AG, NPP Biblis, Germany

1. Introduction

On-lhe-job training (OJT) is an integral part of initial
and retraining programs for licensed and non-licensed
operations personnel of nuclear power plants. The
objective of OJT is to train personnel and evaluate their
job-related skills and knowledge. Because OJT for
operations personnel must be plant related and directly
applicable to their job in the control room or in certain
plant areas, the success of OJT depends on the practical
qualification of the trainers. This is one of the reasons
why OJT is carried out in nuclear power plants of RWE
Energie AG, Germany mainly by licensed plant
engineers.

RWE Energie AG. in addition to three other nuclear
power plants, operates two pressurized water reactors
(PWR) at Biblis, located some 5o kilometers south of
Frankfurt/Main. Biblis Unit A (1240 MW) went into
commercial operation in 1974 while Unit B (1300
MW) started in 1977. Both units constructed nearly
identical have been the first german pressurized water
reactors of the Siemens/KWU 1300 MW standard type.
Basic data for the Biblis plants are shown in Fig.l.

In the following it will be described in detail how OJT
during initial and retraining of licensed shift personnel
is performed. Furthermore it will be explained how an
emergency exercise, which is OJT of highest value, is
prepared conducted and evaluated

2. Training Information and Control System (SISS)

On-the-job training is an essential element of initial
and retraining programs for licensed shift personnel
and therefore is prescribed in german federal
guidelines. To assure that all necessary training
measures for all kind of NPP personnel are scheduled
in advance and are recorded reliably a computerized
TRAINING INFORMATION AND CONTROL
SYSTEM (SISS) was developed (Fig. 2). During deve-
lopment of the system it was necessary to describe all
training objectives which must be covered during
initial and retraining for all kind of job positions in the
NPP Biblis Training Handbook.

In the NPP Organization Handbook (Chapter:
Training) is laid down what kind of qualification for a
certain job position is prescribed and who is responsible
for the initial and retraining of all existing groups of
persons. Furthermore the proof of competence for all
persons is regulated Qualification characteristics and
related initial and retraining requirements for all
employees have been detected and are stored in the
huge data base of the SISS-System. The number of
qualification characteristics of an individual amounts
nearly one hundred. Individual qualification charac-
teristics are updated twice per year.

The SISS-System has the capability to generate
automatically controlling reports and statistics for all
kind of training measures. By means of special
functions it is possible to implement training programs
(series of lectures, courses, exercises) and to trace the
qualification of an individual.

This system is an important tool for administrative
work during course development, project planning and
resource administration, recording of training,
controlling and reporting. All training activities
(classroom, OJT and simulator) are recorded by means
of coding forms. Recorded data are the following:

- Responsibility for planning and recording
- Date and duration of training
-Topic of the lecture
- Contents of the lecture
- Duration of a certain content
- Code number of covered training objectives
- Kind of training (classroom, OJT. simulator, exercise,

self-studies)
- Contents which have not been covered sufficiently
- Participants (name, section, shift team)
- Lecturer (name, section)
- Detailed description of content
- Training success (inch kind of verification)

Various computerized evaluations are possible.



3. Qualified Instructors

In Biblis. most of the initial and retraining activities for
licensed and non-licensed shift personnel and general
training for responsible and other personnel on opera-
tions knowledge are carried out by plant engineers of
the Section Operations Central Tasks (PZ), who all
hold a current shift supervisor license. These licensed
plant engineers (so-called "Pool Engineers) of the Op-
erations Department routinely change their role as shift
supervisors and instructors.

In addition to conducting classroom training,
emergency exercises and OJT, the Biblis plant en-
gineers perform the following activities:

- prepare all operating and emergency procedures
(including changes)

- re\iew all plant modifications for operations impact
and propose necessary changes

- conduct operation analyses of events for training
needs, changes to procedures and human factor consi-
deration

- verify competence of licensed shift personnel during
full-scope simulator training

- maintain training material in a current status and
initiate simulator backfitting

- remain actively involved in plant operations by filling
the position of shift supervisors in cases of sub-
stitution

The Biblis pool-engineer system assures, that all in-
structors are very familiar with practical nuclear power
plant operation by own experience as shift supervisors
and therefore are well accepted by the trainees.

4. OJT during Initial and Retraining of Licensed
Shift Personnel

4.1 OJT during Initial Training of Licensed Shift
Personnel

Following the guidelines issued by the German Federal
Ministry of Environment, Nature Conservation and
Reactor Safety, shift supervisor and reactor operator
trainees have to participate in practical shift phases for
at least 26 weeks, before being licensed. Instructional
shift phases are essential parts of initial training
programs for responsible shift personnel in nuclear
power plants. Although on-the-job training is enhanced
by theoretical lectures, it cannot replaced by them.
Careful planning improves the efficiency of OJT and
assures that trainees will receive sufficient practical
experience to fill the responsible positions of reactor
operator and sliift supervisor in an acceptable manner
even during the first time after being examined.

RWE Energie AG NPP Biblis has developed a.
"Guideline for On-the-Job Training during Initial
Training for Shift Supervisors and Reactor Operators",
which contents all training objectives and supports the
trainee as well as operations and training management.
This guideline is in accordance with federal regulations
and the initial training programs for shift supervisors
and reactor operators as they are described in the NPP
Biblis Training Handbook. This OJT guideline has
been developed in the form of a report booklet in which
the trainee writes down all his practical experiences
gained during shift periods, to prove achievement of all
training objectives. The report booklet is reviewed
periodically, both by the training manager and the shift
supervisor to whom the trainee is assigned to monitor
the development of the trainees practical knowledge
and skills. The report booklet is presented to the board
of examiners and becomes part of the licensing
documentation, if requested.

Initial training program for licensed shift personnel
consists of classroom training, simulator training and
OJT phases (Fig. 3). When after classroom and
simulator training phases trainees move back on shift
for several weeks , written training material with
questions are handed-out to be studied during the
following shift phase. This written training material
deals with the content of classroom or simulator
training immediately before the shift phase. Questions
must cover practical measures in the control room or in
plant areas which have been discussed in the classroom
or during simulator courses before. This material is
necessary for repetition and deepening of theoretical
knowledge during practical shift phases.

After certain parts of the initial training program
trainees have to participate in interviews in the control
room and in plants areas regularly. Interviews are
conducted by the training manager and the unit
manager like it will happen later during the official
oral final examination at the end of initial training in
front of a board of examiners comprising local
authorities, their experts and plant management. The
interview as a rule takes place only with one trainee
and lasts at least one hour. During these interviews the
trainee has to demonstrate his learning progress and
the ability to perform all practical duties related to the
actual status of his training program. The trainee has to
demonstrate the use of manuals, plant documents-
handbooks, work sheets and tools. He also has to find
certain components in the plant rapidly and to
demonstrate correct behaviour when moving in plant
areas such as the controlled area. The trainee has to
explain all his activities in detail to show a deap
understanding of the theoretical background of his
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practical measures. This kind of competence
verification by means of interviews has to start very
early during the initial training program, for example 4
weeks after employment. Trainees must become
familiar with this kind of tests to know that their
learning progress is supervised currently and to
develop a certain kind of routine when being
interviewed. Some trainees, especially reactor operator
candidates, need some time to overcome fear during
examinations and to behave without anxiety. In so far
interviews are probably the best way to prepare
responsible shift personnel during OJT for their job
and examinations.

4.2 OJT during Retraining of Licensed Shift
Personnel

By means of the SISS-System prescribed practical
training measures in annual training programs are
scheduled together with all other classroom and
simulator training activities.

OJT during retraining for licensed personnel is possible
in two different ways:

A. OJT conducted by licensed plant engineers

Examples from the catalogue of practical measures:

- Practical emergency system training
- Fire protection training (together with a specialist of
the fire brigade)

- Walk throughs/lnteniews

These OJT measures are conducted and evaluated like
other lessons by qualified instructors. This kind of
training is scheduled and announced in the annual and
the monthly training program. Training takes places
during day-shift periods.

Deficiencies detected by the plant engineers may result
in additional classroom or simulator training. Failures
in manuals and other plant documents are reported by
means of written reports like after classroom or
simulator training..

B. OJT guided by the shift supervisor

Examples from the catalogue of practical measures:

- Fuel element handling training
- Handling of respiratory equipment (together with fire

brigade officer)
- Handling of locks
- Radiation protection measuring (together with

radiation protection officer)
- Testing of certain systems

These measures usually take place during early-,
afternoon or night shift phases. These measures must
be executed within a certain period of time (such as
even* year, every six months, every three months).
Each licensed shift team member records his practical
measures by means of a his "Log for Practical
Measures on Shift". Licensed operators send their
entries in form of a copy to the Section Operations
Central Tasks monthly. Data are stored in the SISS-
System.

OJT measures have to be reported together with the
results of classroom and simulator training to local
authorities annually. While minimum times for
practical measures are 40 hrs./year, prescribed
minimum times for classroom training amount 60
hrs./year and for simulator retraining 40 hrs./year (160
hrs./ 3 years respectively).

5. Emergency Exercises

5.1 General Requirements

An emergecy exercise can be considered as a special
kind of OJT. This independent demonstration of
knowledge and skills in task performance evaluation is
an important part of determining that plant personnel
are qualified to perform safety related tasks reliably.

There are three different kind of emergency exercises:

- emergency exercises for communication training
- small-scale emergency exercises with a scenario
- full-scale emergency' exercises invoking state and
local government with a scenario

To explain how emergency exercises are prepared,
conducted and evaluated in the following a small-scale
emergency exercise, which takes place annually, will
be described. At RWE Energie NPP Biblis the Section
Operations Central Tasks is responsible for emergency'
preparedness management and exercises. Under the
head of an emergency preparedness coordinator who
during the emergency exercise functions as the lead
controller and exercise coordinator, the exercise is
prepared by a group of licensed engineers and other
experts.

The purpose of the group is to develop a technically
accurate scenario with events like:
- loss of coolant accidents with loss of safety systems
- loss of energy supply
- events with radioactivity release into the atmosphere
- damage of the control room, plant shutdown by

means of emergency systems
- large size fire events



To assure that the exercise is well documented the
following papers must be prepared:
- training objectives, priorities
- exercise scenario
- exercise chronology
- participants including accident management staff
- exercise evaluation
- corrective measures
- final report

5.2 Emergency Exercise Rules

An exercise only takes place if the plant status of all
units makes the exercise possible (undisturbed
operation) and if there is not scheduled any
maintenance work or testing. If plant status should
change during the exercise the shift supervisor in
accordance with the emergency exercise coordinator
may terminate the exercise. Shift supervisors have to
act like in the real situation, but shift personnel is not
authorized to intervene in the current plant operation
during the exercise as a result of supposed situations.
Alarm systems and communication equipment may be
used like in the real situation. Scenarios always are
developed in such a way that at first all people leave the
controlled area without an escape alarm. So any spread
of radioactivity is prevented. Information cards
received from the controllers during the emergency
exercise describe supposed situations and must be
considered.

5.3 Preparation of Emergency Exercises

Necessary steps during preparation of an emergency
exercise are briefly discussed below (Fig.4):

(1) Scenario Development
First of all a basic scenario is developed by the scenario
development group which describes all key events
chronologically. Time graphs of the main plant
parameters and their changes as a result of supposed
events are prepared, too. Later this basic scenario is
developed into a detailed exercise scenario containing
controller measures, training aids and the scenario time
track (Fig. 5). Emergency exercise scenarios are
comparable to full-scope simulator training scenarios.
Therefore RWE NPP Biblis has designed an exercise
scenario form similar to that one used during
competence verification at the full-scope simulator. In
some cases training objectives for licensed shift
personnel which must be achieved during emergency
exercises are identical to those at the simulator. In so
far experiences gained during full-scope simulator
course development are useful for planning emergency
exercises. The main purpose of such a scenario is to
supply a unique control instrument to training
management.

(2) Definition of Training Objectives
In a second step training objectives being observed
must become an integral part of the exercise scenario.
It is very important that all all training objectives are
well defined and can be observed by controllers (Fig.
6). In the exercise scenario it is pointed out which
controller has to observe the achievement of certain
training objectives. After definition of all training
objectives the necessary number of controllers and their
positions in plant areas are decided.

(3) Preparation of Training Aids
Training aids like information cards with messages for
players, special recorder displays and dummies must be
on hand during the exercise (Fig.7). Application of the
training aids is described in the emergency exercise
scenario.

(4) Quality1 Assurance
The whole scenario is checked by key plant
management whether events and related plant data are
realistic and training objectives are relevant or not.
Scenarios should not be overloaded with too many
unrelated events and less important training objectives.
Before the beginning of an emergency exercise
scenarios must be authorized by plant management.

(5) Exercise
The exercise is conducted following the exercise
scenario and the emergency exercise rules. Controller
actions are harmonized by means of the scenario time
track and by phone - if necessary.

5.4 Post-Exercise Activities

Necessary steps of post-exercise activities are briefly
discussed below (Fig.8):

(1) Post-Exercise Meeting
Immediately after the exercise a meeting of the
emergency exercise coordinator with members of all
teams involved during training (accident management
team, health physics group, operations staff, mainte-
nance group, fire brigade, medical group, public rela-
tions team and others) takes place. In this meeting all
participants provide feedback to the exercise coordi-
nator and plant management. All experiences and most
of the deficiencies are collected during this meeting.

(2) Exercise Evaluation
The emergency exercise coordinator, assisted by the
controllers, evaluates the results of the exercise and the
achievement of the main training objectives (Fig. 9).



(3) Final Exercise Report
The emergency exercise coordinator prepares a final
exercise report. Important recommendations and
necessary corrective actions are described in detail.

(4) Corrective Actions
Necessary corrective actions (such as organizational
measures, changes of documents, modifications of
equipment) are performed.

(5) Post-Exercise Training
Responsible personnel (management and licensed shift
personnel) receive post-exercise emergency training.
These lectures are dealing with all events supposed
during the exercise, correct countermeasures. observed
deficiencies and corrective actions implemented after
the exercise. Lectures are given by the emergency
exercise coordinator.

(6) Training Record
Participation in emergency exercises and in post-
exercise training is recorded by means of the Training
Information and Control System (SISS). For
management personnel and licensed shift personnel
who did not participate in the practical emergency
exercise, participation in post-exercise training is
prescribed.

Author:

Dipl.-Ing. Ralph Reuhl
Training Manager

Mailing address:

Operations Central Tasks, PZ
RWE Energie AG. Kraftwerk Biblis
Postfachll40
D-68643 Biblis
Federal Republic of Germany

Office:
Phone:06245-214152
FAX: 06245-213180

Private E-mail:
100543,323 l@compuserve.com
06251763 80@t-online.de

6. Conclusion

On-the-job training (OJT) during initial and retraining
of responsible personnel of nuclear power plants is an
essential part of training programs, because evaluation
of trainees' practical knowledge and skills can be
performed simultaneously. OJT should always be
conducted by qualified trainers who themselves should
have sufficient practical experience of the content being
taught and therefore are able and well accepted to
evaluate the capability of the participants. Interviews
are a special kind of OJT and are probably the best way
to prepare trainees during initial training for their job
positions and for examinations. Emergency exercises in
which all employees of a nuclear power plant are
involved demand numerous preparation and post-
exercise activities by the emergency prepardness
coordinator and his group. Experiences gained during
course development and competence verification at
full-scope simulators in this context partially are very
useful. Results of emergency exercises should be
transfered into retraining programs of responsible
personnel immediately to provide feedback to key plant
personnel. If OJT is well prepared and conducted by
qualified trainers, all participants will accept evaluation
of their practical knowledge and skills, what enhances
the safety culture of a nuclear power plant organization
signficantly.
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Training of NPP operators : OJT completes use of non
replica simulator

Specialists Meeting on "On-the-Job Training and
Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel"

December 4 to 6,1995 - Vienna

Georges Van Billoen

TRACTEBEL ENERGY ENGINEERING - BRUSSELS

1. Introduction

In the last five years, a new generation of training simulators has appeared on
the scene. More and more utilities are using non control room replica simulators for
their operator training. The Multifunctional Optimised Scope Simulator (MOSS)
is one of them. This type of simulator offers a multiplicity of functions that are
useful in the field of operator training.

The Multifunctional Simulator is indeed intended to be used :

• for initial training, as "Basic Principle Training Simulator";

• for training on specific systems, as "Functional Simulator";

• for operation training, by offering an environment enabling to implement all
operating procedures;

• as an analyser, providing pedagogical screens intended to explain physical
phenomena.

As such, it is defined as multifunctional.

Despite the numerous possibilities offered by MOSS, the training of operators in
such fields as control room layout, localisation of instrumentation and actuator
handling is not satisfactory, as the Man Machine Interface of MOSS is not a
control room replica. Therefore, it should be completed by other means, one of
which is On the Job Training (OJT).

In our paper, we will discuss the contribution of a MOSS to the training of nuclear
power plant operators and we will explain how this tool can be integrated into a
training plan including On the Job Training (OJT). We will then analyse to what
extent OJT and MOSS based training can be complementary.
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2. Methodology

The method used to perform such an analysis is based on Systematic Approach to
Training. The ultimate objective is to identify training needs and programs,, and
to define training material. Starting from Job and Task Analysis and associating
the required knowledge to the tasks, one can determine the training needs and
draw up an appropriate training program to satisfy the needs. This approach
will be used to identify the role of MOSS and OJT in the training process and to
determine the training fields covered by the combination of those two.

The methodology is illustrated here bellow :

Job
position - •

Prescribed
and real
tasks

Required skill and
knowledge

Knowledge and skill
acquisition process

Knowledge
already
acquired

(+ )

Additional
training
required

: i
MOSS /OJT
complementari ty

3.

3.1

Job description and task analysis for the operation
personnel

In performing the Job and Task Analysis we will limit ourselves to the highest
level of task and knowledge classification. The detailed list of tasks and
knowledge fields are not necessary for the present analysis.

Job description

In this case we will consider the shift supervisor.

As leader of the shift, the shift supervisor is entitled to perform a quality control
on all actions taken by the shift members. Therefore in terms of required
knowledge he must cover all what is required from the other members of the
team. For this reason, the shift supervisor will be considered as the basis for this
analysis.

The shift supervisor is responsible for:

• the application of operating instructions in normal and accidental situations;
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• the conformity between the plant and the operating technical specifications;

• the application of all measures to be taken to guarantee the safety of the
personnel in case of decommissioning or commissioning of any equipment for
maintenance or test purposes;

• the quality control of any action taken by any member of the shift by
performing, or by giving instruction to perform, double checks required by
operating procedures, or by performing sampling controls whenever the double
check is not required by the procedures. He is supposed to verify that:

- any intervention is driven by procedures;

- all actions recommended by operating procedures are properly applied on
time;

- the action reports are properly written and signed by the appropriate
persons.

The shift supervisor has to inform his hierarchy on :

• any event that can alter the safety of the plant and/or the personnel;

• any event that can divert the plant from the operating technical
specifications.

The shift supervisor has additional administrative tasks that we do not consider
here.
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3.2. Task analysis

The task of an operator who controls a process as complex as the one of a nuclear
power station may be summarised as follows:

• monitoring the process status evolution;

• taking normal manual action involved in monitoring (including during start-
up, shutdown and load transients);

• making a diagnosis regarding malfunctions, including taking action as may be
required towards reaching a diagnosis;

• following malfunctions, taking any recovery action (in addition to or instead
of existing automatic action) as may be necessary for restoring the process
towards a safe status."

The possible sequences of tasks are illustrated below :

Monitoring

Plant status in conformity with what the operator
expects to be normal ?

Yes

Normal operation Diagnosis

Action
required
for
diagnosis

Mental
diagnosis

No Diagnosis of an abnormal
situation ?

Yes

Recovery action

For each of these categories the required knowledge and skills can be identified
as follows.
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Tasks and required knowledge and skills

Although specific fields of knowledge and skills can be associated with a
specific category of tasks, some of the knowledge fields are common to all
categories. They are identified hereafter as generic :

Tasks

Generic

Monitoring

Normal
operation action

Diagnosis

Recovery actions

Knowledge fields and skill

PWR fundamentals

Process systems / equipment, system response and systems
interactions

Control room general layout and localisation of
instrumentation

Operating procedures

Steady state values

Normal operation trends

Utilisation of actuators

Relation between trends and possible accidents

Root cause identification

Safe shutdown

Critical safety functions

Recovery action sequences

MOSS in the knowledge acquisition process

In any learning process four major steps are necessary.

The very basic requirement before starting to learn is the learning need. When
the trainee is in the position of expectation his learning potential is significantly
higher. These needs are generally associated with individual or collective
objectives that are recognised as such. The trainee has to feel that to reach his
goals he has to acquire the prescribed knowledge. Once the learning need exists
the trainee can start the process of knowledge acquisition.

The knowledge acquisition is, at this stage, a theoretical knowledge. The trainee
is just "informed" and has collected a certain amount of information related to the
subject. The learning process is far from being achieved. His inclination to forget
what he has learned is very high. At this stage he has a certain image of what
the real practice would be and most of this image is subject to his own
interpretation. These interpretations are associated with uncertainty. Because of
these uncertainties, after the knowledge acquisition is achieved, the trainee is
willing to receive practical courses. The third stage of the learning process is
therefore the practical training.
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The main goal of practical training is to give to the trainee the opportunity to
replace his expectation of reality by the reality itself. The practical course will
enlarge the relation between the knowledge and the trainee. The knowledge is
then associated, not only with the theoretical representation of the process but
also with actions, visions, and other senses.

Skill building follows the practical training. It consists of the capacity of
reacting in almost an intuitive way to any event related to what has been
practised long enough.

In this learning process simulators are used in the second and mainly in the third
stages. Beside, simulators are more adapted to some knowledge fields. The
exercise which follows will consist of analysing the role of the two types of
simulator in this learning process in different fields of knowledge :

• PWR fundamentals, process systems and system interaction

MOSS can be used as Basic Principle Training Simulator and its MMI is well
adapted to training which is system specific or which deals with systems
interaction.

• Control room layout, localisation of instrumentation, utilisation of actuators

The absence of a replica environment is a major problem with MOSS.

• Operating procedures

MOSS can enable major operating procedures to be played, normal operation
as well as accident procedures. Since the scope of simulation of the MOSS is
optimised some procedures, considered as of minor importance in terms of
training, are not simulated.

• Steady state values, normal operation trends

MOSS displays all required steady state values and normal operation trends.
The MOSS has, in this case, a definite advantage because it enables to
display the parameters in a way that is adapted to training objectives.

• Relation between trends and accidents, accident root cause identification

MOSS offers the possibility of displaying :

- dedicated pedagogic screens, with parameters associated with a given
accident scenario displayed together

- mainly global internal simulation parameters that are not displayed in a
real control room.

• Recovery actions sequences

MOSS is designed to perform all recovery actions.
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The following table summarises the contribution of the two types of simulator in
terms of training and for the fields of knowledge we have considered.

Field of knowledge

PWR fundamentals, process systems and system
interaction

Control room layout, localisation of instrumentation,
actuators handling

Operating procedures

Steady state values , normal operation trends

Relation between trends and accidents, accident
sources identification

Recovery actions sequences

MOSS

++

-

+

++

+

6. Does OJT complete use of non replica simulator in
NPP operators training ?

As clearly identified in the above assessment MOSS as all non-replica simulators
is not designed to train operators in control room layout, localisation of
instrumentation and actuators handling. The question is how far can OJT complete
this gap.

In the field of control room layout and localisation of instrumentation it seems
obvious that a new operator acting as a shadow of the operating team can learn a
lot in a rather short period. Nevertheless two problems remain.

Let us consider that the trainee has learned about the process, the role of the
plant systems and their interactions on a non replica simulator. At this very stage
he knows and has practised the role of a given component. While observing the
"tutor" in action in the real control room he will have to create the link between
what he has learned and what he is observing. First of all, if the tutors action is
not completed by a verbal explanation the trainee will have a lot of problems to
observe each and every action of the tutor. If the tutors gives detailed verbal
explanation (considering that he is trained to do so) it will definitely help the
trainee to create the above mentioned link but only partially.

As previously indicated the knowledge acquisition process requires not only
academic knowledge but also practice. A simple observation in a shadow
training, even with detailed verbal explanation will not give to the trainee the
opportunity to exercise practically its knowledge. In the specific field of
"actuators handling" the problem becomes even more important. The only way to
solve this problem is to allow the trainee to handle the actuators himself but by
receiving its instruction from a certified operator acting as a tutor.

The major steps to cover during the OJT following the training on a non replica
simulator should then be :

- Identification of a qualified and certified operator acting as a tutor
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- period of observation by the trainee with verbal explanation by the tutor on
each action the tutor is taking

- period during which the trainee is allowed to take actions following the
tutor's instructions and under his guidance (the tutor remaining in charge)

Once the trainee has passed his certification exam

- period during which the trainee will be in charge and operate the plant under
the supervision of the tutor

Such approach should optimise the most the complementarity between training
on non replica simulators and OJT.

7. Conclusion

Considering the cost of full scope full replica simulators, an approach which can
integrate a non replica simulator and organise accordingly the OJT can be
considered as an interesting alternative to full scope full scale simulators for some
utilities. The case of utilities running power plants such as VVER 230 with a
rather short remaining life time is a case to be considered.
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L Introduction

1.1 Status of nuclear power production in Korea

Since the commercial operation of Kori Unit 1 began in April 1978, Korea has

achieved a steady growth in nuclear power generation. In March 1995, the Korea

Electric Power Corporation which is the sole utility in Korea had 8,616 MWe nuclear

capacity with 10 operating units. This represents 28.7 percent of the total installed

capacity. The amount of nuclear power generation in 1994 was 58,651 GWh or 35.5

percent of the total power generation, thereby playing a leading role in the production

of electricty in Korea.

1.2 Training organizations of nuclear power related industries in Korea

The Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) is the sole utility in Korea

responsible for electrical power generation and distribution. KEPCO is taking a

leading role in fostering and developing domestic industrial activities related to nuclear

energy utilization. KEPCO also makes contributions to the improvement of technology

system localization regarding hydro, fossil as well as nuclear power plants by means

of technology transfer.

Since training for nuclear power plant operational personnel is one of KEPCO's

major activities, KEPCO established the Kori Nuclear Training Center in 1977 to

provide training for operators, maintenance personnel as well as engineering staff of

nuclear power plants. The center is well equipped with various facilities including

three PWR simulators and a number of mockups. The Korea Power Plant Service
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Company, which is a subsidiary company of KEPCO and is in charge of the

maintenance service of all kinds of power plant operating and startup, established the

Nuclear Maintenance Training Center in June 1990 as part of the Kori Nuclear

Training Center of KEPCO. The center also provides various maintenance training

courses to their maintenance staff with several kinds of mockups and practical exercise

facilities.

Whereas, the Nuclear Training Center of the Korea Atomic Energy Research

Institute was established in 1960 to provide training courses for nuclear related

industries. Now the center provides a one week retraining course for licensed reactor

and senior reactor operators. It is mandatory for all licensed operators to receive a

one week retraining course at the NTC/KAERI once every 3-5 years.

2. KEPCO's on-the-job training and qualification of nuclear power plant personnel

2.1 KEPCO's in-house training program

The KEPCO's in-house training program consists of an initial training program

for new employees and continous training programs for nuclear power plant personnel.

The Kori Nuclear Training Center provides about 80 training courses including OJT

composed of initial and continous training programs to their employees who are

assigned to nuclear jobs.

KEPCO's every new employee should have an initial training for 39 weeks which

is divided into 6 phases including two 8 week of on-the-job training phases at the

plant site. After finishing the initial training program, all employees who are assigned

to a specific department of the plant have continous training including on-the job

training for 2-4 weeks according to their technical and managerial level which was

described in internal qualification and training requirements for nuclear power plant

personnel

Whereas, the Seoul Training Center of KEPCO provides various kinds of

non-nuclear training courses such as fossil power plant system courses, general and

managerial training courses. The Kori Nuclear Training Center provides various kinds

of training courses such as class room and simulator trainings. The continous training

program at the Kori Nuclear Training Center consists of job classification and

managerial levels such as operator, maintenance staff, technical staff, and supervisory

levels. And every department of nuclear power plants provides on-the -job training

for 2-4 weeks to their junior personnel under the direction of experienced personnel.
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2.2 Plant organization and qualification for nuclear power plant personnel

The plant manager is directly reponsible for all activities at the plant. The plant

manager ensures that the plant operations are conducted in conformance with

regulatory requirements and internal polices. Particularly the plant manager has

primary responsibility for the general personnel affairs such as staffing, training as

well as maintaining the qualification of employees qualification according to the

qualification and training requirements of nuclear power plant personnel.

The plant manager is in charge of two power units with about 360 staff members

in Kori. The following are staffing resources of plant departments in the Kori # 2

Station (Units 3 & 4);

- Radiological Control : 34

- Operation Management • 16

- Operations (6 Shifts) : 150

- Engineering Works : 25

- Chemical : 29

- Mechanical : 34

- Electrical : 30

- Instrumentation and Control • 50

The qualification and training requirements of nuclear power plant personnel are

directly connected with plant organizational structure. All kinds of training activities

such as the responsibility of training, training methods and procedures as well as the

training evaluation related to on-the-job training are described in the KEPCO's

qualification and training requirements of nuclear power plant personnel (Technical

Procedure No. -48).

The major contents of the qualification and training requirements, which are

basically divided into three technical levels (level I. level II, level III) according to

plant job classification, are shown in Table 1.

2.3 KEPCO's on-the-job training programs for nuclear power plant personnel

KEPCO has two kinds of on-the-job training programs for nuclear power plant

personnel. The first one is a 16 weeks on-the-job training program (two 8 week

programs) for new employees at the plant site. The other is a 2-4 week on-the-job

training program for plant personnel according to their job classification and technical

level. These 2-4 weeks on-the-job training programs are circulated periodically until

junior personnel reach a qualified level, and are also conducted during some events
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such as plant startup including functional tests, operation, maintenance, and technical

services under the direction of experienced personnel.

The responsibility for on-the-job training is as follows;

• the plant manager is reponsible for the management of overall activities of

on-the-job training.

• the deputy plant manager (operation) is responsible for the management of

planning, directing, evaluating the on-the-job training.

• the operation management manager is reponsible for the management of

implementing the on-the-job training.

• the training section head is responsible for the administration including

documentation and record keeping, etc. of on-the-job training.

• Departments' managers are responsible for the development, implemetation and

evaluation of their on-the-job training programs.

• Departments' training section heads are responsible for conducting their

on-the-job training programs.

As shown in Fig. 1, the new employee on-the-job training program consists of 16

weeks which are divided into two 8 week segments. The first phase is provided at

the plant site for 8 weeks which consists of 7 steps; 1 week for plant administration, 1

week for auxiliary operator's work, 1.5 weeks for TO 2 works, 1.5 weeks for TO 1

works, 1 week for RO 2 works, 1 week for RO 1 works. The second phase of

on-the-job training is also provided in the main control room for 8 weeks which

consists of TO, EO, RO works. A new employee begins the first phase of on-the-job

training when he finishes the phase 2 nuclear theory fundamental course in the initial

training program, and begins the second phase of on-the-job training when he finishes

the phase 5 specific plant system course in the initial training program. The details of

these contents are attached herein Table 2 (contents of the first and second on-the-job

training for new employees).

The contents of the on-the-job training program for junior personnel are directly

connected with their job classification and job descriptions. All departments of the

plant have their own on-the-job training programs for their junior personnel according

to their job descriptions which are described in plant technical procedure-48

(qualification and training requirements for nuclear power plant personnel). A sample

content is shown in Table 3. Junior personnel who are assigned a job to the plant

site start their job (level III works) together with 2-4 week on-the-job training.

When they are promoted to a higher level job, they also have another 2-4 week
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on-the-job training which is equivalent to their job level. When they change their

position to another job, they also particpate in on-the-job training for 2-4 weeks.

The experienced personnel who are assigned to a on-the-job training instructor

(level I person) should evaluate the results of trainees when they conduct on-the-job

training. The evaluation sheet should be kept in their department as a document and

should be reported to a plant manager. The training section head should report it to

the personnel management department at KEPCO headquarters. The training audit

team at KEPCO headquarters is dispatched annually to survey the training diary which

should be kept at the plant site.

3. KPS's on-the-job training and qualification of nuclear power plant personnel

3.1 KPS's roles for nuclear power plant maintenance

Maintenance plays a primary role in ensuring safe and reliable nuclear power

plant operation. To carry out this role, maintenance goals should exist to ensure the

safe operation of nuclear power plants. The Korea Power Plant Service

Company(KPS) is a subsidiary company of KEPCO and is in charge of the

maintenance service of power plants owned by KEPCO. There are 5 KPS service

offices at the nuclear power plant sites. KPS has a training center in Seoul and a

nuclear maintenance training center at the Kori site for the training of maintenance

personnel.

Each KEPCO nuclear power plant keeps four contractors on site for support and

services during normal operation and outage. KPS is a major contractor for KEPCO

among the four contractors. The major activities of KPS on site are as follows ;

• Maintenance of mechanical, and electrical equipment and components

• Refueling activities and non-destructive testing

• Detailed scheduling and control of work process

• Supply of temporary manpower and control of subcontractors

• Procurement of miscellaneous spare parts and consumables

KPS's maintenance works together with other subcontractors' works are properly

supervised under the KEPCO's maintenance guidelines and procedures.

3.2 KPS's qualification and training requirements of maintenance personnel

The KPS's in-house training programs are also divided into two parts. The

first one is an initial training program which consists of classroom training for 2-6

weeks and on-the-job training for 6-32 weeks according to their job classification such
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as administration, mechanics, electrical, and special fields in component maintenance

including refueling, quality, NDT, welding, industrial cleaning, etc. The other is a

continous training programs which consists of ofMhe-job training and on-the-job

training. After a job assignment to a plant site all employees should have training

programs to meet internal qualification requirements.

According to KPS's annual training program, the Seoul Training Center conducts

19 training courses, the Kori Nuclear Maintenance Center conducts 27 training courses

with several kinds of mockups such as RCP, refueling deck, etc. Another 46 training

courses including on-the-job training are conducted at the job site. KPS also provides

18 kinds of overseas training programs in order to acquire advanced technology from

foreign vendors.

There are 41 types of qualification for nuclear power plant maintenance

personnel. Qualification is divided into 2 or 3 technical levels. These qualifications are

also closely associated with KEPCO's qualification system. Table 4 which details

qualification and training requirements shows how many years of experience, what

kind of training courses including on-the-job training are needed to get the appropriate

qualification. For example, level I valve maintenance qualification requires an initial

training program for 39 weeks including 32 weeks of on-the-job training and 2 years

of practical work at the plant site. When KPS provides qualification to employees,

KPS take into account the employee's job performance measure sheet and training

results.

3.3 Contents of the 32 week OJT program for mechanical maintenance personnel

The contents of the 32 week on-the-job training for mechanical maintenance

personnel pertaining to an initial training program is shown in Table 5. This

on-the-job training program is developed by the training department of KPS, and other

on-the-job training programs for junior personnel are developed by the training

implementation department under the guidelines of the training department

The on-the-job training program consists of learning objectives, syllabus

guidelines, trainees, duration, training methods and evaluation methods and the syllabus

as shown in Table 5. The major syllabus of this on-the-job training program consists

of plant administration for 1 week, the nuclear power plant system for 3 weeks, and a

plant maintenance practical exercise for 28 weeks at the plant site.

The learning objectives and syllabus guidelines are particularly important items

for the development of the on-the-job training program because these items are basic
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guidelines for the implementationof this course. This syllabus guidelines and textbook

are developed by the professional on-the-job training instructors who are qualified

according to the internal qualification procedures. The evaluation of the on-the-job

performance measure sheet is more or less similar with KEPCO's method. These are

also directly associated with upgrading the trainee's qualification and promoting the

trainee's position. KPS is now trying to find the methods on how to link the results

of on-the-job training with the measuring of job perfonnance.

4. Conclusion

On-the-job training is a training method which states that trainee participate in

nuclear power plant startup (including pre-operational, hot functional and startup tests),

operation, maintenance, or technical services under the direction of experienced

personnel. This means that experience is a priority for junior personnel in order to

familiarize themselves with on-site works. Therefore, there is growing tendency for

more emphasis to be placed on an in-house training program than on off-the-job

training. To maintain the desired standard of on-the-job training system, continous

inputs from outside may needed through international exchanges and cooperations with

the advanced foreign utilities, INPO and IAEA.
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Table 1. Qualification and Training Reguirements for Nuclear Power Plant Personnel

Job Classification

Operation
Part

Technical
Part

• Operation
Mgt.

• Operation

• Radiological
Control

• Engineering
Works

• Mechanical
• Electrical
• I & C
• Chemistry

Qualification level

Level I

• More than
5 years
experience

• SRO license
holders

• OJT instructor

• More than
5 years
experience

• OJT instructor

Level II

• More than
2 years
experience

• RO license
holders

• 2—5 years
experience

Level III

• less than
2 years
experience

• less than
2 years
experience

Training Requirement

Level I

• Advanced
Training Course
at KORI NTC

• Specialized
Training Course
(outside)

• Oversea
Training

• OJT

Level II

• Advanced
Training Course
at KORI NTC

• Specialized
Training Course
(outside)

• OJT

Level III

• Initial
Training Course
including a 16
weeks OJT
(Total 39 weeks)

• OJT

ft
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Fig. 1. Contents of On-The Job Training for Position(Standard Path for Newemployee)

Training for Initial Position

(1 Week)
Plant Administration

(1 Week)

(1.5 Week)

(1.5 Week)

AO

TO 2

TO 1

1
RO

1

RO

I

RO

3

2

1

(1 Week)

(1 Week) Local Big.

(1 Week)

(8 Weeks) TO EO RO ( Main Control Room)

AO • Auxiliary Operator

TO : Turbine Operator

RO : Reactor Operator

EO • Electrical Operator
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Table 2. Contents of l'st & 2'nd OJT for New Employee

Group

l'st
OJT

(8 Wks)

2'nd
OJT

(8 Wks)

Position

Plant Administration

AO

TO 1

TO 2

RO 3

RO 2

RO 1

RO

TO

EO

Duration

1 Week

«

1.5 Weeks

1 Week

/r

n

8 Weeks

Contents

• Plant Orientation
• Introduction of all departments'

Works
• Plant administration
• Radiation protection
• Fire protection
• Safety culture, others

* Intake facilities
• Gas facilities
• Aux, boiler facilities

• All facilities of turbine building

• All facilities of turbine building

• All facilities of radwaste building

• AH facilities of auxiliary building

* All facilities of auxiliary building

• Reactor Operator's Works

• Turbine Operator's Works

• Electrical Operator's Works
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Table 3. Contents of OJT for Junior Personnel

Operation Department

Job Classification

Level I

Level II

Level III

Operation Section ( Shift 1 )

Job Unit

• Operation and control of
generating works

• Reactor operation and control

« Turbine operation and control

• Control and coordination
works for power transmission

• Operation of radiation monitoring
system and HVAC system

• Monitoring and Operation of
local power startup system

• Local works for reactor related
facilities

• Local works for turbine related
facilities

• Local works for electrical
facilities

• Local operation of auxiliary system

• Local operation of reactor related
facilities

• Local operation of turbine related
facilities

• Test & inspection works for
facilities

Job Description

•

-

* •
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Table 4. Qualification and Training Requirements
of KPS's Maintenance Personnel

Qualification fields

Mechanics/Electrics

Exclusive
Qualification

Special
Qualification

Mechanics
(15 Types),

Electrics
(10 Types)

Nuclear Fuel
Loading

Quality
Auditing

Quality
Inspection

Flushing

Welding

NDT

(5 Types)

Transmission
Maintenance

(3 Types)

I

I

II

II

III

I

II

III

I

II

I

II

I

II

I

II

III

I

Crane
Operation

Experience
(year)

2.5

2

3

2

3

1

3

5

2

3

3

5

Training

Training at NTC

7 Weeks

H

6 Weeks

On-the job Training

32 Weeks

n

tt

National Welding Qualification

n

ASNT - TC - IA
Codes

1~2 4 Weeks 6 Weeks

National License
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Table 5. Contents of 32 Week OJT program
for mechanical maintenance personnel

Course Title

1. Learning
Objectives

2. Guideline of
Contents

3. Trainee

4. Duration

5. Training Method

7. Evaluation

Method

8. Pre-requisite
of Trainee

OJT for mechanical maintenance personnel

* Familization to on-site works and administration procedures

• Improving the mechanical maintenance ability through the
lecture and practical exercise

• Administration procedure

• Maintenance machinary and tools

• Nuclear power plant system and compenents

• Practical exercise of components maintenance

• Radiation protection/Industrial safety

* Newcomers who are assigned on-site job

• 32 Weeks

• Lecture & practical
exercise

Written Exam. Practical Exam.

6. Training
Place

Reports Attitude Total(%)
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 FOUNDATION DOCUMENTS OF THE NTC BRNO

The NTC has been established according to the Status of the CEZ state

enterprise of the Ministry of Fuels and Energy from 1978 and according to the Order

of the General Director of the CEZ company issued in 1978.

CEZ, a. s., is the biggest producer of power in the Czech Rebublic. It generate

more than 80 % of the total Czech Republic .electric power consumption. The total

capacity installed in CEZ, a. s., power plants is approrixametely 11 000 MW. From

this total capacity, about 1760 MW comes from the NPP Dukovany. The second NPP

Temelin is in constructionand will supply about 1 962 MW.

The Generation of electricity in the Czech Republic (1994)

O CEZ, a. s. O other producers



Electricity Generation in C E Z , a. s., according to the type of Power Plant

9 coal
O nuclear

C hydro

1.1.1 NPP DUKOVANY (EDU)

Generating capacity: 4x440 MW? 4x1375 MWh

The construction and assembly were performed by local companies, ninety

percent of all equipment, including steam generators, reactors and turbines were

supplied by Czechoslovak industry. The reactors used are water pressure PWR W E R

440 - type 213. Dukovany has been generating electricity since 1985.

1.1.2 NPP TEMELIN (ETE)

Generating capacity: 2x 981 MW in construction

In construction are participating engineering companies from Czech Republic

and form the West. They are developing new systems to complement the Sowiet

technical design that wil improve safety standarts to the highest industry levels. A

guarantee of safe operation of NPP Temelin is also cooperation with the American



firm Westinghouse co., which supplies the control system for the plant. Typ of reactor

is water pressure PWR W E R 1000 type 320 and at present are building two units.

This NPP should be finish in September 1996. However, the requests of Temelin by

training courses are in these days the highest.
i • •

1.2 PURPOSE OF THE NTC

It is the purpose of Nuclear Training Centre Brno (NTC Brno) to provide

training and services which are responsive to the technological demands and emerging

educational standards and criteria of the NPP and the nuclear industry. Fulfilling this

purpose is a challenging task. The NTC Brno was one of the pan of this NPP to

Oktober 1995. But in according to the building of the second NPP Temelin and to the

recommendation of G 24, NTC changed this position in framework of CEZ? a. s.. to

the unique NTC for both NPPs.

The staff of NTC Brno, in a joint effort with NPP Dukovany and NPP

Temelin. has responded to the challenge with comprehensive programs aimed at

meeting our customers needs. The programs are broadly based, yet flexible so that

they can incorporate specific customer requirements.

The process of NPP personnel preparation can be divided into the following

main parts:

• Creating the qualification

• Maintaining the qualification

• Verify, ng the qualification

Personnel are classified into the following main categories of professional

preparation:



1-3 STAFF OF NTC

Training and operational services is staffed by professional educators and

operationally experienced personnel. The most of them are degree with extensive

experience in such diverse areas as nuclear, mechanical and electrical engineering,

mathematics, physics, chemistry, psychology and education. Nevertheless in some

cases it is necessary to engage external lecturers from the NPPs operating personnel or

from the special schools, institutions and enterprises. Thus, the training and

operational services staff represents a strong resource of experience and specialized

knowledge to meet customer training needs.

In opportunity to the staff of NTC are the instructors of 0JT the employs of

NPP with very strong experience and NTC in cooperation with NPP requests the

instructors on the real jobs. They have to graduate the 3- semestry pedagogical course

( instructors for category I, II and II) or small pedagogical course (instructors for

category IV). Each of instructors has the form with impotant data including the time of

experience in the job, what he graduate, special courses, the period of his conducting

OJT and the feedback of trainees.



1.4 ROOMS

The whole complex of the NTC comprises three buildings constructed in 1980.

It consists of:

• the training building of the NTC consisting of 7 class-rooms with the total

capacity of 157 listeners (20, 34, 18, 16, 12, 7, 50 seats) - two of them are

special classrooms with PCs, one of them is representative teaching room

• boarding facilities with the capacity of 56 beds (and two social-living rooms);

the interior of this buildings has been designed in the form of so called "cells"

with double-bed rooms and one common sanitary unit

• office and administrative building including offices for the NTC employees-

psychological laboratory, copy centre and maintenance room

For OJT are in both NPPs two small classrooms, used by insructors for

explaning learning objectives and defining performance standarts.

1.5 TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT

Computer Network LAN Novell is divided into two segments - special

classrooms and offices. It has 40 PCs (486 DX, 486 SX) and includes standard

programs (word processor MS WORD, spreadsheet MS Excel, database system MS

Access, graphic program Corel Draw, communication program cc:Mail language

Turbo Pascal, Borland C + T and so as) and special programs (banks of tests, personal

database, teaching simulators and so as). Medical (psychological) exam room has six

working places controlled by the testing PCs system manufactured by the Schuhfried

company, Vienna

Specialists of the NTC prepare scripts of different instruction films - besides

the professional TV films it is possible to make TV shots - they can use equipment of

representative teaching room for making movies and TV shots. Each of other

classrooms has TV set, videoplayer, backward projector and slides projector.

The NTC is equipped with model of the NPP Dukovany unit and models of

other components (reactor, steam generator, volume compensator).



2. THE SYSTEM OF NPP PERSONNEL TRAINING

The following text gives basic information about the system of NPP personnel

training, which was made at the NTC in narrow cooperation with NPP Dukovany and

NPP Temelin operated by CEZ. The main idea behind of this concept is improving the

overall quality and increasing the intensity of the courses through theoretical training

complementing practical training and simulator training.

The training of NPPs personnel is realized in two levels

1. horizontal level is the dividing of the groups for training according to

the kind of category

2. the vertical dividing in categories according to specification of the parts

ofNPP.

PRIMARY PART OF THE NPP

SECONDARY PART OF THE NPP

ELECTRICAL PART OF THE NPP

INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL

CHEMISTRY AT THE NPP

RAD.PROTECTION AND CONTROL

OPER. MODES AND NUC.SAFETY

NPP MACHINERY MAINTENANCE

NPP ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE

NPP I&C MAINTENANCE

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ON NPP

PHYSICS FOR OPERATION

CONTROL ROOM PERSONNEL

•Smw



2.1 BASIC COURSE FOR TRAINING GROUP 1-B

The training according to this concept is divided into 10 modules (see Module

training scheme). Each of modules no. 1 - 9 consists of 3 - 5 weeks of theoretical

training and 1 - 3 weeks on the job training . This way of OJT is used since

September 1993 and we have great feedback. The suggest was to divide the all

theoretical training, which takes a long time (45 weeks), in small parts (modules).

Each of modules has specification and the participant can immedialy after obtaining of

theoretical knowledges provide hands-on experience in the actual work enviroment

Modules no. 8 and no. 9 include the simulator training. The no. 10 module consists of

preparation for the examinations for the "Certificate": The duration of the training

including the final examinations for the "Certificate" is 63 weeks. You can see all on

figure 1. .

Each theoretical part of a module ends by an interview. The purpose of which

is to evaluate previous theoretical training in the module and preview potential

problem areas that should be hapened on the job training.

The contents of the theoretical training, as well as OJT and the simulator

training are equaled for both trainees who are being prepared for the position of OSO

(secondary circuit control room operator) and OPO (primary circuit control room

operator). The lengths of OJT were modified to meet the requirements and to satisfy

the duties of both positions. The OSO - OPO positions is not differentiated until the

phase of training for the position of "turbo-generator engineer" and "primary circuit

engineer" or the phase of cross-training (see Acquiring licence scheme Figure 2.)

2.2 BASIC COURSE FOR TRAINING GROUPS II-C,E, III-D,F, IV-G

The training of these groups is divided into 5 modules (see Module training

scheme of training groups II, III? IV). Each of modules no. 1 - 4 includes 1 - 8 weeks

of theoretical training and 1 - 4 weeks of a practical training session at the NPP. The

no. 5 module consists of the preparation for the final exams for the "Certificate". The

whole duration of this scheme of training including the exam for the "Certificate"

differs for each group and can last from 6 - 2 4 weeks.

The mention of dividing all training into modules is the same like by course I-

B. OJT after 1.module provides the general information about NPP. This OJT is

independing of trainees specification and takes the short time. The important OJT is



used after finishing all theoretical training and is strong depending of specification of

the job. See figure 3..

For all category OJT is providing in small goups, about from 2 to 5 trainees

by qualified personnel. The programmes of OJT are the parts of curiculums for the

basic courses and are variable. The evaluation of performance of trainee is storaged in

NTC togetheter with duplicate of certificate.

All OJT on both NPP has similar framework and is easy for NTC to obtain

information about evoluation of trainees, which are very useful by final examination

for acquiring "Certficate". Without that evolution is impossible for each of trainees to

partcipate in final examination and to acquire the "Certificate".

3. CONCLUSION

We would like to reach the upgrading of training by implementing of SAT

methodology including OJT. At present we are participating on the preparation of the

new basic rules and documentation in CEZ.a.s.? which will consist of the SAT and

after finishing we would like to open the dicussion with IAEA about SAT in Czech

Republic.



FIGURE 1. TRAINING SCHEME OF I-B
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FIGURE 2. ACQUIRING LICENCE OF I-B
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FIGURE 3. TRAINING SCHEME OF CATEGORY II, III, IV
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ONTARIO HYDRO'S EXPERIENCE IN IMPLEMENTING
ON-THE-JOB TRAINING FOR CHEMICAL TECHNICIANS

Gary A. Cooper
Training Superintendent
Ontario Hydro Nuclear

INTRODUCTION

Since 1989, Ontario Hydro Nuclear has been developing and implementing
formalized On-the-Job Training for qualifying its nuclear power plant
chemical laboratory staff. This paper will focus on the process followed in
designing, developing and implementing this training, with emphasis on
the strengths and weaknesses of the program.

BACKGROUND

Ontario Hydro Nuclear

Ontario Hydro provides electrical power for the province of Ontario and
exports power to neighbouring provinces and the northeastern United
States. The Corporation is Canada's largest nuclear power producer and
currently has 20 nuclear reactors at 4 separate plants in the province - 8 at
Pickering, 4 at Darlington, 4 at Bruce A and 4 at Bruce B. These 4 plants
make up the majority of the business unit known as Ontario Hydro Nuclear
(OHN). OHN has approximately 9,400 employees and its nuclear reactors
typically meet approximately 60% of the normal power demand for the
province.

Bruce A
Bruce B 'Bruce Nuclear

Figure 1: Ontario Hydro Nuclear Generating Facilities
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Training Services for Ontario Hydro Nuclear are provided by Training and
Simulator Services Division, made of up 2 Training Departments:

• The Eastern Nuclear Training Department, headquartered at
Pickering, provides training services for the Pickering and
Darlington stations.

• The Western Nuclear Training Department at the Bruce Nuclear
Power Development provides training services for the Bruce A and
Bruce B stations.

Chemistry Laboratory Staff

Each of the 4 nuclear stations has a chemistry laboratory staffed with
approximately 30 - 40 chemical technicians working day and shift
assignments. Their primary function is to monitor the condition of process
fluids used in plant systems and ensure that chemical balances are
maintained within the limits defined in station procedures. They also
monitor gaseous and liquid effluent quality, and this role is continuing to
expand as new environmental legislative requirements are analysed.

Chemical technicians are typically selected from applicants having a
minimum 2 year chemical diploma from a community college. Most have
laboratory experience in other industries and some have B.Sc. degrees.

Chemical Technician Training Before 1990

During the 1970s and 1980s, chemical technicians were hired in relatively
small numbers and were given general employee training in topics similar
to that general training given to all technical staff, i.e.:

• plant systems orientation
• science fundamentals and mechanic, lectrical equipment

principles
• CANDU system principles
• industrial safety
• radiation protection

They were not given formal training on the lab equipment; there was no
formal performance based training for job skills; there was no specialized
chemistry theory training. The stations relied on local supervision
providing effective work experience to train people in needed skills and
knowledge.

Plant Chemistry Performance Problems

During the late 1980's, Ontario Hydro identified very serious problems
resulting from inadequate chemistry control. These problems included:

• Steam Generator Fouling/Corrosion
• Plugging of Annulus Gas Systems
• Heat Exchanger Corrosion
• Poor Water Treatment Plant Performance
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Although these problems were not directly attributable to chemical
technician performance, peer evaluations found that chemical technician
knowledge and skills did not meet accepted standards and less than
adequate training was considered to be a contributing factor. It was
therefore decided that improvement plans must include development of
specialized training for chemical technicians.

Consequently, in 1989, the training departments, in conjunction with the
nuclear generating stations began looking at a systematic approach to
training and qualifying chemical technicians which would result in a
performance based training program. The program would be developed to
meet INPO's Standard for Effective Training Programs and it would utilize
structured On-the-Job Training (OJT) for qualifying staff in laboratory
techniques and station procedures.

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROGRAM

The Job Analysis

Before designing the chemical technician training program a formal
Chemical Technician job analysis was conducted utilizing experienced
chemical technicians. A systematic review and validation by subject matter
experts and training specialists then resulted in a final list of approximately
400 tasks for which training would be required. This master task list is kept
by the training departments and is reviewed annually by the stations and
the training departments to keep the program current.

The Chemical Technician Training Subcommittee

Another key element of program design and development was the
establishment of a chemical technician training subcommittee composed of
station and training department staff to oversee the entire program from
design to implementation. This committee gave direction to the training
department on key elements of the program and on development efforts. It
was initially made up of technical superintendents who gave the
subcommittee the needed level of management commitment, and gradually
transformed into a working level committee of laboratory supervisors and
trainers.

Working together, the subcommittee members established the general
structure of the training program. Based on the job analysis and INPO
guidelines for the training of chemical technicians, they determined the
enabling knowledge that a chemical technician requires to support the job
function and the on-the-job training requirements. The end result was a
training overview document which defines the overall architecture of the
training program.

The resulting training program consists of both classroom training for the
theoretical and knowledge components of the program and OJT for the field
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skills training. The program takes approximately 3 years to complete to
shift assistant chemical technician Yevel, as illustrated in figure 2.

ENTRY LEVEL DIPLOMA
CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGIST

-\ 8 weeks

Initial Training
1 I

Science Equipment/
Fundamentals System

Principles

I 1
Chemical Conventional and
Skills Radiological

Protection

2 days

Chem Lab Orientation p

Mission Administration Safety
1

Interface with
other
Departments

•I 5 weeks

I Station Specific Training

- < • 6 months

Initial Qn-the-Job Training

Station Work Radiation Chemical
Systems protection Protection Safety

I
Lab
Admin

Basic Lab
Skills

Lab
Instruments

Chem
Control
&Lab
Safety

Quality
Assurance

•j 18 months

Shift Crew On-the-Job Training

System Chemistry
& Sampling

•I 10 months |-

Day Crew On-the-Job Training

Emergency
Preparedness

—I
Process
Instrumentation

Environmental
Monitoring

Emergency
Preparedness

QUALIFIED ASSISTANT
CHEMICAL TECHNICIAN

Figure 2. A Typical Training Program for Shift Assistant Chemical
Technicians
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The subcommittee continues to be very effective and formally meets every 6
months to review the program, ensure that standards are set and
maintained at a high level, share common experiences and direct
development efforts for the training program.

The On-the-Job Training Program

The overall training program was expected to take approximately 3 years for
a trainee to complete. Most of this time would be devoted to On-the-Job
training. The need for Job Performance Measures and an infrastructure to
support OJT became paramount. The program was really the first
formalized OJT program developed for Ontario Hydro but we were able to
draw on the experience of INPO plants and private contractors who had
done similar work, and a contract was let to develop the initial OJT program
for the stations. The contractor began with the task list prepared by Ontario
Hydro and analysed the tasks to determine the skills required for task
performance, training objectives and job performance measures. The
stations then used the format produced by the contractor and, in conjunction
with the training departments, reviewed and modified the documentation to
fit their specific needs. Using Bruce A as an example, the result was a
laboratory procedure documenting the structure of the station specific
training program, the OJT program and the job qualification standards.

Job Qualification Standards

Job Qualification Standards defined by the chemical laboratory procedures
were developed to define in detail the elements of the training program and
the methods of training, evaluating and qualifying staff for their position.
Generally, the job qualification standard consists of:

• a chemical laboratory procedure defining the structure, content
and administration of the qualification training program for the
station

• chemical laboratory procedures detailing the requirements for
qualification of staff in each of the major functional areas

• Job Qualification Cards (JQCs) to verify and record trainee
mastery of the tasks related to a functional area

• Job Performance Measures (JPMs) detailing the specific
knowledge and practical requirements necessary to master the
task

At Bruce A, the OJT program is structured around 13 functional areas.
Each functional area is defined by a chemical lab procedure which lists all
of the JQCs and JPMs associated with the area and gives general
instructions to the trainer, trainee and evaluator as to how to proceed with
earning a qualification.

Job Qualification Cards are subset procedures of the functional areas and
contain the signoffs for the Job Performance Measures associated with the
qualification.
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Job Performance Measures are documented as subsets of the Job
Qualification Cards, and are used to test individuals in the specific tasks
identified in the job analysis.

To illustrate, the job qualification standard for the Bruce A Functional Area
"System Chemistry and Sampling" is shown in figure 3.

Bruce A Chemistry Lab Procedure CLP 14.0 "Chemical Technician Training1

CLP 14.09017.01
Functional Area -

System Chemistry and Sampling

CLP 14.36600.00
JQC - Boiler

Feedwater System

CLP 14.32000.00
JQC - Main

Moderator System

•CLP 14.36600.01-
JPM#1 - Sample
Room and Process
Instrumentation

' CLP 14.36600.02 -
JPM#2 - Sampling
the Boiler
Feedwater System

• CLP 14.36600.03 -
JPM#3-Analysis
of the Boiler
Feedwater System

CLP 14.34980.00
JQC - Annulus Gas

System

"CLP 14.32000.01
JPM#1 - System
Sampling

- CLP 14.32000.02 -
JPM#2 - Chemical
Analysis

- CLP 14.32000.03 -
JPM#3 - Radiochemical
Analysis

CLP 14.34980.01
JPM#1 - System
Sampling and
Analysis

CLP 14.33100.00
JQC - Heat

Transport System

•CLP 14.33100.01-
JPM#1 - System
Sampling

•CLP 14.33100.02-
JPM#2 - Chemical
Analysis

.CLP 14.33100.03-
JPM#3 -
Radiochemical
Analysis

Figure 3. Bruce A Chemical Laboratory Procedures Defining
Standards for Qualifying Staff in System Chemistry and Sampling

To be qualified to work independently in a functional area, the trainee must
be successfully evaluated in all JPMs related to that area. Successful
completion of a JPM requires the trainee to:

• Correctly perform the task following the procedure, paying
particular attention to safety requirements

• Perform any required analyses without mathematical error
• Correctly answer all of the safety related questions and 80% of the

knowledge based questions at the time of the evaluation

1MPIJEMENTATION OF THE OJT PROGRAM

Implementation of the OJT program proved to be the most difficult part of
the project. There were many barriers that had to be removed before OJT
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could begin to be conducted at the stations. The lab staff needed a thorough
understanding of the program and the processes involved and had to buy
into it to assure success. Trainers and Evaluators had to be selected and
trained. Training Administrators had to be selected and freed from their
normal duties.

Conditions were not ideal. There was a disproportionately large number of
trainees due to a major hiring program conducted in the late 1980's.
Formal implementation began in 1991 but in 1992, in contrast to the hiring
spree of the 1980s, the Corporation launched a major restructuring and
down-sizing effort to become more competitive. This resulted in the loss of
some key staff and program delays while station priorities were refocussed.
The need for the OJT program, however, was never in doubt and
implementation efforts continued once organizational details were clarified.

The "Kickoff" Meetings

The first step in the implementation of the training program was to
organize and deliver a series of "Kickoff" meetings in which those
responsible for design and development of the program met with chemical
laboratory staff to explain the program concepts and gain acceptance. These
meetings took place during 1991 at Bruce A and Bruce B and provided
chemical lab staff with an overview of the program and a chance to question
those most closely involved with the design and development of the program.
This was particularly important for the more senior chemical technicians
as their role as OJT Trainers and Evaluators would be fundamental to the
success of the program.

Qualifying OJT Trainers and Evaluators

An extremely important phase of the implementation process was the
training of those individuals selected as OJT Trainers or Evaluators. OJT
Trainers were selected from experienced and qualified shift chemical
technicians or senior shift chemical technicians. The Trainers and
Evaluators are full time workers or subject matter experts, not full time
trainers; their training needs had to be specialized to successfully
implement the training program.

A number of expectations of an OJT Trainer or Evaluator were determined
and a training program was developed.

Expectations included the need for trainers to:

1. Prepare for the training.
Preparation for training consists of the trainer reviewing
procedures, precautions and limitations in advance; preparing
necessary equipment and reagents; verifying that all required
prerequisites have been completed; and validating that equipment
and procedures are in place and are correct.
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2. Present the OJT
The trainer must ensure that the trainee understands the purpose
of the task and its importance. The trainer then discusses the
knowledge objectives with the trainee and explains the standards
for successful completion of the training. The trainer then
demonstrates the proper technique and the proper use of lab
equipment and procedures under plant conditions wherever
possible.

3. Supervise the OJT
The trainer must also coach the trainee during the practice phase
by ensuring that the proper techniques, tools and procedures are
used and that assistance is provided as necessary.

Evaluators must be equally qualified as the trainers. They assess
competency but do not coach the trainee. When evaluating a candidate
for qualification, the expectations are that the evaluator would confirm
that the objectives of the JPM have been met by having the candidate:

• perform the complete task to the defined standard,
• perform as much of the task as possible under the field conditions,

and correctly simulate those tasks which cannot be performed due
to plant limitations,

• correctly and adequately discuss or explain sections of the
procedure including location and use of related tools or procedures
and any reports that would normally be required.

The concept has been to use trainers and evaluators interchangeably, with
the proviso that individuals will not be used to train and evaluate the same
candidate on a particular JQC or JPM. Evaluation activities must remain
independent from training activities to maintain an objective, consistent
competency check..

As a result of these requirements and expectations, a 2 day "OJT Train the
Trainer Course" was developed and given to all supervising Chemical
Technicians. The course covers the concept of On-the-Job Training; the
principle responsibilities of trainers, evaluators, trainees and training
coordinators; the structure of the OJT program; adult learning theory; skills
on effective demonstrations; and program documentation.

To be a qualified trainer or evaluator, the Chemical Technician must
complete the 'Train the Trainer" course, be qualified in the area to be
trained or evaluated, and be authorized by the laboratory supervisor.

OJT Administrator

Another key element of OJT implementation is the role of the OJT
administrator. The OJT administrator is a chemical technician employed
by the lab with responsibility for ensuring the successful operation of the
OJT program. The administrator has 2 main responsibilities with regard to
the OJT program: scheduling and documentation.
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Scheduling

• The OJT administrator must coordinate station chem lab work
schedules with the training department training schedules.

The administrator must schedule trainees, trainers and evaluators in
order to make the most effective use of time available and training
opportunities.
Documentation

• The OJT administrator maintains complete documentation of the
training and completed JQCs and JPMs

• The administrator, in conjunction with the training department,
ensures that the electronic Training Information Management
System is updated to reflect the current training status for all lab
staff.

• The administrator ensures that training material is updated to
include procedural changes or lessons learned from operating
experience.

The role of the OJT administrator was first considered to be a secondary
duty, but experience has shown that the full time services of an
administrator are essential in ensuring a successful OJT program.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE PROGRAM

Ontario Hydro is very proud of the success of the Chemical Technician OJT
program. Peer evaluations are held at each station every 2 years. To use
Bruce A as an example again, in 1989 and 1991, peer teams were very
critical of chemical technician training and the program became a major
evaluation finding. Bruce A implemented the OJT in late 1991 and 1992 and
the 1993 peer team found Chemical Technician training to be a station
strength. Other indicators of the success of the program are the continuing
improvement in station chemistry performance, the successful training
audit conducted in 1994 by the Atomic Energy Control Board and the distinct
lack of performance related Significant Event Reports. Similar results have
been achieved at Darlington.

What Made the Program Successful?

The most significant factor in the success of the program is the commitment
by line management and lab staff to implementing an improvement
program. We have found that where line management has identified the
need, has adequately resourced the improvement program, has participated
in determining the training concepts and methodology and has monitored
the implementation, the project will be a success.
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Another factor resulting in success is the nature of OJT itself. Training
takes place in the work place using equipment normally used on the job
under the exact or closely simulated field conditions. Training is done by
recognized, credible subject matter experts. Supervisors are confident in the
ability of successful trainees. Program graduates are confident in their own
ability, having proven competency to more senior field staff.

The third factor is that highly dedicated and dynamic people have been, and
continue to be involved in the design and development of the program. Lab
supervisors and training staff share the goal of continuous improvement of
the training program. They are in daily contact and meet more formally
semi-annually to discuss common problems, develop strategies and share
responsibilities for improvement actions

The fourth, but by no means the least factor is the feeling of ownership that
the lab supervisors, subject matter experts and trainees have for the
program. They control the program can easily modify it as performance
requirements change. Without that feeling of ownership, success would be
very limited.

What Needs to be Improved?

The program is still new; only a limited number of staff have progressed
through it. It is time to clearly define what refresher training is needed to
ensure that essential skills are maintained. In addition, more effort is
needed to keep abreast of new developments and transfer lessons learned
from operating experience into continuing training programs.

A formalized process for evaluating the effectiveness of the OJT has not been
fully implemented. There is direct feedback from course evaluations, but
little has been done to ensure that the training given is being used effectively
by the trainees and is contributing to improved human performance. The
training departments, together with the field staff, are currently reviewing
methods used by other utilities for ensuring that the training continues to be
relevant and cost effective while meeting the stations' needs.

The traditional concept of a chemical technician progressing through
various level of qualification is being challenged. Certainly there is good
argument for conducting the training "Just-in-Time" rather than training
staff in functional areas that may not be applied in the current job but are
required for certification. The Just-in-Time training concept represents a
very cost effective way of giving trainees the appropriate skills without
wasting valuable resources. On the other hand, it fails to give the trainee
the more global view of lab operations and it reduces the supervisors
flexibility in the deployment of staff. The proper balance must be struck.

Not all of the nuclear generating stations have implemented OJT for their
chemical technicians at this time. Bruce B only recently began an OJT
implementation program and Pickering is still developing its program in
preparation for an 1996 implementation.
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Finally, although management commitment was mentioned as a strength
in getting the program implemented, there is always the concern that as a
training program matures and becomes successful, management
commitment begins to wane. The program is dependent on managers and
supervisors committing field resources to training and qualifying their
technicians. This is generally lower priority in relation to other
responsibilities, but caution must be exercised to ensure that we continue to
make the right decisions and invest wisely in the development of our staff.

CONCLUSIONS

The training program for chemical technicians is Ontario Hydro Nuclear's
first attempt at designing a formal OJT program based on Systematic
Approach to Training principles. Although the program is still evolving,
Ontario Hydro Nuclear has every right to be proud of its achievement.
Maintenance of the program and implementation of improvement plans
will continue to require close cooperation between the operating stations and
the training departments. There are a number of challenges which must be
addressed to ensure continued success, but the most significant is station
management commitment to maintaining and improving the program.

The experience gained in developing and implementing the chemical
technician training program contains many lessons that can and should be
applied to resolving training issues for other job families. Extensive work is
currently going on to revise the training program for nuclear operators, and
that training program will also have a significant OJT component; the
lessons learned from the chemical technician experience must be applied
rigorously. In addition, mechanical and control maintenance departments,
which have traditionally qualified their staff at the training centre using
training department staff, are expanding their in-station training to
upgrade staff on new equipment and procedures and to make the best use of
limited resources. Formalized OJT will become an essential element of this.
It has proven to be a very effective process for qualifying staff to perform
station duties to an acceptable standard and the payback in terms of
individual knowledge and capability, shortened outage time and reduced
risk of unscheduled outages is a tremendous incentive.
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Regulatory Evaluation of Nuclear Power Plant On-The-Job Training Programs

James Wilkinson
Operator Qualification Officer
Atomic Energy Control Board

Ottawa

Abstract

It is now well recognized internationally in the nuclear industry that a Systematic Approach
to Training (SAT), as described in IAEA TECDOC 5251, represents the currently most
effective method of providing effective, efficient training to Nuclear Power Plant (NPP)
personnel. For this reason the Canadian regulator, the Atomic Energy Control Board
(AECB), has made SAT a requirement for the training of NPP personnel whose job activities
could affect plant or public safety. In this respect the AECB recognizes that the SAT
process will dictate on-the-job-training (OJT) and the prudent use of Job Performance
Measures (JPMs) as the most effective method of providing parts of the required training to
some work groups. The AECB has adopted a process of training program evaluation for NPP
operations personnel which comprises methods to evaluate all types of training including
OJT.

This paper describes some variations which have been identified in the conduct of OJT at
Canadian utilities. It then presents the three step process established by the AECB to
effectively evaluate training programs incorporating OJT, and discusses the use of contracted
services where a particular technical expertise is required. The concept of utility self-
evaluations is introduced. Finally, the importance of consistency on the part of the regulator
in following a systematic approach to evaluation through the application of a viable standard
is addressed.

The AECB

The mission of the AECB, which is the independent federal agency that regulates all nuclear
related activities in Canada, is to assure that the use of nuclear energy in Canada does not
pose undue risk to health, safety, security and the environment. Each facility's performance
is assessed against legal requirements, including the conditions in the Operating License
issued by the AECB to that facility. To do this, all aspects of the facility's operation and
management are reviewed. One of these aspects is the quality of the training programs for
operations staff. The major NPP training program areas covered by regulatory evaluations
are shown in Figure 1.

lA Guidebook, Nuclear Power Plant Personnel Training and Its Evaluation, IAEA-
TECDOC-525,1995 Revision, Vienna.
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One important activity of the Operator Certification Division (OCD) of the AECB is to
evaluate the licensee training programs for the various job categories including Authorized
Control Room Operator and Shift Supervisor and other operations activities such as
maintenance. The Canadian station operating licence makes reference to the expected quality
of all operation's activities including maintenance. The holders of positions which involve
the maintenance of plant systems could adversely affect plant and public safety during their
day to day activities. Therefore, the training programs which provide the skills and
knowledge to support these positions, eg Control Technician, Mechanical Maintainer,
Chemical Technician and Radiation Control Technician, should also be evaluated to provide
the greatest possible assurance of effectiveness. This activity is receiving increasingly more
attention by OCD.

It is not the intention of the AECB to become involved in the licensing of maintenance
personnel nor in the process of accrediting maintenance training programs. It is the clear
intention of the AECB to evaluate those programs with respect to an acceptable SAT-based
training standard.

SAT

The SAT process shown in Figure 2 is a logical, repeatable, and pragmatic approach to
training. It can be used to address both initial and continuing training. It facilitates
developing high quality training solutions to operational problems relating to a need for
competent staff. Over the past twenty-five years the international nuclear power community2

has gradually reached a consensus on the five essential elements of the SAT process, as
described fully in IAEA-TECDOC-525. The analysis, feedback and evaluation processes
inherent in SAT are also ways of involving plant supervisory staff in all phases of training,
thus ensuring that management will own training and will therefore accept the responsibility
and buy-in that provide for the high quality training that is required to help ensure plant and
public safety.

The practical importance and significance of SAT is that it works. Its careful application
ensures that unnecessary training will be avoided, that there will be no gaps in the training,
and that high quality appropriate training will be given to those who need it, when they need
it. The SAT process is particularly well suited to providing appropriate, timely, on-the-job
training and skills training that will develop competent workers, that is, workers whose skills
and knowledge are matched to on-the-job performance requirements. This is "just-in-time"
training (JITT) at its best.

2R. Droll and J. Wilkinson, Regulatory Evaluation of Utility Training Programs:
The Need for a Standard, CNA/CANS Conference Proceedings, June 5-8, 1994, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada.



Not every situation or problem that arises in a nuclear plant is due to poor training or a lack
of training. Training is not a panacea for resolving all the operational problems that a
facility may have. This is understood by the AECB which also recognizes that training can
be expensive and therefore it must be used properly to ensure it is both effective and
efficient.

Training Standards

The IAEA guidelines state, "It is now accepted that to develop training programmes on the
basis of experience alone is inappropriate for the nuclear power industry and a systematic
approach to training is necessary."3 The careful use of SAT, in combination with the
specific utility training standard, provides numerous benefits including:

the most appropriate training method,
no unnecessary training,
no gaps in the training that is done,
training is given only to those who need it,
training is provided as and when needed, ie JITT
structured training program evaluation,
plant supervisory staff involvement,
management buy-in and responsibility,
compliance with regulatory agency requirements

SAT is actually a management tool that facilitates achieving training program quality
assurance and control. It is essential therefore that management strongly supports the
implementation of SAT in its training functions. Training may be delegated to other
departments or to training vendors, but the final responsibility for training quality and hence
the competence of the workers and the safety of the plant and the public remains with the
operations management.

To ensure, amongst other things, cost effective training and fairness to personnel, training
standards within a given utility must be consistent from one station to another. This is
especially important within a particular trades area, but is even more so if staff are to move
readily from one generating site to another within a utility. A training program that produces
competent staff can reduce operating costs. The converse is true in that the lack of quality
training is costly.

3IAEA, Executive summary of the Guidebook on Training to Establish and Maintain
the Qualification and Competence of Nuclear Power Plant Operations Personnel, 1989,
Vienna, Austria.



On-The-Job Training (OJT)

As indicated in IAEA-TECDOC-525, OJT may well represent the largest proportion of the
training being implemented in any given nuclear power plant. OJT demands special attention
because there are almost always a large number of knowledge and skills training objectives to
be achieved and because OJT is commonly provided by subject matter experts who are not
full-time trainers. An on-the-job training program may include some or all of the following:

• Shadowing the incumbent in a given job to observe how tasks should be performed.
• Performing particular tasks under the supervision of a qualified worker.
• Systems tracing, plant walk-troughs and observation of specific scheduled events.

OJT developed and implemented in accordance with SAT ensures that the trainees obtain the
required job-related knowledge, skills and attitudes in the actual work environment. It is not
just working in the job or position under loose supervision of another worker. It must
provide hands-on experience and allow the trainee to become knowledgeable about plant
routines while being trained. OJT should be conducted in the actual work environment in a
consistent, structured manner by persons who are subject matter experts and who have some
training as instructors. Finally, OJT demands the use of training objectives, training guides,
qualification standards, and trainee assessments, which are commonly provided as integral
parts of on-the-job training documents called Job Performance Measures (JPMs).

The regulator requires that any OJT be clearly defined and supported by the appropriate and
necessary documentation which will make the process effective, sustainable and consistent.
The trainers and evaluators must have suitable training skills. There should be complete
independence between the training and evaluation phases. An efficient method of keeping
trainee records of progression through the various tasks is also essential.

Job Performance Measures

The principal purpose of the JPM is to provide the OJT evaluator with the standard required
for successful completion of a task. It is, however, frequently used as part of a training
package that identifies the information required to acquire a particular skill. This package or
reference manual should include instructions to the trainee, tool and equipment lists,
prerequisite knowledge and skills, conventional and radiological safety concerns, the task to
be mastered, the knowledge and skills objectives related to that task, all technical references,
the related plant procedures, a comments area, and some form of sign-off.

This training package can serve as a guide to the trainee on how to prepare for the actual
hands-on training that will be provided by the qualified trainer once the trainee has learned
the required fundamentals. It will also be used by the trainer as a guide to what the trainee
must learn and practice. It should include a lesson plan or job-aid to ensure that the trainer
presents the steps of the skill in a logical manner and provides sufficient supervised practice



to enable the trainee to learn to perform the task safely and correctly. The trainee's
performance must then be assessed by an independent evaluator using the JPM as the
performance standard. It is during this learning and evaluation process that the trainees will
be encouraged to develop the desired professional attitudes toward their work.

Frequently a system of Job Qualification Cards (JQCs) or some other electronic record
keeping system is used to record the progress of the trainees in the on-the-job training
program.

Observations With Respect to OJT Practices

During the training program evaluations that have been completed in the past three years
AECB evaluation teams have made a number of observations with regard to the use of JPMs
by utility training staff. The most obvious of these is with respect to the format, content
and use of JPMs. Where JPMs exist their structure and content vary within the utility and
also from one utility to another. No JPM or its related training package that the evaluation
teams have seen to date has provided sufficient training instructions to the trainer, ie the
JPMs do not contain complete lesson plans or training guides. It can be argued successfully
that the JPM is a testing device, ie a performance measure4, and as such is not meant to
contain detailed instructions to the trainer. In that case the related training package or
reference manual must contain a lesson plan or training guide as a separate item.

The implementation of a new on-the-job training and evaluation program is another area
requiring clarification. Where an existing relatively unstructured training program is being
replaced by a new SAT-based program using formalized OJT, having all staff members
complete every JPM represents a significant logistics problem. This approach also raises
human relations concerns when those persons have been doing that work acceptably well for
many years. However, the alternative, which is some form of stream-lining or grand-
fathering, (ie granting qualification solely on the basis of prior training and experience,)
cannot be allowed to leave any staff appearing to be unqualified under the new training
program.

A further observation pertains to the part time nature of the activities being conducted by
OJT trainers and evaluators in the workplace. These persons are subject matter experts who
have received a minimal level of training as instructors, and are not expected to be fully
qualified or experienced as trainers and evaluators. They are also expected to perform their
normal job functions. Instances of coaching during evaluations have been observed. The lack
of adequate lesson plans, training guides or job aids has been noted. The question of
inadequate supervised practice time has also been raised by trainees. Appropriate input by
the utility training department is therefore needed to provide the necessary guidance and

4INPO, Principles of Training System Development, Supplement, Institute of Nuclear
Power Operations,INPO-85-006, February, 1985
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assistance. It is recognized that the trainees must practice to master the particular skill or
task, but, until evaluated and proven competent, they must not be permitted to work totally
unsupervised. The AECB evaluation teams have not yet observed any instances of OJT
trainers or evaluators being monitored or evaluated by either plant or training centre
supervision during on-the-job training. Nor have the AECB evaluation teams seen any
significant use of post-training feedback for evaluating the quality of maintenance training
programs. Although the availability of equipment for training purposes is always subject to
production demands, this has not been identified as a significant problem.

Some utility maintenance staff OJT programs do not yet fully conform to SAT. The
structure of the training programs within a utility varies significantly from station to station.
In some instances the structure of the training organization and the training programs have
been under almost continuous revision as the policies and procedures that form the basis of
that structure are modified following reorganizations of the utility, particularly with respect
to the business relationships between the training organization and the production
departments.

Finally, a major concern for the regulator is the absence of an acceptable training standard
for either OJT or classroom training. To compensate, the AECB has informed the Canadian
utilities that all future training program evaluations will be completed on the basis of a set of
objectives and criteria, which reflect the work done by institutions such as IAEA, INPO and
USNRC.

Evaluation Approach

As part of implementing a systematic approach to the evaluation of all NPP operations
training programs the AECB is establishing a three element evaluation regime consisting of
evaluations completed by AECB evaluation teams, evaluations completed by contractors
under the direction of AECB staff, and regular self-evaluations completed by the utilities.
The first two of these elements are in place now. The third is being implemented.

Evaluations By AECB Teams

It was quickly realized that the AECB evaluation teams would require a repeatable,
systematic and pragmatic training program evaluation method. The following three step
method5 was established at the AECB in 1994. It consists of two steps performed at the
AECB office followed by a third step at the utility site:

5TPES Documentation Review Workshop held at AECB head office, Ottawa,
September, 1994. Facilitated by T. Mazour, Mazour Associates Inc.



STEPl - AT THE AECB OFFICE:

Identify the utility "Requirements/Guidance" for training programs and make an adequacy
check of those requirements/guidance statements because they compose the utility training
standard.

The requirements that the utility imposes upon itself with respect to training would
usually be set out in an official training standard. Utility documentation should exist
to support those requirements. If it is not in writing it may well not be done, or it
will not be done consistently. It has been observed by evaluation teams that what is
done at the multi-unit stations frequently falls short of the documented requirements,
whereas at the single-unit stations, what is done is often more than the documented
requirements.

The evaluation team records these utility requirements and then performs an adequacy
check by comparing them to an established standard. Although all AECB training
program evaluations are now based on the objectives and criteria adopted by the
AECB, it is still essential to evaluate the adequacy of the training standard that was
used by the utility to develop and maintain the training program.

STEP 2 - AT THE AECB OFFICE:

Perform a "Documentation Review" to determine if there is a fully documented training
program in place that meets these requirements.

Having obtained and examined the goal statements and/or objectives established by
the utility "Requirements" documents it is necessary to then obtain and review the
lower level supporting documents for each of those objectives. This entails building a
specific document hierarchy for each training program that is evaluated.

It is interesting to note that although this documentation hierarchy would be useful for
effective communication within the utility it frequently does not exist as such. It
should obviously not be defined solely for the sake of the regulator.

STEP 3 - AT THE SITE:

Determine if the training program is implemented in accordance with the relevant
documentation.

This step is completed by visiting the site and interviewing staff and upper
management using questionnaires designed specifically for each working level,
observing on-the-job training and related evaluations, examining training materials,
assessing the training facilities, and reviewing any other pertinent documents.



Following the completion of these three steps an Interim Report is prepared on site,
explained at an "Exit Meeting" at the end of the visit, and left with the utility. A more
detailed Final Report is prepared after the evaluation team returns to the AECB offices. If
necessary, it contains "Actions" to which the utility is obliged to respond within a fixed time
period.

This evaluation method is efficient and systematic, and it works well. The wide, ranging
document review performed prior to the visit is essential, albeit time consuming, as is the
careful observation of both training and evaluations to verify that good training and
evaluation principles are being applied during on-the-job training. Well prepared interviews,
with an as wide as possible range of staff, are equally important. Frequently junior staff
provide an insight into training weaknesses that are not cited by more senior or supervisory
personnel. Interview questions that systematically assess the utility's training standard and
are relevant to the interviewees working level must be prepared prior to the interviews. A
data base is required to record and organize interview results. Above all it must be realized
that what an evaluation team sees during a visit is essentially a snap-shot of the state of the
training program at that time.

It should be possible for the utility to provide the evaluation team with details of their
training program documentation prior to the visit. This might reduce some of the team's
efforts before the visit, but would not eliminate any of the three steps cited above because the
on-site performance observations, interviews and documentation reviews are all essential.
Even if full "Self Evaluations" were required prior to AECB evaluations, it would still be
necessary to verify the claims made in those evaluations.

Contracted Evaluations

In Canada there are seven nuclear power stations, five of which are multiple unit. The staff
complement at each station comprises several major job functions, each of which consists of
a number of discrete work groups comprising personnel at various training levels. As shown
in Figure 1, there are more than one hundred separate areas in the Canadian nuclear stations
that should be the subject of some form of training evaluation. These evaluations demand a
wide range of technical expertise and training program evaluation skills. One benefit of
contracting an evaluation is that one AECB staff member can then participate in the conduct
of more than one evaluation simultaneously, as opposed to each evaluation requiring a team
of two or more AECB staff. Similarly it is frequently advantageous to purchase specific
technical or operating expertise.



One example of this is the evaluation of field operator training6. Given the nature of the
field operator's job and the fact that training for this work takes place over several years it is
necessary to place a heavy emphasis on observing the field operators on the job. To achieve
this type of observation in a meaningful manner the observer must be intimately familiar with
the day to day work of the field operator. Li this type of situation the most efficient
approach is to hire the required technical expertise and experience.

When selecting an organization to perform a contracted training evaluation the project
manager must assess both the technical and training expertise held by that organization. The
contractor's staff must possess the specific technical expertise that is to be evaluated and
should also have recent working experience in that area. The contractor must also be able to
demonstrate a complete understanding and familiarity with SAT-based training. The contract
must be issued on the basis of a formal tendering process which clearly establishes the
relative responsibilities of the contractor's staff and the regulatory staff during the evaluation.

A good working relationship has to be established between the station staff and the contractor
This will require close liaison with the utility. A regulatory staff member should accompany
the contractor's team on its initial visit to the utility. Appropriate radiation protection
qualification must be obtained by all contracted staff entering the station.

Following the evaluation visits, the contractor must submit an evaluation report to AECB
staff for an acceptance review process. When the report is complete, it is presented to the
utility jointly by the contractor and AECB staff. As with any other AECB training program
evaluation, when required, the utility is issued "Actions" to meet the accepted training
standard.

Utility Self-Evaluations

The large number of training areas to be addressed by regulatory evaluations would require a
prohibitive amount of contractor and evaluation staff time. For that reason, the AECB is
proposing the use of utility self-evaluations for training programs where self-evaluations are
deemed appropriate. Such evaluations will have to demonstrate a rigorous application of
SAT principles and comply with the same evaluation standards that are presently applied
during both contractor and AECB staff evaluations.

6M. White, Report on Assessment of Field Training for Nuclear Operations
Personnel, Safety Management Services Inc., AECB Project No.2.288.1, August, 1995,
INFO-0582.



Regulatory Consistency

It should cause no surprise to learn that the AECB is using a systematic approach in its
regulatory evaluations of training programs as a means for providing repeatable and fair
evaluations from one utility to the next. Similarly, when moving from one job family to
another within a utility, following a systematic approach ensures that the evaluations will
have a consistent basis. It is of some concern that all Canadian utilities have not yet fully
implemented the SAT process with a training standard. However, all Canadian utilities are
in the process of restructuring their existing and long established, but less formal, training
programs in accordance with SAT. At this time no Canadian utility has demonstrated that it
has a complete SAT process in place and in use for all of its training.7

These variations in the application of SAT by the Canadian utilities make it essential for the
AECB to apply a common AECB evaluation policy to the training being done by the utilities.
For that purpose the AECB has selected a set of internationally accepted criteria and
practices. Evaluating the training being done by the utilities against these criteria and
practices may seem arbitrary to some, but comprehensive training standards must be
established for the Canadian nuclear power industry.

It is essential that the regulator be seen by the utility staff as being consistent and fair in its
evaluations from program to program and from one utility to the next while meeting its
commitment to the general public as defined in its mission statement. To that end the AECB
has for several years promoted the adoption of a Canada wide training standard in the
nuclear field.

Summary

This paper has discussed a number of observations made by the AECB when evaluating
utility on-the-job training programs for maintenance staff. It has presented a number of
lessons learned, including the three step evaluation process used by AECB teams, the need
for intensive documentation reviews, the importance of well prepared interviews, particularly
with junior staff, and the need to assess both the training and evaluation phases of OJT. It
has also described the benefits of utilizing contractors when specific technical expertise is
required. The concept of utility self-evaluations has been introduced. Finally the importance
of consistency on the part of the regulator has been emphasized as well as the need for a
Canada wide nuclear training standard.

7R. Droll and J. Wilkinson, Regulatory Evaluation of Utility Training Programs: The
Need for a Standard, CNA/CNS Conference Proceedings, June 5-8, 1994, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada
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OCD Objectives and Criteria for Regulatory Evaluations
of NGS Training Programs

1. Preparation of the Training Program

This section covers the first three phases of a Systematic (or Systems) Approach to
Training (SAT), namely, Analysis, Design and Development.

Objective 1 Training programs are effectively organized, directed and supported.

Criterion 1.1 Positions in a Nuclear Generating Station (NGS) whose duties could have
an impact on the environment, the public or on the safe and reliable
operation of the station have clearly defined and documented entry-level
qualification requirements, and well documented initial and continuing
training programs.

Criterion 1.2 Written policies and procedures define a framework for establishing,
conducting and maintaining training programs in accordance with the
principles of a systematic approach to training.

Criterion 1.3 NGS personnel are informed and aware of the training required for their
respective positions and of the performance expected of them during
training by station management.

Criterion 1.4 Station management ensures that NGS personnel attend the required
training.

Criterion 1.5 Instructional facilities such as laboratories, workshops and simulators
meet the current training needs. Equipment and mock-ups used for
training purposes are very similar or identical to the equipment
encountered in the plant, and the full-scope simulator replicates closely
the current plant configuration.

Criterion 1.6 Adequate funding and staff are available to support effectively all the
required training programs and activities.

Criterion 1.7 Training developed or implemented by contractors or outside
organizations meets the same specifications as training provided by the
NGS training department.
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Objective 2 Training staff possess the necessary subject matter expertise,
experience and instructional skills to discharge their assigned duties.

Criterion 2.1 The responsibilities and authority of personnel involved in managing,
supervising, developing and implementing training are clearly defined in
written policies or procedures.

Criterion 2.2 Training staff meet and maintain documented training and qualification
requirements that address both subject matter expertise and instructional
skills.

Criterion 2.3 Current revisions of station procedures, drawings and technical
references are readily available to training staff.

Criterion 2.4 Personnel who conduct on-the-job training and assessment receive
adequate training on the policies, practices, methods and standards for
delivering this training and for assessing trainee performance.

Criterion 2.5 Training staff monitor training delivered by contractors, occasional
trainers, beginner trainers and personnel from outside the training
department and obtain feedback from the trainees attending the courses.

Criterion 2.6 Instructors and training program developers receive additional training
periodically to maintain and improve their technical knowledge and
instructional skills.

Criterion 2.7 The performance of all instructors is evaluated on a regular basis and the
results are used to improve their performance.

Objective 3 An analysis of the job for each NGS position whose duties could have
an impact on the environment, the public or on the safe and reliable
operation of the station determines the job performance requirements
and serves as the basis for the development of learning objectives,
training material and job performance measures.

Criterion 3.1 Qualified personnel occupying positions for which training is being
developed participate in the analysis of the jobs that they perform to
provide subject matter expertise.

Criterion 3.2 The analysis identifies the tasks or job functions requiring initial training
and those requiring continuing training, with due consideration to tasks
performed infrequently during non-routine and emergency conditions.
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Criterion 3.3 The analysis identifies the skills and knowledge needed for the tasks or
job functions selected for training and is of sufficient detail to enable the
development of suitable learning objectives, test items and job
performance measures.

Criterion 3.4 Learning objectives are developed and maintained current to establish the
training content for groups of task-related knowledge and skills, taking
into consideration entry-level knowledge, skills and experience of the
candidates.

Criterion 3.5 The learning objectives state clearly the standards of satisfactory trainee
performance and are linked to job performance requirements.

Criterion 3.6 Learning objectives are sequenced, grouped and organized appropriately
according to the required progression of learning.

Criterion 3.7 Test items for written, oral and simulator-based examinations and job
performance measures are developed to measure job-related knowledge or
performance of trainees, including higher cognitive abilities such as
analytical and diagnostic skills.

Objective 4 Training material conveys consistently the knowledge and skills which
are needed to meet the learning objectives.

Criterion 4.1 Lesson plans, laboratory guides, individualized study guides, on-the-job
training guides and other appropriate training material are developed and
maintained to promote effective and consistent delivery of training.

Criterion 4.2 Lesson plans and other training material are current, accurate and support
the learning objectives and test items.

Criterion 4.3 Instructional settings are appropriate to the learning objectives.

2. Implementation of the Training Program

Objective 5 Training delivery employs principles of good instructional
presentation and conveys accurate information consistently and
clearly*

Criterion 5.1 Classroom, on-the-job, simulator and skills training is implemented as
outlined in the approved training material and training guides.
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Criterion 5.2

Criterion 5.3

Criterion 5.4

Criterion 5.5

Criterion 5.6

Criterion 5.7

Criterion 5.8

Criterion 5.9

Lesson plans or equivalent training guides are used in all instructional
settings to ensure consistent training delivery directed towards the
learning objectives.

Instructors are prepared adequately to ensure effective and consistent
delivery of training.

Instructors use instructional techniques appropriate to the learning
objectives, lesson content and instructional setting.

Training staff have access to the necessary instructional aids and
equipment.

Individualized or self-study instruction, if used, gives the trainees
sufficient guidance and supporting material for mastering the learning
objectives.

On-the-job training is conducted by individuals qualified to perform the
job who possess adequate instructional and assessment skills.

When the task cannot be performed in the actual job setting but is
simulated, the conditions of task performance, tools and equipment
reflect the requirements of the actual task.

During simulator training, differences between the simulator and the
station are reviewed with the trainees prior to training.

Criterion 5.10 The procedures currently in use at the station are those used during
simulator training.

Criterion 5.11 Simulator training develops the required diagnostic and teamwork skills
and reinforces the expectations of station management for the conduct of
operations.

Objective 6 Trainees are evaluated on their mastery of the learning objectives and
receive prompt feedback on their performance.

Criterion 6.1 There is a clear link between the test items or job performance measures „
and the front-end analysis of the job performance requirements.

Criterion 6.2 Higher cognitive abilities such as analytical and diagnostic skills are
evaluated using appropriate test items or job performance measures.
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Criterion 6.3 Trainees are evaluated regularly and fairly and receive prompt feedback
on their strengths, weaknesses and on the need for any necessary
remedial action.

Criterion 6.4 Remedial training and reassessment are given to trainees who fail to meet
minimum performance standards. Repeated failures to meet these .
standards result in the trainee being removed from the program.

Criterion 6.5 NGS personnel complete successfully all training requirements for their
position before being assigned to work independently. Exemptions from
training are based on appropriate test results or other objective evidence
that demonstrate that the subject training is not required.

Criterion 6.6 There is a formal procedure for verifying that contractors, temporary
personnel or other non-plant personnel are appropriately qualified for the
work to which they are assigned.

Criterion 6.7 Tests and checkouts are prepared and administered in a consistent
manner. All answers expected during written or oral examinations, or all
actions expected during performance-based tests, are defined in advance
in appropriate marking guides that are consistent with current plant
configuration and working practices.

Criterion 6.8 Adequate precautions are taken to ensure confidentiality of examinations
and tests.

Criterion 6.9 Training records are maintained so that personnel training qualifications
are easily ascertainable and readily accessible for review and audit
purposes.

3. Evaluation of the Training Program

Objective 7 A systematic method is used to evaluate, and revise as necessary,
training programs so that on-the-job competence is attained and
maintained.

Criterion 7.1 Training programs are evaluated on a regular basis with all the individual
evaluation activities integrated into a comprehensive evaluation system.

Criterion 7.2 Training program improvements and changes are proposed, initiated,
tracked, and incorporated in the program in a timely manner.
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Criterion 7.3

Criterion 7.4

Criterion 7.5

Criterion 7.6

Criterion 7.7

Criterion 7.8

Criterion 7.9

Trainee and trainer inputs are solicited regularly during the training
program evaluations and are used to improve training when warranted.

Former trainees are asked for feedback on the strengths and weaknesses
of the training program and its individual courses, approximately six
months after the end of the program.

Plant supervisors and managers are regularly interviewed to obtain
feedback on job performance problems, training priorities and the
effectiveness of recent training in preparing NGS personnel to do their
jobs.

Procedural and equipment changes, changes in job descriptions, station
and industry-wide significant events as well as other aspects of operating
experience are systematically evaluated to ensure that training
implications are identified and training programs are revised as
appropriate.

Audits and evaluations of the training programs performed by groups
external to the training department, such as the quality assurance
department, are factored into the training program evaluation process.

Job analyses, learning objectives, test items, job performance measures,
lesson plans and training material are revised to reflect the findings of the
training program evaluations.

Training delivery in the classroom, laboratory, workshop, simulator and
on-the-job is evaluated regularly and evaluation results are communicated
to trainers.

Criterion 7.10 Tests and other indicators of trainee performance are evaluated and
analyzed so that they as well as the training program may be improved.

Criterion 7.11 Training provided by contractors or outside organizations is evaluated to
ensure that it meets the job needs and that its quality is consistent with
utility training standards.
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A "Quick-Check" Training Performance Indicators (TPIs) Table
Is a Systematic Training Program "in place" and "in operation"?

#

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Performance
Indicator

Training Program

Training Records System

SERs relating to Job Family

Station/Training Centre
Document Hierarchy &
Training Program
Documentation

Station Performance Index
for the Job Family

Training Quality

Number of staff fully
qualified to provide training

Station - OJT
Training Department-

Routine station activities
cause training and?or
vacation cancellations

Self-evaluation and
improvement of training
programs

RED

No program in place.
Written but not
authorized.

No Training records
system in place.

More than 4/ year.
No tracking .
Unsuitable responses.

Unknown or vague at
best

Consistently below
standard set by station
management.

Training has no
identifiable effects on
work quality or safety.
LM withhold staff from
training courses.
Low pass rate on
"Authorization" exams.
Training Department
says no noise from
station is good news.
No upgrading for
Training staff.

None or few.

A common, ic weekly
occurence.
Many staff arc
frequently
inconvenienced.

Self- evaluations not
done, or arc not
sufficiently critical to
identify weaknesses.

YELLOW

Written and authorized.
Initial Training only.
Not in use, or used
incompletely.

In place, some usage.
Records not current.

Fewer than 4/year.
Some tracking.
Most responses suitable.

Partial document
hierarchy in place.
Not all documents are
current.

Usually close to or meet
standard.

Training has some
positive effects on work
quality and safety.
LM allow staff to take
training courses.
Acceptable pass rate on
authorization exams but
with a significant
number of conditional
passes.
Training Dept reactive.
Training staff have
difficulty getting upgrade
training, no rotations to
station.

Some, but many staff
instruct in areas outside
their major competency.
Staff cannot meet
training loads.

Occurs infrequently in
normal conditions but
frequently during
outages or events.

Completed on an ad hoc
basis, prior to Regulator
evaluations. Weaknesses
identified but corrective
actions not tracked to
completion

GREEN

Authorized for use.
Includes Initial and
Continuing Training.
In full use.
Being followed fully.
Tracking in place to
facilitate improvements

In place.
In full use.
All records current.
Fully accessible as a
management tool.

Fewer than 2/year.
Complete tracking
system in place and in
full use.
Responses are timely
and appropriate.

Full document
hierarchy in place.
All documentation is
current.

Always meet or are
above standard.

Training consistently
results in improved
work quality and
safety.
LM encourages
Training Dcpt to
provide courses.
Training Dept is
proactive, rotates staff
to station; upgrades
staff qualifications.
Authorization exam
pass rate consistently
high, with few
conditional passes.

All training staff are
qualified trainers.
Staff instruct only in
their competency area.
Training is completed
with little or no
overtime.

Almost never happens.
May be planned for
with major outages or
extremely severe
events.

Completed on a
planned schedule.
Corrective actions
identified and tracked
to completion. Other
stations notified of
major problems found.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

The skills of the workers responsible for operating and maintaining nuclear installations
constitute an important factor in controlling operational safety. Therefore, it is essential
for the operator to develop the skills required. As a result, assessing the training system
is an important part of assessing safety.

The IPSN has developed a method for assessing the efficiency of the operator's training
system. As the operator is responsible for skills assessment, it was the training process
developed by the operator which formed the subject of this assessment.

In this document we describe the model which was used as a basis for assessing the
training process. This process covers all the conventional aspects such as training
courses, classes etc. as well as all other means of acquiring and imparting skills such as
on-the-job training, shadow training, informal talks etc. The information results from
the implementation of this assessment method

In general, the IPSN sees skills development as a dynamic process which cannot ever be
considered complete. This approach requires the results to be verified regularly in
relation to the fixed objectives. If necessary needed this verification should be followed
by an adjustment of the objectives. One of the aims of the IPSN skills assessments is to
ensure that the system of acquiring skills set up by the operators takes this aspect into
account and adapts to the innovations and changes in the socio-technical system.

2 - ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK

It must be borne in mind that in France the nuclear operator is responsible for the
training and the qualification of personnel. The French safety authority does not
participate in the workers training procedure. That is to say, it does not impart skills to
the workers, instead it evaluates the training procedure itself. The IPSN has a mission of
technical assistance to the safety authority and carries out assessments in this area on its
behalf.

The employee training procedure may be assessed in various situations:

- installation under commissioning,

- integration of computerised (sub)systems into the existing installations,

- setting up new operating or maintenance procedures,

- etc.



The aim of this assessment is to verify that the methods and means set up by the
operator are sufficient to ensure that the relevant people permanently possess the skills
to control the functions relating to their areas of responsibility. This principle also
means that for each function, both objectives in term of skills required for carrying
out safety-related tasks and the means to acquire these skills will be set.

3 - OPERATIONAL DEFINITION

The skills acquired by the workers in charge of running and maintaining a nuclear
installation must enable them to make the decisions that fall to them to guarantee the
safety of the installation at all times. If the word skills is a wide-ranging term, it is
however, necessary to define it precisely. M. de Montmollin offers the following
definition: "skills are the organised set of knowledge, know-how, representation, and
reason that each person makes use of to accomplish a specific task". (Ref.l). This
shows that skills do not have a specific definition, even though each person reflects
them in their professional practice.

4 - METHODOLOGY USED FOR ASSESSMENT

4.1 - Assessment Model

The IPSN has developed a model to monitor and analyse the operator's training
activities. The aim of the assessment is to give an opinion on the operator's training
process in relation to the safety demands of operating. The first stage in this assessment
is to make the operator establish his approach. The second stage is to analyse the
efficiency of the system set up by the operator.

The function of this model is not to make recommendations to the operator. It is
solely designed for assessing. Specifically, it concerns an analysis of the options
chosen and/or the actions undertaken or not by the operator, in relation to each of
the stages covered in the model.

4.2 - Basis for the model

The model which has been developed is based on several considerations:

- On the one hand, the IPSN considers that the process for developing and
implementing training systems must follow an iterative cycle.

- On the other, the IPSN believes that this cycle must cover both the overall training
policies (corporate or macro level) as well as the individual projects (operational
depatments or rmicro level).



The training cycle can be represented by a double loop (Figure 1) which represents the
two levels, both macro and micro, and is characterised by the following four phases:

O Definition of a target situation1

© Specification of a programme which will allow the target situation to be reached
© Implementation of the programme
© Experience feedback

The progression of the training cycle made up of these four phases must enable the
target situation to be reached. The actions in each of the four phases must be suitably
defined. At the end of the cycle, experience feedback enables the means used for
training to be evaluated, the target situation to be adjusted, or a new one defined. That is
the beginning of a new cycle. In an industrial operating situation, successive cycles
follow at a set frequency.

Adjustements

Definition of the target situation:

• Definition of objectives in relation to
safety skills required

•Assessment of skills requirements
by area of operation
(operation and maintenance)

IV.

Experience feedback:

* Assessment and validation
of training

• Comparison of results
with effects anticipated

• Measurement of
differences between target
skills and actual skills

Stating objectives
for each
position

Training interviews:
skills assessment
Observation of activities:
performance assessment

Skills acquisition activities:
Training and imparting
of skills

Specification of a
training programme:

• Determination of the basic
skills of the job

• Allocation of human
resources

• Project definition
• Determination of a

specification

II.

C.

Implementing the programme

* Stating the defined principles
* Design and implementation of

training activities

Figure 1 - The double loop shows the two levels,
micro and macro, of the training process.

1 In the IPSN's approach, the "target situation" is defined as the set of skills which must be brought

together to ensure safe operation of nuclear installations.



4.3 - Application Procedure

- Analysis of documents

In order to assess the operator's contribution to each phase of the training cycle, the
IPSN analyses reference documents supplied by the operator. These documents must
describe all the measures taken to develop the skills of the workers responsible for the
operation and maintenance of the nuclear installation.

- Interviews

This assessment consists of visits to the plant, to the personnel training centres and to
the vendors' facilities. The aim of these visits is to meet with the personnel concerned,
with their operational management which has a particular responsibility in the area of
skills development of their collaborators and with the operational support in the field of
training. In general, this support is supplied by engineers responsible for training in
each department, the functional departments at plant and corporate levels and in training
centres. In this way the IPSN aims to be aware of any discrepancies that may occur
between the target situation defined in the training specification and the "on-the-job"
reality (the real activity of operators and technicians).

5 - APPLICATION OF THE ASSESSMENT MODEL

The loop in Figure 2 shows the macro level of the progression of the four phases of the
skills development cycle that the IPSN uses to analyse the procedure implemented by
the operator.

Adjustments

IV.

Definition of the target situation:

• Definition of objectives in relation to
safety skills required

• Assessment of skills requirements
by area of operation
(operation and maintenance)

Experience feedback:

• Assessment and validation of training
• Comparison of results with effects
anticipated

• Measurement of differences between
target skills and actual skills

Specification of a training programme:

• Determination of the basic skills of the job
•Allocationof humanresources
•Project definition
• Determination of aspecification

111.

Implementing the programme :

• Stating the defined principles
• Design and implementation of training
activities

Figure 2 - the loop shows the macro level of the training process



5.1 - Definition of a target situation in relation to skills

Establishing the target situation constitutes a delicate phase in any training process.
This is even more the case when this process regards the skills required for operational
safety because to establish the target situation, all these skills must be identified in order
to control all the situations which could occur with widely differing degrees of
probability. The description of the skills required (sometimes called the "job referential
of skills ") constitutes an important reference basis in the assessment context. The IPSN
considers that it is not enough to establish a referential in advance, but that it must be
validated by experience, and that taking experience feedback into account enables the
target situation to be more precisely established by a process of successive iterations.

Currently, the IPSN draws upon the knowledge it has gained from its experience in the
area of nuclear safety assessment to assess the sets of basic skills suggested by the
operator. The opinion resulting from this assessment includes the measures taken by the
operator to utilise experience feedback (see §5.4) for optimising the set of basic skills.

One of the aims of the IPSN at this stage is also to verify that the "target" skills that the
operator has set itself are compatible with the established organisational framework.
This obviously requires the functions as well as the activities which their operators must
carry out to be established.

5.2 - Specification of a training programme which will allow the target situation to
be reached

In the initial phase, the target situation was expressed in terms of skills required to
practice and master a function. The following phase involves in particular, establishing
the content of the training programme and its components. However, the training
programme can only be approved if the functions are defined in a certain amount of
detail. This is because the mastering of each aspect of the position corresponds to a
required level of skill.

To establish the training programme, the skills required for each function are described
in terms of the knowledge and ability which must be acquired and of the methods to be
implemented to enable these knowledges and aptitudes to be achieved.

In this phase, assessment consists of identifying and analysing the means employed by
the operator to set the specifications of its training programme. The training programme
specifications arise from the establishing work carried out beforehand. They constitute
some of the elements to be analysed.

One important aspect to take into consideration is the level of knowledge that the
workers already possess. When this knowledge is part of the initial knowledge
necessary for a certain function, it is stipulated in the "prerequisite" conditions of the
position. These conditions constitute the job profile, the description of which helps to
allocate human resources to the jobs (recruitment, career management).
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In assessing this phase, the IPSN analyses the way in which the operator includes these
elements in engaging the training programme.

5.3 - Implementing a training project

In this phase, the training programmes established in the preceding phase must be
carried out according to the methods also stipulated there. Whether it consists of
classroom training, practical training, for example on a simulator, or on-the-job shadow
training, this phase is the most "visible" for the people involved, as for them it leads
directly to the result, i.e. "skills acquisition".

In accordance with the system chosen for training, the assessment leads either to
examine files, to carry out interviews with trained workers and their superiors or even to
make observations in the training centres or at the work stations if it concerns shadow

training.

5.4 - Experience feedback

One of the main objectives of a training course is accreditation. Throughout the training
activities, assessments must verify if this objective will be met. This enables possible
stumbling blocks to be detected and overcome.

Experience feedback has a double objective:

- to validate the suitability of a training programme for the people following it.

- to fine tune the fixed (quantitative and qualitative) objectives concerning training at
the beginning of a cycle depending on the results obtained.

Depending on developments observed during the operating phase (new technology, new
procedures and new organisations), the initial objectives must be adjusted in terms of
skills required. It should be noted that the skills required may be reviewed in two ways,
i.e. increased demands or diminished demands.

At this stage of assessment, the IPSN bases itself on the indicators used by the operator
to judge the effectiveness of the training process and on the data gathered from
experience feedback. A form of experience feedback implemented by the IPSN during
assessment is the "course training review", where the participants in the courses give
"on the spot" feedback on the training activity they participated in. These course
reviews provide experience feedback on the training itself. However, this form of
experience feedback has its limitations, as it does not deal with matters relating to
putting this newly acquired knowledge into practice.
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5.5 - Moving from the macro level to the micro level

Figure 3 shows the second loop, corresponding to the procedure set up on the individual
level.

Training interviews:
skills assessment

Observation of activities:
performance assessment

Stating objectives
for each position

Formulation of
individual training plan

Skills acquisition activities:
Training and imparting of skills

Figure 3: the loop shows the micro level of the training process

5.6 - Translation of the collective objectives to the individual level

On the macro level, the target situation objectives in terms of skills are established for a
whole group of people. On the micro level, these objects must be transferred to an
individual scale. The individual objectives must be stipulated in the context of the
general objectives. As a result, they deal with whatever each individual needs in order
to acquire the skills he is required to have in the field of safety.

These objectives must appear in each specific training plan associated with a post. It
being given that an individual does not begin at zero with regard to skills, the objectives
are fixed for him to overcome the discrepancies between the objectives set in the
collective training plan and his actual skills.

An example of an individual objective is to have acquired by a certain date all the
necessary skills to be able to receive the nuclear safety accreditation. However, when
the individual objectives are being fixed, the potentiality of failure has to be taken into
account.

5.7 - Formulation of an individual skills development programme

The objectives in terms of skills to be acquired by each individual, as well as possible
shortfalls at the level of initial training (initial studies completed by professional
experience or by continued training) must be dealt with by individual training



programmes. The progression of these programmes must bring the worker up to the
skills level required by the function he has to carry on.

The IPSN assessment in this phase focuses on the method for developing individual
training programmes.

In this assessment, the IPSN observes that the operator relies on the individual skills
reviews to develop its programmes. The priority areas where individual skills have to be
expanded are identified. These reviews take into account the discrepancies observed
between the objectives of the specific training programme and the skills acquired by the
worker. The IPSN judges it necessary for programmes developed in this way to take
into account the particular limits on the amount of knowledge that each adult can
assimilate.

5.8 - Implementing a training programme

This third phase consolidates the previous two phases. The skills acquisition
programme must progress at a speed which leads to optimal integration of the subjects
learned. This phase of apprenticeship and perfection is carried out according to the
conditions established at the macro level.

For this phase of assessment, the IPSN takes into account the educational criteria used
by the operator to choose the way of optimising the transfer of knowledge.

The IPSN observed in particular, that this phase can comprise training courses but also
participation in certain "real" activities. This approach is frequently used in the
commissioning phase of an installation, in particular establishing relations simply by a
shadow training system between the installation's operations workers and site
management organisation workers or even vendor personnel.

Shadow training requires the already qualified personnel to posses a certain teaching
"skill" to carry out these activities. If this is the case, these educational situations help
the transfer of skills required to master these activities.

In this respect it appears that the operator does not systematically ensure that the
workers involved in tutoring in the shadow training system are well qualified
technically.

5.9 - Assessment of skills acquired by workers

Above all, training must enable the workers to reach the level required to guarantee
their functions, including safety of the installations in operation. The performance of the
workers can be observed through the results obtained from their work. Their behaviour
when faced with safety-related problems constitutes a permanent indicator for their
superiors. This experience feedback must be carried out by the management directly
responsible for it.
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In this phase of assessment, the IPSN emphasises above all the relevance of the criteria
used to assess the performance of workers in the area of safety and the treatment of
discrepancies.

The observations made by the IPSN have enabled the means used by the operator to
formalise the skills acquired and those to be acquired by the workers to be verified.
"Performance review" interviews take place between the management and its staff.
Through these interviews the operator is able to gauge the skills acquired by each
worker at an individual level, depending on the training programmes in which he has
participated, and the experience that carrying out his functions has given him. These
interviews enable the individual training programmes to be adjusted, depending on the
skills already acquired, being acquired or to be acquired, in order to contribute to the
performance of the worker in his position.

5.10 - Adjustment of the collective and individual objectives of skills development

The two loops, corresponding to the macro and micro levels, can not exist
independently of each other. Figure 1 shows the way the two loops interact. Interaction
between the micro and macro levels occurs mainly at the establishment of the target
situation phase and at the experience feedback phase.

The expression of the general objectives at the individual level constitutes a vital link
for implementation of job training programs within the established policy. As regards
the individual skills reviews, it is thanks to the overview of all these reviews that
experience feedback can be supplied and the training adjusted. On the macro level,
training management or human resources management uses this experience feedback to
adjust the collective objectives and to establish its training policy for a new cycle.

The IPSN has verified the existence of an active link between the individual interviews
and the experience feedback, that may have a bearing on the system as a whole. The
observation made is that interaction between the two levels is not sufficiently explicit.
In fact, the operator is not in a position to verify the balance between the aimed skills,
the skills which are actually required and the skills acquired.

6 - RESULTS OF ASSESSMENT AND DISCUSSION

The model was used for the assessment of the training procedure designed for the
operation and maintenance personnel in an installation under commissioning.

On the basis of experience acquired while using this model, it appeared that the
assessment needed focus on a few key points of the cycle as it is shown. In particular.
the objective assignment and experience feedback stages are those in which the
resources used for assessment have to be substantial.



It could be sufficient to analyse these two stages to obtain an assessment of the
operator's training system. However, in practice, it appears that the overall model we
proposed constitutes a broader conceptualisation of the training process than that
initially proposed by the operator. In the context of the assessment described above, this
model becomes a common frame of reference accepted by the assessor and the operator
which makes communication between the two parties, and therefore analysis,
considerably easier.

Having established this context for communication, certain problems were quickly
identified and discussed with the operator. For example, to deal with a discrepancy
between the objectives set for certain training modules on a simulator and the procured
assimilation, the IPSN suggested to the operator that assessment of understanding and
practice of trained principles be carried out by the instructors.

CONCLUSION

The experience acquired by the IPSN through several assessments relative to nuclear
installations, has served to highlight the importance and the difficulty associated with
establishing objectives for a training system which will guarantee the permanent safety
of the installation. Another difficulty is that which consists of adapting the objectives to
the workers' training courses.

Training objectives must be adjusted in accordance with experience feedback. It is
through a dynamic skills improvement procedure that we can improve safety.
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ABSTRACT.

The G-24 Training Working Group visited the Central and Eastern European
Countries (CEECs), Russia and Ukraine in the course of 1993/94, in order to define
priorities for farther financial support by the Donor Countries. As a result, it
appeared that Nuclear Training needed strong improvements since it is mainly based
on OJT (On the Job Training), not SAT (Systematic Approach to Training) oriented
and relying essentially on the line supervisor of the trainee.
Recommendations were provided to support a SAT based approach developpement
and to provide adequate equipement.
In view of the importance of OJT in the training cursus, and that probably for some
more years, a specific effort should be made in better defining the goals and
objectives of the OJT and its coherent integration in the overall training system.
In addition, the OJT "instructors" have to be trained in the specific teaching skills
required to successfully run OJT.



L INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND.

For the last five years, "Support Programmes" have been launched by Western
Countries and Japan (so-called "Donor Countries") to improve the Nuclear Safety in
the East European Countries, the Baltic States, Russia and Ukraine (so-called
"Recipient Countries"). The G7 Summit of Munich in 1992 defined more precisely the
scope and limits of such assistance programmes, focussing on improving the regulatory
framework, near term safety improvements and operational safety.
From the beginning, Training has always been considered as a very important sector
for support, falling exactly into the mandate and quickly achieving effective results at a
reasonable cost.
In order to facilitate the coordination of the different bilateral or multilateral Support
Programmes, a Mechanism was defined and established : the G-24 Nuclear Safety
Assistance Coordination Mechanism. Donor and Recipient Countries come together on
a regular basis (Steering Committee and Plenary Sessions) to exchange information on
ongoing programmes and to debate on the future perspectives for common work. To
support this high-level coordination, a Secretariat was established in Brussels, with the
main function to follow closely the programmes to avoid duplications and to define the
gaps, with respect to the agreed G7 support programmes. Within the Secretariat, a
Database was created, which contains the description of "Assistance Projects"
provided by the participants in the G24 process.
In order to more effectively coordinate the work at a technical level, it was decided at
the end of 1992, to create a Technical Working Group on Training, which was placed
under the co-Chairmanship cf Dr S. Haber (US) and Mr Nefeodov (Russia), the
secretariat being provided by the EC (M Deffrennes).
Very soon, the need appeared for the members of the Working Group to visit the
different "Recipient Countries", to better understand their Training organisation and
structures, and to define prioritized lists of needs which could be considered as justified
gaps for the potential "Donors".
Small teams of Training Experts have visited Slovakia (Nov 93), the Czech Republic
(Jan 94), Ukraine (Apr 94), Bulgaria (June 94) and Russia (Sept 94). Reports have
been issued after each mission, supplemented by reports for Hungary, Romania,
Lithuania and Armenia.
During the missions, different areas of Training have been looked at, through which
the importance of OJT clearly appeared. This constitutes the background for this
paper.

2. BRIEF STA TUS OF NUCLEAR TRAINING IN CEECS AND NIS AND THE
ROLE OF OJT: RESULTS OF THE G-24 MISSIONS*

Some elements of the different G-24 Training Working Group reports are summarised
herebelow, for a selection of the concerned countries.

2.1 SLOVAKIA.
The overall training organisation in Slovakia is based on six categories of personnel
described in figure 1, for which the training system is presented in figure 2. As it can be
seen, the OJT occupies an important place into the training cursus for all categories of
personnel.
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Training is divided into Theoretical Training and On-the-Job Training. In addition,
Licensed operations personnel (cat 1) gets simulator training.
For initial training, the theoretical training takes place in Trnava (at the VUJE Training
Centre for cat 1 & 2; at the Departement of Bohunice NPP for other categories), while
OJT takes place at the NPPs sites.
While the formal responsibility for the competence of personnel stays with the plant
manager, there is a major "responsibility" left to the direct supervisor of the trainees
and the individual trainers, certainly for the OJT part of the training. SAT is not
systematically applied and the training is not "objectives oriented".
The evaluation of the trainees is made by examination in front of a Commission which
focus on the theoretical part of the training. For the OJT, the judgement is left to the
"instructor" and this leaves the door open for some subjectivity.
The report of the G-24, based on the above elements, recommended to streamline the
training by using the SAT, to reinforce instructors training, to develop the training
tools based on a thorough analysis of the needs, and to install a auditing method of the
outside personnel.

2.2 THE CZECH REPUBLIC.
The overall approach is, for historical reasons, quite similar to the one in Slovakia
(figure 3).
Formerly, the Trnava trg center was used for the theoretical training of the Cat 1 & 2
personnel, while the Cat 3 & 4 were trained in the NETC in Brno. In the future, the
Brno Training center will expand its theoretical training activities, using a new modular
approach under developement. The G-24 experts insisted on the use of SAT to support
this effort.
The OJT takes place at the plants in a way similar to Slovakia.
An interesting point is that there seems not to be a major interest in the plants for a
"regional maintenance training center" because the equipment of the different plants in
the "region" are quite different from each other and OJT on the site is. therefore more
appropriate. Very specialized training is better provided by the suppliers of the
equipment or tools.
But an important innovation is the desire of both Dukovany and Temelin td decrease
their permanent maintenance staff and to rely heavily (mainly for Cat IV personnel) on
outside contractors. Thus transition has to be carefully analysed in terms of impact on
qualification and needs for training. The way to handle OJT in this context has to be
clarified.
As conclusion of the mission, the G-24 experts team recommended to focus on a SAT
approach in the improvement phase of the training programmes and to define a process
to maintain the qualification of the plant personnel joining outside contractors
organisations.

23 THE UKRAINE.
The education at school is considered as an integral part of the professionnal training
system. Based on the level of education, an individual enters into the plant organisation
at one of the six predefined levels (also salary levels). All this is regulated by normative
documents.
During the course of the work, three types of training are foreseen : initial training,
training to maintain qualification and training to upgrade qualification.
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For initial training, an individual training curriculum is defined, mainly by. the head of
the departement, with only an administrative support of the training departement. The
training is primarily one to one training at the workplace (under responsibility of the
supervisor) and self study (with the exception of theoretical training and simulator
training for control room personnel - but the lack of adequate simulators and the
financial problems render this type of training less frequent). There are no strong
guidelines and no specific training materials other than the regular working documents.
When the subject is assumed to be known, an exam takes place to verify.
The training to maintain qualification is more a verification process through regular
examinations.
The training to upgrade qualification is essentially based on self study.
One can see that the main responsibility stays at the level of the departement, on the
shoulders of individual supervisors, using OJT without support of objectives oriented
training-programmes and materials. This leads also to the duplication of efforts since an
important common part of the initial training is provided at the level of the individual
supervisor.
The Ukraine suffers, in terms of the training, from the separation from Russia, due to
the loss of some competent personnel, due to a more difficult access to upgrading
training programmes (high level), and due to a more difficult access to the Russian
suppliers of equipment. The financial difficulties add to the problem.
As conclusions, the G-24 team recommended to develop a SAT based approach to
training, ideally through a centralized channel (such as Goskomatom). The deeper
involvement of the plants training departments into the training process was
recommended in order to avoid undue duplication of efforts, to train the instructors
and to develop, in a centralized way per site, the OJT training materials.

2.4 RUSSIA.
Without any surprise, the organisation of the training in Russia is similar to what was
dicovered in Ukraine (but less affected by financial problems and loss of personnel). An
important part is filled by "OJT" type of training.
Therefore also, the recommendations are quite similar, focussing on the need to have a
global policy at national level to define who does what and who is responsible for
what, between the training centers and the plants, in order to efficiently improve the
training ; to apply the principles of SAT in a structured way, helping the instructors to
upgrade their competences ; to integrate jobs "organisational" aspects in the training
(considering for example, the narrow scope of specialization of the maintenance
personnel) and reflecting these aspects in the OJT.

2.5 HUNGARY.
Operations personnel training in the country takes place on site with the support of a
top level full scope simulator. Theoretical training and OJT are organised in a planned
way between the operations and the training departements.
Recognizing that the maintenance training was weak, based mainly on OJT and not
supported by a SAT, the Paks NPP management has decided to launch a ambitious
project with the objective to erect on site a fully equipped Maintenance Training
Center. This is part of the so-called "Hungarian Model Project".
The decision has been taken mainly because most of the plant personnel who have
participated in the plant commissionning are now close to retirement, and because OJT
on primary equipment becomes more and more difficult due to the irradiation levels.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

Only very general conclusions can probably be drawn at this stage and be applicable to
most of the CEECs, Russia and Ukraine. This is due to the common origin of the
nuclear technology in this countries and a format of training being quite standard. One
must nevertheless recognize that, as of today, the approaches, analyses and solutions
are diverging from each other and therefore, the general conclusions drawn here must
be taken with a critical eye.

In all countries which were visited by the G-24 missions, OJT plays an important role,
if not the most important role. This is true for operations personnel training, but is
even more applicable to other types of personnel (maintenance, support personnel,...).

This situation will subsist for more years, even if some countries are quite well
advanced in their process to upgrade and improve their training system.

Therefore, an immediate attention should be put on a "SAT oriented" analysis of the
role to be played by OJT, its complementarity and integration with other training
actions and means (theoretical, simulator, CBT, mock-ups...). This analysis should be
done at country level, in a centralised way, to render it most effective for further
application on a site specific basis.

Specific OJT training programmes and materials should then be developped, again in a
centralised way, at country, at site or at plant level as appropriate, in function of the
specificity of the "subject" to be taught.

A major effort should also be made, in parallel, in training the "instructors", providing
them with adequate training skills and objective evaluation tools. The instructor is
indeed the key element in the effectiveness of OJT.



FIGURE

In accordance with these documents personnel of NPPs is
divided into 6 categories :

- category I - Licensed Personnel •
- category II - Technical and Economical Personnel and Foremen
- category III - Shift and Other Operating Personnel
- category IV - Maintenance Personnel
- category V • - Plant Deccomissioning Personnel
- category VI - Other Personnel
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FIGURE Z

. INITIAL TRAINING OF NPP PERSONNEL

C A T E G O R Y
PHASE OF TRAINING . I I I . H I IV V VI

V-l 21
THEORETICAL TRAINING Y-2 23 13 6 6 8 -X
' . P 20

EMO 24

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING 18 6 6 6 7

SIMULATOR TRAINING ' 5

EXAM FOR "CERTIFICATE" ' 1 1.5 1 1 1 4

TRAINING AT VORKING PLACE 4 X. X X X X

EXAM FOR "LICENCE" ' X

EXAM FOR "COMMISSION" X X X X XX

DURATION OF PHASES IS GIVEN IN VEEKS

P - REACTOR PHYSICIST



SCHEDULE OF THE COURSE OF THE BASIC SCHOOLING AND TRAIN&

Worker
groups

LENGhjT OF COURSE [months]

- Theoretical Schooling in the Nuclear and

Educational Training Centre in Brno

• Training Stay at NPP Dukovany

- Simulator Training at the TC at Trnava

- Partial Examinations

- Final Examinations for Qualification

- Training for a Subordinate Post

ma - Doubling Without the Right of Handling

- Theoretical part of the Final Examination for LICENCE

- Doubling With the Right of Handling [Practical Part of the

Final Examination - Issuance of the LICENCE]

- Professional Periodical Training

- Issuance of Commission for Function
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